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A13STRiCT

The objectives of this study were to investigate the effects of geological

modeling strategies, well locatio~ and reservoir boundary conditions on the scale-up

of petrophysicaI properties. The Gypsy formation was used as the experimental site

because detailed Mormation was available from 22 wells. Three models for G-ypsy

formation were developed and used in the scale-up study.

A methodology for scale-up was develope~ in which tmnsmissibili~, instead

of permeability, was scaled up. Special consideration was given to the pinch-out grid

blocks in the system in order to obtain a representative flow simulation. Mkr a linear .

scale-up was conducted between the grid blocks, a scale-up on productivity inde~ or PI

scale-up, was performed to consider the radial flow around the wellbore. Two

hypothetical models, a layer-cake model and a pinch-out model were used to illustrate

the application of the methodology. Successfid scale-up results were obtained after a PI

scale-up technique around the welbore was applied.

The effects of geological modeling on scale-up were studied by conducting scale-

up on the three models for Gypsy formation. The effkcts of well location and boundary

condition on scale-up were studied using d&rent production-injection scenarios and

boundary conditions. It was observed that channel model and lithofxies model resulted

in similar scale-up results, but flow unit model resulted in large errors. It was observed

that in order to obtain a succes.sfidscale-up, not only should the fine-scale model be as

homogeneous as possible in the vertical direction for each geological unit upscale~ but
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the model also should have a good communication in horizontal direction. WeIl location

and boundary conditions have significant effects on scale-up. Line-drive scenario

produced the better scale-up results compared to nine-spot and five-spot scenarios, due

to closer resemblance to Iinear flow. No-flow boundary condition produced the better

smle-up results compared to bottom-water drive and edge-water drive.
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Gypsy FieId Project in Reservoir Characterization:
Report for the Period

June 1997- September 1998

OBJWT?VES

The overall objective of this project is to use the extensive Gypsy Field laboratory and
data as a focus for developing and testing reservoir characterization methods that are
targeted at improved recovexy of conventional oil.

This report descriies progress since project report DOE/BC/14970-7 and covers the
period June 1997- September 1998 and represents one year of finding originally allocated
for the year 1996.

During the course of the work previously perform~ high resolution geophysical and
outcrop data revealed the importtce of fiztures at the Gypsy site. In additio~ personnel
changes and alternative fimding (OCAST and oil company support of various kinds)
allowed us to leverage DOE contriions and focus more on geophysical
characttion. The new emphases resulted in the following division of sub-projects

1. Upscalirg A flow-based upscaling method is used to ident@ regions of flow acti~~
and for guiding optimal con4@ration of gridblock boundaries in the resulting low-
resolution models.

2. Geophysical Characterization and Flow %nulatio~ High-resolution geophysical
techniques calibrated with outcrop dr@ are used to construct reservoir models with
and without permeable fi-actures. Reservoir simulations are analyzed to assess the
importance of fkture characterization in determiningg sweep efficiency.

3. Seismic Attriite Analysk Well data is wed to caliirate the extraction of 3D seismic
athiiutes. New algorithms for spectral analysis using wavelet transforms and wavelet
extraction are developed for this purpose.

4. Modeling Sedimentary Environments ~Mathernaticalmethods for construction of
geological models are developed and evaluated. These include sensi~ and
resolution techniques coupled with multi-resolution analysis.

All of these efforts are closely interlined and focus on use of data ftom both the Gypsy
outcrop and pilot sites. They (1) target improved recovery of conventional oil through
better reservoir charactaizatio~ and (2) develop methods which can be used to extend the
life of producing fields or to make small fields economic.
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SUMMARY

This final report contains four sections corresponding to the four subprojects (1)
UP*S (2) Geophysical Characterization (3) Seismic Attribute Analysis, and (4)
Modeling Sedimentary Environments. The major conclusions for these projects are
mmmarized here and detailed reports in the form of theses, papers, and progress reports
are provided as appendices. The first two subprojects are essentially complete while the
latter two are in progress and will be continued ifikrther fhnding is obtained.

Upscaling (Dan O’Mq Anuj Gup@ and Wei Wang): A methodology was developed
whereby transmissibilities rather than permeabilities are scaled up. The effects of
geologicalmodeling strategies, well locations, and resemoir boundary conditions on the
success of this method were investigated. It was determined that a scale-up of
productivity index was needed to account for radial flow around the well bore. Upscaling
for channel and Iithol%ies reservoir models worked we~ however, flow unit upscaling
resulted in large errors. It was observed that the more homogeneous and laterally
communicative the reservoir, the better the upscaling results. Well locations and boundary
conditions also significantly effbct the success of the upscaling procedure.

This work is documented in detaiI in Appendix A which is a dissertation by Wei Wang
entitled “Strategies of Geological Modeling and Scale-Up in Resexvoir Sinmkition”.
Appendix B is a paperby Wei Wang andAnuj Gupta entitled“Strategiesof Geological
Modeling and Heterogeneity of Formation” presented at the 3fi Young Academy
Cotierence of the Scientific Association of China

Geophysical Characterization of Flow Simulation (Roger Young MatthiasMueller,
Zhengen D- and VIctoti French) Ground penetrating radar (GPR) and seismic data
define channel boundaries and a fkture set near the Gypsy outcrop site. Borehole
Iithology logs show that both geophysical methods image the same boundary between two
sandstone channels. 3D &p-titer@ and coherence of a migrated 3D GPR sumey clbariy
map the channel boundary. Depth slices of imtaman eous ikquency show a prominent
fkture set that ccmelates with the orientation of fractures measured at the outcrop.

The geophysically defied iiactures were included in a 3D earth model constructed by
upscaling matrix properties defined by laboratory permeabii and poro~ measurements
of core from shallow boreholes. Mat& and f.kwture flow are made to occur in separate,
but interacting cells. Waterflood simulations shows that the fracture-assisted permeability
can improve or impede sweep efficiency, depending on the placement of the wells.

Appendix C is an expanded abstract of a paper presented by Roger Young at the 1998
Annual SEG Convention entitled “Geophysical Site Charactaization for 3D Flow
Simulation at the Gypsy Outcrop Siie, Oklahoma”.
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Appenti D is a paper by Roger Young and others published in the June 1997 issue of
The Leading Edge entitled ‘3D Dip Faltering and Coherence Applied to GPR Datz A
Study.”

Appendix E is a repofi by %toria French on fixture anaIysis at the Gypsy outcrop site.

Appendix F contains selected excerpts from a thesis by Zhengan Deng entitled “The
Application of Ground Penetrating radar for Geological Characterization in l%ree
Dimensions at the Gypsy Outcrop Site, Northeastern OklahoX USA”.

Appendix G contains excerpts Ilom a thesis by N&bias Mueller entitled ‘Detection and
Modeling of Fractures and Their Influence on Flow Simulation at the Gypsy Site,
Okkdloma”.

Seismic Attribute Analysis (@l Lamb, John C- Ray Bro~ Dirk Se&e~ Xia Li):

_ the report period we focussed on seismic attenuation and dispersion as reservoir
characterization attributes which are theoretically related to pore fluid properties,
Ethology, petrophysical properties, and stratigraphic relationships. We have developed
new algorithms for high resolution spectral analysis and attenuatiorklispersion
measurement from 3D seismic data in the viciniiy of a borehole and are currently applying
them to the Gypsy data.

Appendix His a report by Xia Li describing the wavelet transform spectral analysis
algorithm and is titled “Application of Ricker Wavelet in Wavelet Transfox&.

Appendix I is a progress report by Bill Lamb entitled “Absorption and Dispersion from
Gypsy data.”

Appendix J is the final form published in Geophysics of material previously reported by
Ray Brown and Dirk Seifert entitled Weloc@ Dispersion A Tool for Characterizing
&sewoir Rocks”.

Vireintend to continue developing attenuation and dispersion as seismic resmoir
characterization attributes.

Modeiing I)epositiomd Environments @mther White and Ymg-jun J@: This project
uses the Gypsy data as a prototype reservoir for the development of mathematical
methods for constructing geological resewoir models. The goals for the study are to (1)
include multi-resolution analysis in inverse and geostatistical methods, and (2) to couple
multi-resolution analysis with sensitivity and resolution techniques to investigate, in a
more precise way, the detail in estimated reservoir mappings supported by vtious lypes of
data.

Appendix K by Luther White provides the theoretical basis for the proposed methodology.
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Appendix Lisa report by Luther White entitled ~erentiabii of Interior Regularized
Output Least Squares Estimators with Respect to Data for Parabolic Systems”. This
constitutes a key step in the study of resolution properties of model-based esdmation test
problems.

Appendix M is a report by Ymg-jun Jimand Luther White entitled ‘Resolution of
Regukuized Output Least Squares Estimators for Elliptic and Parabolic Problems” which
descriies the study of interior optimal regukuized output least squares estimators with
respect to perturbations of coefficients used in posing numerical test problems for finite
element approximations of parabolic problems.

This work is continuing with the application of multi-resolution analysis to the Gypsy data
a primary objective of fidure acthitk.
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CHAPTER I

INTRODUCTION

Detailed reservoir descriptions are now possible with the development of

geological and engineering reservoir characterization techniques that both honor and

integrate tiormation from core analysis, we~ 10gs, weu tes@ geological and

geophysical data. The purpose of such description is to provide an accurate quantitative

physical model of the resemoir that can be used by a numerical reservoir simulator to

predict oil and gas recoveries under various production scenarios.

However, the detailed reservoir description models with millions of-grid blocks

cannot be directly incorporated into reservoir simulators because of their intensive

computational cost. Despite advances in computer technology, most commercial

reservoir simulators are limited to fewer than 10,000 grid blocks, basically 100 times less

than the detailed geological models. Scale-up techniques are needed to bridge the gap

between fine-scale and coarse-scale models.

Scale-up techniques have been developed in recent years. One limitation of these

scale-up methods is that they concentrate only on the mathematics of combining

petrophysid propefies of finer grid block, while giving little consideration to the

heterogeneity of geological and structural details. These methods choose coarse-grid cell

boundaries independent of the distribution of reservoir properties, i.e., averaging

reservoir properties within layers or channels without considering the effect of



heterogeneity on fluid flow and scale-up. Such ‘layer or channel scale-up’ may average

out the effects of ememe values of reservoti properties, such as thin continuous

communicating layers, large flow barriers, or partially communicating faults. Therefore,

in order to obtain reliable results in scale-up for reservoir simulation not only is it very

important to use a reliable mathematical method for the calculation of average value of

resemoir properties for the upscaled grid blocks, but also to find an effective method to

determine the boundaries of upscaled grid blocks. A successful scale-up result can be

obtained with the combination of reliable mathematical scale-up methodology and

detailed description of formationheterogenei~.

1.1 Objectives of the Study

Reservoir properties, such as penneabili~ and porosity, are heterogeneous and

their values can change in three dimensions of space. Based on the processes of

deposition and diagenesis of formatio~ the variation of these properties in the vertical

direction is more abrupt compared to the variation in the horizontal direction. The

purpose of this study is to evaluate the issues surrounding scale up in the vertical

direction of the resemoir and to develop new methodologies for scale up modeling.

(1)

(~)

The objectives of this study are:

To develop an improved vertical layering method for scale-up in reservoir simulation

using ir&onnation I@cally available from well logging and core analysis.

To develop an effkctive

simulation.

scale-up methodology that can be used in reservoir
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(3) To investigate the effects of geological modeling, well locatiom production-injection

scenario, ad bowb con~ltion on Sc~e-uP.

1.2 Contents of the Study

Seven chapters are included in this study. Chapter II contains a brief literature

review on the classification of reservoir heterogenei~ and scale, development of

reservoir description techniques as weII as scale-up techniques.

Chapter III includes the development of three ~erent models for Gypsy

formation and the analysis of the heterogeneity of these three models.

Chapter IV discusses the strategies of trammissibility scale-up developed and

used in this study. Two dilXerent

methodology. Further improvement

hypothetical models are used to illustrate the

in scale-up is accomplished by considering the

scale-up around wellbore area using PI scale-up method. Successful scale-up results are

obtained and displayed in this Chapter.

Chapter V presents the application of the scale-up methodology developed in

Chapter IV to three Gypsy models. Scale-up results demonstrated that ~tegies of

geological modeling have si-s@kaut effects on scale-up.

Chapter VI studies the effects of well locatiou production-injection scenario, and

boundary condition of reservoir on scale-up. Relative error is used as criterion to

evaluate the effects of various strategies on scale-up.

Chapter VII presents the conclusions of this study and the recommentiom foi

the study in fi.nure.





CHAPTER II

RESERVOIR DESCRIPTION AND SCALE-UP

Inorder to obtain successfid scale-up results, three concepts are very important.

They are: (1) reservoir scale and heterogeneitjq (2) reservoir description and (3) scale-up

techniques. The following is a review of each of these concepts.

2.1 Reservoir Scale and Heterogeneity

Reservoir heterogeneity can be characterized at diiYerentscales born microscopic

to large scale. Flow phenomena observed at a given scale of heterogenei~ exhibits

different fmtures compared to those observed at other scales. During reservoir

characterizatio~ all available measurements are use~ including core scale of laboratory

measurements, the scale of weIl test @ and the scale of seismic and production data.

Reservoir description is a combined effort

such as layers and then grid blocks, and

of discretizing the reservoir into subunits,

assigning values to all pertinent physical

properties for these blocks. For this purpose, data finm several scales and sources are

available. Information at each scale results in dMerent accuracy and involves

measurement averaging over a different volume of rock (Haldorsez 1986).

Four conceptual scales of averaging volumes can be classfied that exhibit

various types of reservoir heterogenei~, and they are: (1) microscopic; (2) macroscopic;



(3) megascopic; (4) and gigascopic. Fig. 2-1 is an illustration of these four scaIes

(Fkddorsen, 1986).

n MICRO

@

- . ... .....
.. . ......:..... . .. . . . . . .. ... ..

MEGA

GIGA

\/

Fig. 2-1 Illustration of Four Conceptual Scales @Ialdorsen, 1986)

Microscopic is the scale at which pore throats and grain sizes are described.

Variability at this scale produces microscopic scale heterogeneity which governs the

distribution of fluid saturation in reservoir. The data for this scale can be obtained from

Scanning Electron Microscope (SEM) analysis, Pore Image halysis (PTA), and

conventional thin section analysis. The study on this scale is often conducted using a

network modeling approach which assumes that the pore throats of porous media

10



possess dMerent s~pes md explicidy iUCOrPOmteS

network model in order to quanti@ flow parameters,

pore

to fit

we~bility effects

experimental da~

into a

and to

examine the sensitivities of a given process to a variety of phenomena.

Macroscopic is the scale at which core analysis is conducted using,core plugs to

obtain the properties of the reservoir, mch = porosiv, pe~~fiity, w~er sa~tio~

capillary pressure, relative permeabiliw, and wettabiliv. From a mechanistic point of

view, macroscopic scale corresponds to the viscous-capillary flow regime where -gavity

forces are considered negligible (b.sseter et aZ.,1986). This is the most impotit scale

in reservoir study because the continuity equations describing the fluid transport

phenomena in porous media are derived based on this scale. The properties of rock

within this scale are usually considered to be constant. The data obtained from this scale’

are used to calibrate the data from well logs and well testing, and used as the input in

reservoir simulation. However, the data obtained from this scale are not accurate enough

to represent the conditions of reservoir because many factors can tikct the

measurements, such as pressure, temperature, orientatio~ and boundary conditions.

Meg~copic is he Sde at wtich well logs and well tests are conducted. This

scale corresponds

three forces play

to the viscous-capilkuy-grwhy dominated flow regime, in which all

significant roles in determining the dynamic mukiphase behavior

(Lasseter et aL, 1986). Reservoir simulation and scale-up are conducted on this scale, in

which reservoir formation is divided into many grid blocks where the variations of rock

and fluid properties are averaged or upscaled from macrosmpic scale to be assigned as

single values to the whole grid block. Because of the Ii.rnitzdon of time and computer

memory, only thousands of grid blocks can be handled in reservoir simulation. This



means that the grid blocks used in simulation have to be Iarge enoug~ to represent the

whole reservoir using only several thousand .tid-blocks. Each parameter value, such as

permeability and porosity, that is assigned to the large grid blocks is an important

consideration- Collin et al (1961) recommended that porosi~ of reservoir in

meg=copic sc~e should be calculated from core data as the volume weighted arithmetic

average. The probable error in average porosity is promotional to the inverse square root

of the total volume of cores analyzed. Porosi~ is an intrinsic property of porous medium

that is independent of the boundary condition measured. In con- the permeability of

a heterogeneous medium is defined for equivalent homogeneous medium tha~ with

different boundary conditions, would produce different flow movement. Thus,

permeability of a porous medium depends on both the boundary conditions and the o

heterogeneity of the porous medium studied @egg et al., 1985).

@gascopic is the Scale of total formation that consists of many depositional units

and perhaps several depositional envkonments. The essential features of the gigascopic

scale are lateral continui~ and vertical communication. Seismic and production data are

mostly used to obtain the information on this scale.

To realistically predict reservoir pefiormance, reservoir heterogeneity at various

scales must be modeled accurately. Reservoir engineers and geologists should combine

efforts to develop a quantitative approach to define the depositional units and the

depositional environments of the reservoir in which it was formed. Resenoir engineers

must attain efficient means to use these detailed, quantitative, and complex descriptions

of reservoirs in reservoir simulation models.

12



2.2 Reservoir Description

The task of reservoir description is to characterize the physical and chemical

properties of porous medium and its pore fluids over a broad range of dimensions from

pore throat to whole reservoir. The purpose of such descriptions is to provide an

accurate quantitative physical model of the reservoir that can be translated for use in

numerical reservoir simulation models to predict oil and gas resemoirs under various

production scenarios (Forgotsom 1991).

In the pas$ reservoir description for simulation has evolved from simple to quite

complex models. Past reservoir simulation studies treated the reservoir as a package of

superimposed subhomogeneous layers, or layer cakes, in which reservoir properties, such

as porosi~ and permeabili~, were assigned constant values based ori the data points

obtained from core measurements. Because of the discontinuity of sand bodies of

variable thickness or the occurrence of major lateral permeability contra% this was often

an over-simplification. Jn recent years, 3-D heterogeneous geological models were

develope~ in which each layer was horizontally divided into many grid blocks with

different petrophysical properties, in order to improve that simplification.

Four major studies are inciuded in conventional reservoir description. These are:

(1) rock studies to define Iithology, depositional environment of the reservoir, and

correlations of rock properties; (2) fbrnework studies that establish the structure

continui~ of reservoir and nonreservoir rock and gross thickness (3) reservoir quaiity

studies to determine the variation of rock properties (permeabili~, porosity); and (4)

integration studies that yield maps of porosity, permeability, and formation thickness

across the reservoir (Willhite, 1986).



Rock studies are used to identify the rock ~es for both reservoir and

nonreservoir rocks that make up the reservoir intervals and to interpret the depositional

origin of tie kterva.ls US@ information born cutting, cores. well logs, and routine core-

analysis data. This information is fbndarnental in predicting reservoir continuity and

thickness patterns and variation in pore-space properties. Typical output developed at

this level of analysis are coredescription graphs and porosity-pexmeabifi~ cross-plots

(Harris and Hewi~ 1977).

Framework studies determine the geometric configuration of tie tip and the

vertical and lateral distribution of the rock ~es that were identified in rock studies.

Framework studies begin by mapping the gross structure Iiom well and seismic data to

define the areal and vertical extent of the deposit. It is important to identi& aquifer and

estimate aquifer size in framework studies because it is a measure of the capacity of

resemoir to maintain resewoir pressure under primary production. The principal activity

in fi-arneworkstudies is tie determination of areas and vertical limits and the continuity

of reservoir and nonresemoir zones.

Reservoir quality studies utilize well logs, core analysis, and well test data to

ascertain pore-space attributes and distributions.

studies may be required to identi~ the pay

distribution (Harris and hewi% 1977).

Integration studies are the epitome of

SpeciaI core analysis and petrophysical

zone and to predict fluid saturation

the total effo~ because both data and

professional experience must be used to complete tie description activity satisfactorily.

Porosity and/or permeability maps can be combined with net-thiclmess maps to provide

the pore-volume or transmissibility maps needed in reservoir simulation. Reservoir

14



simulation techniques can then be used to match resemoir history and predict fi.uure

performance.

In reservoir descriptio~ the tasks for geologists are to identi~ and describe the

mineralogy, texture, grain size, bedding and flow structures, depositional sequences and

the geometry of genetically related depositional units, using the information from

seismic, outcrop, and cores, and finally to produce a conceptual geological mode. The

tasks of petrophysicists are to measure and provide the Mormation of porosity,

permeability, fluid saturatio~ and well logs. Finally, reservoir engineers need to

combine a.ll”ofthe available information from exploratio~ drilhg, resemoir engineering

and production data to build up a discrete geological model used to predict the

performance of the reservoir for different production scenarios.

The most common method to determine if a model is adequately describing a

reservoir is to match the reservoir’s performance history. Resemoir engineers have

found it diflicult to use a geological model developed by conventional methods to match

the history of a reservoir. The geological models developed by conventional methods

are too coarse and too homogeneous to match reservoir petiormance, because it did not

reflect the vertical and lateral variations of reservoir heterogeneity. Reservoirs are so

complex and heterogeneous that it is impossible to have a geological model to describing

them absolutely. Numerous techniques for improved reservoir characterization were

developed in 1980’s.

Reservoir characterization is a detailed quantitative description of the physical

and chemical properties of a porous medium and its contained fluids. The present

emphasis on reservoir characterization is to integrate geological, geophysical, and

15



engineering data at many scales, in order to obtain a more comprehensive understanding

of the distribution of reservoir rock and fluid properties.

Two distinct approaches to the determination of lateral reservoir properties are

being developed. The first approach is called deteministi c and the second approach is

czdledgeostatisticai.

Deterministic method is used to determine the distribution of reservoir

properties for systems with small well spacing and reasonably simple resewoir

architecture. Deterministic weighting weights the data based on the distance from the

welI to the center of the cell being calculated. This method honors the data at the well

locations. The following equation is used in the interpolation to derive the cell value

(brd.mark 1995):

where:

V = final ceil vahe,

W= the weighting functio~

r = the distance from the interpolated point

R= the search radius,

n = total number of well values use&

Z = well value.

The weighting fhnction W in the equation is represented by the following equation:

16



W(r,R)= (l-r/ R)2.(R/r)x

where:

(2-2)

X = power f=tor.

Values R and x reflect the heterogenei~ of a reservoir, and they need to be determined

experimentally for a specific reservoir. R should be determined based on the well

spacing, distance of wells from the boundary of the reservoir, and the distribution area of

the layer studied.

When the well spacing is ve~ large and reservoir architecture is very complex, a

deterministic correlation may be not enough to describe the reservoir heterogeneity. In

this case, a statistical approach is more appropriate to use to develop a more accurate

configuration of reservoir architecture (Weber et al. 1990).

Geostatistical method was developed based on the discovery that many ea.rth-

science variables present two main characteristics: there is some randomness in their

behavior, but at the same time there is some continui~ (Dubrule et aZ.,1986). This

means that knowing the value at one point x gives some Mormation about the values in

the neighborhood of x (cmntinuiV),but not enough to exactly predict what these values

axe (randomness). Geostatistics takes into account the randomness by considering the

value Z(x) at point x as the rerdization for a random variable Z(x). The continuity is

represented by a variogmm y(h), which is a measure of the d.ii5erence between values

estimated as a Ibction of distance of separation. For a certain reservoir, a variograrn

correlation for the variable studied is iirst generated using the available data. This

correlation is then applied to represent the degree of continuity of the variable in the

specific reservoir. Geostatistical method is especially usefhl for the estimation of

~ .- ,-,..%7
., -T-7?-r~---,Tr,:T-- Y-.-,;, ..f~., ; +c?-f. . . . ., .,
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reservoir properties during the development of reservoir in early stages, when limited

data is available.

Variations of reservoir property in the vertical direction can be determined by

combining the information from well logs and core analysis. Openhole logs, frequently

gamma ray and inductionkesistivity, may iden@ the stratigraphic sequences or

depositional units that are consistent with seismic interpretations.

Several methods have been proposed and used for subdividing a sedimentary

interval for reservoir description. Statistical techniques based on the variations of

permeability have been used by previous investigators to zone the resemoir into layers.

Testerrnan (1962) proposed a statistical reservoir ‘zonation technique’ using

perrneabili~ data from a sedimentary interval to identi& and describe mturally occuning o

zones in a reservoir. FirsL the interval was divided into two zones and then into three

zones. The subdivision of additional zones continued until the zones had minimum

variation in permeabtity internally and maximum variation between zones. The

problem with this method is that it does not take into account the geological attributes

that control reservoir zonation.

With the advance in facies modeling, sedirnentological studies have introduced

facies-zones, and fxies associations as flow units for reservoir sublayering. A facies is a

three-dimensional body of rock having the same environmental as determined from

characteristics such as external and internal geome~, sedimentary structures, Iithology,

organic conten~ stratigraphic relations, and associated sedimentary facies (Finley UK?

Tyler, 1986).

18



Rodriguez et al. (1988) characterized fwies units by identi@@ major changes in

the related depositional sequences using porosi~ and permeability values. In their study,

ei-@ facies were first identified using the lype of Iithology, sedimentary structures,

sedimentary textures, and amount of bioturbation. Facies were then grouped into four

facies assemblages or sedimentary units, according to attributes such as, the first

appearance of conglomeratic

Paleocene carbonate sequence,

sand with erosive basal contact with the underlying

presence of a very fine-grained sand sequence with

continuous shales intercalations, and the first appearance of an heteroiithic sandlshale

sequence with considerable thickness.

In recent years, the concept of hydraulic or flow unit was introduced as a method

of subdividing a sedimentary interval for reservoir description. The term ‘flow unit’ has “

different”definitions depending on its application. A flow unit is defined as a volume of

reservoir rock that is continuous lateraily and vertically and has similar averages of tiose

rock properties that affect fluid flow. It represents an assemblage of facies having

similar characteristics. The significance of dividing the sedimentary intervals into flow

units is that each flow unit usually reflects a specific depositionrd environment and

characteristics of fluid flow (Ti et al., 1995). A compelling reason for describing

reservoirs in tams

environment have

of depositional units is “that units formed in the same depositional

similar characteristics (La.seter et al. 1986). Thus in reservoir

simulatio~ each flow unit can be treated as a layer or a vertical gridblock (Weber and

Geuns, 1990). Continuous flow units with similar properties can be upscaled into one

layer to reduce the amount of merno~ and computing time needed without adversely



affecting the accuracy of simulation results, in order to obtain the optimum layering for

reservoir simulation.

011ana water, oil-water

flow unit in a complex

well as, the interpreted

SCuta (1997) used injected and produced volumes of “ ‘ ““

contact map, and time-lapse infectivity profiles, to interpret

carbonate reservoir using sequence-stratigraphic concepts as

su-uctural evolution for Vacuum Field in New Mexico. A 3-D geological model was

built to understand and visualize the three-dimensional distribution of properties. This

model was later upscaled for reservoir simulation by first summing and averaging

porosi~ in each layer, and then ranking and grouping the layers with similar ranks.

Various parameters were used to detenni.ne the optimal layefig scheme that would

maintain the structure and detail of the geological model for reservoir simulation.

Hearn et al. (1986) defined a flow unit as a zone that is continuous over a defined

volume of the reservoir, has similar averages of these rock properties that tiects fluid

flow, and has similar bedding characteristics. The distribution of flow unit is related to

the facies distributio~ but flow unit boundaries do not necessarily coincide with facies

boundaries. They used the concept of flow unit in the simulation of Hartzog Draw Field.

In their study, flow units were defined based on the range of porosity and permeability

distribution as shown in Fig. 2-2.

Slatt and Hopkins (1988) developed a flow unit modeI which inte-grateddetailed

Ueolotical and petrophysical properties to provide a more comprehensive understanding~-

oi reservoir architecture and heterogenei~ within I%lmoral Field. Five fiow uniiiswere

defined using measurements of porosity, permeability, grain-size, capikuy pressure

curves, and various geological properties. This flow unit model is considered to be the
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Fig. 2-2 Classification of FIow Units by Permeability

and Porosity ((Hearn et aL,1986)

most complex model, because it incorporates a varie~ of geological and petrophysica.1

parameters and it provides the most comprehensive description for simulation studies.

Ti e~al. (1995) developed a quantitative way to classfi a reservoir into distinct

flow units. Sedimentary intervals of the cored wells were divided into major zones on

the basis of core description information. The major zones were fhrther subdivided into

subzones to allow less vtiation in geologic and petrophysical properties within each

subzone and more variation between the subzones. On the basis of the transmissibility,

stofitivity, and net-to-gross-thickness da~ the subzones were classified into four distinct

fluid flow units by use of the statistical method of cluster analysis.



LTnderstand& the complex variations in pore geometry within different

lithofacies is the key to improving reservoir description and subsequently, reservoir

exploration (Amaefide er al., 1993). The variations in pore geometrical attributes can be

used to identi~ distinct

characteristics. Amaefule

zones or hydraulic flow

et al. (1993) proposed a

unitswith .sidar fluid-flow

methodology to identify and

characterize hydraulic flow units based on a modified Kozeny-Carmen equation using

the mean hydraulic radius. A hydmdic unit is defined as the representative elementary

volume of total reservoir rock within which geological and petrophysical properties

that affect fluid flow are internally consistent. Hydraulic units are related to geologic

facies distribution, but do not necessarily coincide with facies boundaries (Hearn et al.,

1984). According to their proposed metho~ a log-log plot of RQI versus $,, which are “

defined in the following equations, for the same flow unit with an ideai pore geometry

should follow a straight line.

(2-3)

k is permeability in rnD, $ is porosity in fraction. Fig. 2-3 ihstrates a log-log plot of

RQI versus& for East Texas.

Shedid (1997) extended Amaefide’s method to represent a real porous medium

system in a generalized form. A log-log plot of RQI versus $ formed a smaight line

(C2+ l)m -1
with a slope of

2
andaninterceptof (O.031A&*~. C1andCzare
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coefficients of permeability equation and porosi~ exponenq respectively; m is

porosity exponenq a is the coefficient in kchie’s equatio~ & is the true formation

resistivity at irreducible water saturatio~ and RWis formation water resistivi~. For a

real porous medium Systeq the sIope is not unity, but a fiction of the coefficients

and porosity exponent. The intercept of the plot is a fimction of the coefficient of

permeability equatio~ formation water resistivity, and true formation resistivity.

0.01

m 1:///,
,

0.01 0.1 1

PM(Z)

Fig. 2-3 Log-Log Plot of RQI versus & for East Texas

(Amaefule et aL, 1993)
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2.3 Scale-up Techniques

Two categories of scale-up techniques have been developed: single-phase scale-

up and two-phase scale-up. Single-phase scale-up focuses on preserving the gross

feature of flow on the simulation grid and calculates an effective permeability, which can

result in the same total flow rate of fluids through the coarse, homogeneous block as that

obtained from the fine heterogeneous blocks. Scale-up of two phase flow is more

complicated than single-phase flow since it involves not only absolute permeability but

also relative permeability and capillary pressure. In this study, only one phase flow was

studied. Therefore, only one phase scalwp is discussed below.

2.3.1 Scale-up for Linear F1OW

Numerous methods for scale-up of single phase flow have been developed,

including average method (arithmetic/geometric/harmonic) (Cardwell and Parsons,

1945; Begg et al., 1989), tensor method (Tickup et al., 1992: .4asurn et aZ. 1993; King,

1993 & 1994; Pickup and Sorbic, 1994(a); Pickup and Sorbic, 1994@)), transmissibility

scaie-up (White and Home, 1987; Peace- 1996), renormalization technique (King,

1989; Gautier and Natinger, 1994; Christie et al., 1995; King et al., 1993; Hearn et al.,

1984), and pressure-solver method @egg and King, 1985; Begg et al., 1989).

The simplest method for calculating average permeability of porous medium is

the average method. Begg et al. (1989) calculated the average penneabihy for different

rocks using three average methods and determined that harmonic and ti.thmetic methods

gave the lowest and highest values of average permeabili~. Geometric method provided

average values between the values from harmonic and arithmetic methods.
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White and Home (1987) presents an algorithm to compute transmissibility using

permeability heterogeneity and anisotropy at fine scale. In his proposed metho~ the

transmissibility for coarse-scale grid blocks were treated as a tensor, ani for a Xl

simulation the flux across the +x face of coarse-scale grid block was expressed as:

4,+1 “2,j= [- Z’Z~2.j4P.,i+I:2.j~ TZ/2,j4Py,t+l:2.j1 (2-5)

Where:

qtii~ = flux between two grid blocks,

TmW1~= normal trammissibiIi~ befsveentwo grid blocks,

Tqwlm “= cross tmnsmissibility between two grid blocks,

Z@.j+*,ZJ= pressure tierence be~een two grid blocks in x thctioQ

4Py,+ff2.J= Pressure ~erence be~=n two @d blocks ~ Ydirection”

Similarly, the expression of flux in y direction can be also expressed as Eq. (2-5). The

well to weII-bIock tmnsmissibility is determined by the following equation:

~ = %(PiJ ‘Pb ) (2-6)

Q= total flow rate of we~

Tb= transmissibility of well to wellbloc~

Pu = we~block P=ssure$

pb= wellbore pressure.

in order to solve for both normal and across transmissibtities, at least two distinct

boundary conditions must be set. The pressures and fluxes for coarse-scale grid blocks

were obtained by averaging and summing the pressures and fluxes from iine-scaie

..-,



simulations with ~erent boundary conditions. Least-squares method was then used to

estimate the transrnissibilities between coarse-scale grid blocks and between well to

wellblock. It was demonstrated that the general tensor scab.ng procedure can give

accurate, efficient production estimate on a coarse grid.

Pea.ceman (1996) proposed a methodology in which six half-block

transmissibiiities for each coarse grid-bIock were calculated by directly solving the

finite-dii%erenceequations for pressure in each of six half-blocks. Uniform pressures are

applied at two opposite faces and no-flow boundary conditions are applied at the other

four faces when solving the iinite-cMXerenceequation. An illustration of the half block is

provided in Fig. 2-4.

PI

TAT
Po

I I I

I I

P* ‘I

Fig. 2-4 Schematic of Half Block Transmissibility (Peaceman, 1996)
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Tensor method takes effective penneabiliw of reservoir as a fill tensor with

elements k=, kw, k= kw, kY, k}= k=, kv, ad k= to represent the heterogeneiw ~d

anisotropy of reservoir formation. Aasum et al. (1993) developed an analytical method

to calculate effective permeability tensor for a grid block by accounting for small scale

heterogenei~ within the grid b~ock. The method honors boti location and orientation of

the small scale heterogenei~. Pickup and Sorbic (1994b) developed a new wvo-phase

scale-up method based on tensor penneabilities. The method was validated when it

accurately reproduced fine grid calculations using tensors on a coarser grid. Tensor

method is significantly more accurate than other scale-up methods, but it greatly

increases the computation time needed for simukition. Therefore, it still cannot be

directly incorporated into a commercial reservoir simulator without significantly slowing

down computation time.

Renormalization Technique for effective permeability was pioneered by King

(1993). The idea of the renormalization method is to replace a single scale-up step from

the fine grid to the coarse grid with a series of steps which transits from fine grid to

coarse grid through a series of increasingly coarse intermediate grids (Christie et al.,

1995). The approach works by taking a large problem and breaking it down into a

hierarchy of managealie problems (Christie, 1996). In the application of the metho~

King et al. (1993) useda resistor-network analogy for the direct expression of effective

permeability. The effective permeabi@ of a d group of calls was fist calculated

and then put back in place of the original fine group of cells. The process can be

repeated for many levels and provides a quick estimation of effective perrneabili~.

Renomdization method provided comparable results to that of simulation results. The

27
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technique is valid for situations with large permeabili~ variation or with a finite Ilaction

of non-resewoir rock (Christie, 1996).

Begg and King (1985) described a pressure-solver method for the scale-up of

single-phase flow similar to the method of Kyte and Berry (1975). The method was

developed based on tie principle that the effective permeability, k, of a heterogeneous

medium is the permeability of an equivalent homogeneous medium thaL for the same

bounday conditions, would give the same flux. Therefore, it depends on both the

boundary conditions and the distribution of heterogeneity, and the volume being

considered. In this metho~ the effective permeabiIi~ for coarse grid bIock was

calculated to produce the same flow rate as for the fine--tid blocks. The resuits obtained

using this method depend on the assumptions and specific boundary conditions made.

Fig. 2-5 is an illustration of pressure-solver method.

4at bat
n_Ax I

F@. I—illustration of pressum+dver method.

Fig. 2-5 Illustration Of Pressure-Solver Method @egg el aL, 1989)
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2.3.2 Scale-up for Radial Flow Near Wellbore

AS discussed earlier, the scaie-up on permeabiIi~ or transmissibility is only

suitable for a linear flow condhion when grid blocks do not contain wells. For the grid

blocks in which production well or injection wells are located, the method discussed

previously may not be appropriate to obtain a satisfactory result in scale-up.

The flow region in a reservoir can be divided into two types: a radial flow

region with a high pressure gradient and a linear flow region with a low pressure

gradient. The radial flow region is usually more important in production forecasting,

because it is directly related to the welis.

Several authors have proposed methods for scale-up at the wellbore or in the

vicinity of wells that consider the characteristics of radial flow.

Kelkar (1996) presented an analytical method to calculate effective

Soeriawinata and ‘

permeabili~ for a

coarse-grid wellblock horn fine-grid permeabilities. The wellblock

many rays, as shown in Fig. 2-6. TWOkinds of reservoir conditions

(I) no communication along the e and z directions and (2) communication in e

was divided into

were considered:

direction. In the first reservoir conditioz the permeabili~ for each ray was calculated

using the following equation.

Kw =

29



Fig. Z-6 Illustration of WeIlblock Divided into Rays

(Soeriawinta and kekar, 1996)

The permeabili~ for each layer was calculated as the weighted arithmetic average as

follows:

K&r

where:

k.Y =permeability for the ray (mD),

rti = farthest point from i-th block to the well (ft),

rui = nearest point from i-th block to the weIl (R),

nbnY= total number of blocks in a ray,

(2-8)

(2-9)
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kl,yc,= permeabili~ for the layer (mD),

n~Y= total number of ray,

wW,j = weighting coefficient of the i-th ray.

The permeability of the wellblock was determined using a thickness average method.

Eq. 2-7 reflects the averaging procedure for parallel beds with radial flow. The results

of coarse grid simulations with the permeabilities upscaled throu~~ the new well-block

approach were comparable to the results of the

penneabili~ distributions. This method can only be
I

Ding (1995) proposed a scale-up procedure

fine grid simulation with initial

used for scale-up of permeabili~.

to calculate the equivalent coarse

grid transmissibility for the linear flow region based on the results of simulation on

fme grid. For radial flow in the vicini~ of a well, the transmissibility was scaled-up

by USkg an imposed we~ condition” A numerical productivi~ index (PI) for

cellblocks in coarse gird was defined as follows:

PI= = PIJ(Pf – p.) 1 (C -Pw)=Q/(Pc-Pw) (2-lo)

where:

PI, = productivity index of coarse grid (bbl/day/psi),

PIf= productivity index of fine gird (bbllday/psi),

Pf = wellblock pressure of fine grid (psi),

PC= wellblock pressure of coarse grid (psi),

P.= wellbore pressure (psi),

Q = flow rate (bbl/day).
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If well production rate, wellblock pressure, and wellbore pressure are known, the

productivi~ index for a coarse-scale grid block can be calculated using Eq. 2-10.

Ding (1995) tested single-phase incompressible flow by conducting a simulation with

a fine-scale model, which was used as the reference solution. Then scale-up was

conducted using a standard procedure developed by Begg et al. (1989). The second

scale-up method used included the standard procedure for Iinear flow pattern and the

procedure for radial flow pattern. Fig. 2-7 illustrates the flow rates obtained from

three different simulations for each individual well (nine wells in total). The errors

caused by the new scale-up procedure including a

lower than the error caused by standard procedure.

radial flow region are generally

Therefore, it was concIuded that

scale-up for radial flow is very important in a overd scale-up process.

80 1
1 m m SUndard procedure I

1 23456789

Production well numbers

Fig. 2-7 Comparison of Well Flow Rates from Fine-Scale Simulation
and Two Different Scale-up Procedures (Ding, 1995)
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CHAPTER III

DEVELOPMENT OF GYPSY GEOLOGICAL MODELS

The Gypsy formation was chosen as the experimental site to develop three

different geological models, which are used in later chapters to conduct the scale up

and study the effects of geological modeling, boundary conditions, and well locations

on scale up.

The Gypsy formation is a non-oil bearing formation located in northeastern

Oklahoma near Lake Keystone, as shown in Fig. 3-1. It was chosen as the .

experimental site for this study because of the extensive data available from 22 wells

in the formation. Data were collected from these 22 wells by BP Exploration benveen

1989 to 1992 and 1,056 core samples have been acquired and studied (Doyle and

SweeL 1992). Data available include permeabili~, porosity, and Iithofacies, that were

measured and identified at one foot intervals or smaller, when there was a si-gnificant

change in rock properties within one foot interval.

3.1 Geology of Gypsy Formation

Gypsysandstone is an informal name for the lowermost interval of the upper

Pennsylvanian Varnoosa Formation. Gypsy formation was deposited as a mixed load

meanderbelt system and the sediment transport direction- was dominantly west to

northwest (Doyle and Sweel 1992).
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Fig. 3-1 Location of Gypsy Formation (Doyle and Sweet, 1992)

Six channels and one crevasse-splay, in total seven channels, were identified

within the G<ypsyOutcrop formation. Channel sandbodies are subparallel and trend

north to northwe~ ranging from 6 to 21 R tick and 150 to 560 ft wide. Isopach maps of

net thickness for the seven channeIs present in Gypsy formatio~

in this study using software Geographic, are provided as Figs. 3-2

which were generated

to 3-8. The modeIing

area is 1181 feet wide and 1410 fet long. The lower contact of each channel sandbody

is erosional, and upper contacts may be erosional with younger channels or conformable

with floodpkiin deposits. All of the channels are surrounded or partially subdivided by

floodplain deposits that are dominantly composed of impermeable mudstone and

sihstone.
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Fig. 3-2 Gross Isopach of Channel 1 In Gypsy Formation
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As stated eadier, the Gypsy formation is well documente~ including 1,056 cores

anai]zed and described from 22 wells. Five sandstone lithof~ies identified within

Gypsy sandbodies, are mudclq cross-beds, plane-beds, ripple-beds, and overbti In

additio~ some core samples represent soft sediment deformation and unidentifiable

sedimentary structures. The lateral extent of Iithofacies has been determined to be less

than 100 ft (DoyIe et al., 1992). A ~ical lithof~ies sequence within an individual

channel sandbody

descriptions in 22

of the Gypsy sandstone is ih.strated in Fig. 3-9. Most core

wells follow the distribution illustrated in Fig. 3-9 in the vertical

directio~ except some cross-be& and pkme-beds occur interchangeably within one

channel.

OVERBANK

RIPPLES

PLANE BEDS

DRAPE

TRO1.lGH
CROSS BEDS

MUD CLAST

Fig. 3-9 Typical Lithofacies Sequence in Gypsy Formation

(@oyle and Sweet, 1992)
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Mudciastsandstone is more extensively developed in the lower channels than in

the higher ones. The characteristic grains of this facies are cobble to medium sand-size

intracksts of req gree% an~or grey mudstone. me ti~vidti facies is typically 1 to 3 il

thick. Cross-Beds sandstone is composed of 0.3 to 3 il thick sets of cross-bedding. The

grain size is very fine to medium sand with some coarse sand and granule-size intraclasts

observed on foreset laminations. Plan-beds sandstone is fine to very fine grained

sandstone with a planar bedding thickness ranging born 0.5 to 3 k Ripple-beds

sandstone is fine to ve~ fine sandstone and often interlaminated with mudstone and

siltstone. Overbank is mainly composed of impermeable nmdstone and siltstone ranging

4.5 to 13 R thick (Doyle aud Swee4 1992).

Using porosily and permeability data from the 22 wells, a relationship was ‘

plotted as in Fig. 3-10. It was observed that cross-beds, plane-beds, and mudstone

exhibit better correlation as compared to ripple-beds

plane-beds exhibit the best reservoir quality and also

and mudclast. Cross-beds and

show similar trend in this piot.

Overbank presents the lowest values of porosity and pertneabili~. The properties of

ripple-beds fall bebmen oross-beds, plane-beds and overbank. Mudclast is the most

heterogeneous Mhof%ies in the Gypsy formation and exhibits a wide distribution of

properties as shown in Fig. 3-10. Table 3-1 lists the statisdcal characteristics for the five

lithofacies in the Gypsy formation.
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Table 3-1 Statistical Characteristics of the Different Lithofacies

3.2

In Gypsy Formation

Lithofacies + (%) (#)(%) k (rnD) k (mD)
Mean Standard Mean Standard

Deviation Deviation
Mudstone 11.38 2.78 0.52 2.15

RippIe-bed 19.47 3.93 88.08 190.92

Cross-bed 24.23 3.24 871.90 779.59

Plane-bed 24.12 2.84 658.68 520.77

Musclast 15.04 5.80 60.43 170.11

Channel Model

Landmark’s Stratigraphic Geocelhdar Modeling (SGM) was used to develop the

geological models in this study. SGM is used to model heterogeneous rock and fluid

properties in three dimensions for geological analysis and visuakation. Incorporating

grided substiace horizons and well data from all available sources, SGM can generate a

comprehensive 3-D geological model at finer resolution to better assist the petroleum

engineer in understanding reservoir characteristics. SGM uses stratigraphic patterns to

genemte a ~ee~efio~ &nework for geological models. The surface mps

representing the distribution of layers in space were generated by Geographic.

The structural behavior of Gypsy sandbodies was determined in BP’s Integrated

Reservoir Description Project in 1989 (Doyle and SweeL 1992) by obsewing and

analyzing the outcrops and core samples from 22 well bores. Table 3-2 shows the top

and bottom elevation of seven channels observed in 22 wells.



Table 3-2. Correlation of Channels in the Gypsy Formation

well i S. E. T7 I B7 T6 B6 T5 B5 T4
3 885.9 . 878.4 866.8 I 866.1 857.7 857.6
4 I 882.1 . 875.5 864.3 { . 863.9
< 878.0 . 872.4 866.1 1 .
0 I 866.1 . : I 865.7 . : :
7 887.8 . 875.7 865.8
8 893.1 876.9 869.7 869.4 86+.4 866.3
9 891.1 877.9 874.6 874.6 870.8 870.8 858 858
14 I 887.7 879.5 865.9 864.6 859.5 859.4
15 896.7 877.5 870.2 870.2 862-6 . 862
16 896.0 . 875.6 865.2 . 860.7
17 879.1 . 876 871.8 . I
18 867.8 . 863.1
19 889.5 874.8 870.5 : 861.7
Z() 900.4 875.3 8ti.5 872.5 867 861.8
~1 878.1 878.1 875.4 I 875.4 868.7 868 858.7 858.6
22 8712 870.6 86?.5 . 863.5 853.7 853-6
13 892.4 881.3 866.9 . 866.9 861.3 861.3
14 897.0 879.7 868 862
25 877.5 875.4 856. ] 866 8&9 : 861.5
26 880.5 873.9 . 873.9 866.2 866.1
’77 896.5 883 872.1 . 872.1 863 862.9
X8 878.7 I I 878.7 866.6 865.4

Well B4 1+ k I ‘I+ B2 T1 I B1 Tallant ‘
3 848 . 847.9 837.7 837.7 825.6 830.7
4 851.7 851.7 834.3 . 8789

5 863 846.5 846.5 834.6 . &
6 : 864.9 843.9 8~8.5
7 863.8 848.8 848.8 830.8 : 828.8
8 86i4 864.3 I 851.9 851.9 836.1 829.6
9 85?.1 I . 851 841.1 84;.1 838.5 830.3
14 851.7 I . 851.6 842.9 842.8 837.4 832
15 848.5 . 848.5 840.5 840.5 837.8 829.6
16 846.7 846.7 837.1 837 834.9 829.1
17 86i .3 851 850.9 834.6 . 828.1
18 856.4 856.4 847.4 847.3 834 - 828.3
19 842.1 . 842.1 832.5 822.6
~o 847 . 846.9 836.8 836.7 I 832.1 824.2
~1 852.5 - 852.5 841.6 841.6 837.9 832.7
22 847.5 . I 847.5 840.5 I 834.1
~J 843.7 . 843.7 836-2 830.9
24 848 . 847.9 847 837 832.7 827.1
15 I 844.7 . I 844.7 841.6 841-6 832.7 826.3
26 853.7 . 853.6 850.1 850 833.2 825.4

27 850-2 . I i 850.1 839.2 824.8
28 852.7 . I 852.6 835.4 827.9

Note: S.E.- surfaceelevatiom T7 - top of channel7, B7 - bottomof channel7,

Tallant - bottomof Gypsyformation
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Fourteen surface maps, including the tops and bottoms of the seven channels,

were generated using Geographic and the data in Table 3-2. The modeling grid system

used was 36 by 43, with a grid size of 32.8 f~t in both X and Y direction.

These fourteen surface maps were imported into SGM to generate a 3D

geological chaunel model. Penneabfiw and porosity data in 22 wells were used as

control points to determine the distribution of reservoir properties.

A deterministic method was used to determine the distribution of reservoir

properties, including permeability and porosi~. One important parameter, which

effects the heterogeneity of geological model, is the search radius, R which

determines how many wells are included when the properties of grid blocks are

calculated. There exists a minimum and a maximum values of R. The minimum value ‘

of R is the smallest one that does not create null values, and the maximum value of R

is the one that stilI provides the best characterization of reservoir heterogeneity. To

determine a value of R applicable for Gypsy fonnatio~ several R values were used to

generate 3-J) models. The statistical characteristics of the heterogeneity of the model

were then compared with the one obtained from core analysis. Statistical mean and -

standard deviation were used to evaluate the validity of a R value used.

Figs. 3-11 to 3-14 ilktrate the statisdcal characteristics of the channel model

when three difkrent R values were used as compared to the statistical characteristics

. . from core anaIysis. The minimum search radius for the channel model of Gypsy

formation was determined to be 534 ~ because null values were observed when a

value of R less than 534 ft was used. The geological models become more

~-,r-. —,--r--“7”T “x-. ,. < ‘ ,. ..,, /,, . , .- $-,’ “?:.%:>’,,.-;+..$;4’.i ,.<-,.,
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Fig. 3-12 Standard Deviation of Porosity for Channel Model
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Fig. 3-14 Standard Deviation of Permeability for ChanneI Model
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homogeneous as R increases, as is apparent from smaller values of the standard

deviations for porosity and permeabili~ with increasing R values. This is consistent

with the principle of deterministic algorithms. Even though 534 ft is probably not

small enough to characterize the statistical variations in the properties of Gypsy

formation, null value did occur when smaller R values were used. Therefore, 534 ft

was determined to be the optimum R value for Gypsy channel model. It can be

observed that the mean and standard deviation of porosi~ are not very sensitive to R

values, but the mean and standard deviation of permeability are very sensitive to R

values used.

Fig. 3-15 is the cross sectional view of coarse-scale Gypsy channel model, in

which different colors represent different channels from channel 1 to 7. The deep blue I

color represents the mudstone and siltstone beween channels. Pinch-out can be

obviously obsewed in all seven channels.

3.3 Lithofacies Model

To develop a lithofacies model, initial identification of l.ithofacies layers is

necessary. The channel boundaries may not intersect such lithofacies layers because

floodplain or mudstone layers exist that acts as a flow barrier be~een channels, even

though they are not continuous over the whole formation area. It is very important that

a lateral correlation of each Iithof=ies unit between wells exists and such correlation

is mappable. Therefore, it was required in this study that each individual lithofacies

within a channel must occur in at least two wells. If it exists in only one well and its

thickness is less than one foog it was ignored and combined with an adjacent
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wig. 3-15 cross-sectional view ‘d Gypsy channel Mdld
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ithofacies unit that demonstrates similar properties. Observing the distribution of

lithofacies in 22 wells, it is apparent that five kinds of lithofacies are present and

follow the sequence of overb~ ripple-be~ plane-beds, cross-beds, and mudcl~

from top to bottom, except that plane-beds and cross-beds occur interchangeably in

some wells. Because cross-beds and. plane-beds possess similar rock properties, as

shown in Fig. 3-10, they were combined and treated

there were only four significant lithofacies units in

as one lithofacies unit. Hence,

each individual channel in the

Iithofacies model. In total, 22 Iithofacies units were identified in the Gypsy formation.

Therefore, there are 28 layers in Mhofacies model, including 22 l.ithofacies layers and

six barriers between channels. The top and bottom positions of each lithofacies unit in

the study area were determined and listed in Table 3-3.

Based on the correlation of lithofacies in Table 3-1, fifteen surface maps were

generated using Geographic in addition to the fourteen surface maps generated in

channel model, or a total of 29 surface maps were used to generate a 3-D Iithofacies

model. The search radius, ~ was determined to be 890 ft for lithofacies model. Fig.

3-16 is the cross-sectional view of the Mhofacies model for Gypsy formation. As for

channel model, different colors represent dMerent lithofacies units from 1 to 22 in the

model. It can be observed that each channel was divided into 2 to 4 lithofhcies units,

which was indicated by the boundary lines in the model.
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Fig. 3-16 @m-Sediomd. View of Gypsy Lithofacies Model
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3.4 Flow Unit Model

The concept of flow unit has been discussed in Chapter II. In this

study, the definition of hydraulic flow uni; which was proposed by Anaefuie et al.

(1993) and extended by Shedid (1997), will be used to ident@ the possible flow units

for Gypsy formation.

The channel model consists of only thirteen layers, including sandbodies and

bamiers behveen channels. The Mhofacies model is probably the most accurate model

we can obta@ however, the number of layers is lwice as many as the channel model.

In a piactical reservoir simulation study, it would be prohibitively expensive to use so

many layers. Therefore, it is of significant benefit to develop a geological model that

use less layers than Iithofacies model, yet provides satisfactory results in reservoir

simulation and scale-up. The flow unit concept offers a possible approach that may

accomplish such a geological model.

Flow units can only be obtained by combining some continuous layers or

Iithofacies units. A mentioned previously, Mhofacies unit is probably the most

homogeneous unit we can obtain based on the tiormation available, but the

boundaries of channels are not crossable, because barriers exist between channels.

Therefore, this study focused on iden@ing the Iithofacies units in the same channel

that could be combined to form the same flow unit.

As stated previously, there are four Mhofacies in Gypsy formation. In total, 22

Iithoticies units were identified. Observing the distribution of lithofacies in 22 weIls,

overbank occurs on the tops of channel 1, 2, 4, and 6 only (only one well has

overbank deposits in channel 5, it was combined with the adjacent Iithofacies).

. .,7 ,= .,-. ,.,. . --=,.-, ~T.~- . ...-/<.-, , .,., ., ;,
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Table 3-4 Identilcation of Flow Units in the Gypsy Formation

Channel Facies FlowUnit Slope

c
7 B 10 5.1935

A I 9 2.4333

6 c 8 4.7772

c
5 B 7 5.1664

A
c

4 B 6 5.2017

A
n

\
L

3 B i 5 5.414

c
2 B 4 5.3878

A 3 2.3112

c
1 B 2 5.6055

A 1 2.0966

FZI

1976.5
11.236
474.63

2031.3

2136

2534.6

2846
10.786

2655.1
6.7215

3.5 Heterogeneity Analysis of the Three Geologi~l Models

Fig. 3-28 is the illustration for the three model% where each column lists the

contents of the channel mode~ the lithofacies model and the flow unit model. Table 3-

5 is the summary of the three geological models.

Table 3-5 Summary of the Three Geologid Models

Geological Total Permeable Total Grid

Model layer Layer (x*Y*z)

Channel 13 7 19656

Lithofacies 28 22 42336

Flowunit 16 10 24192

—.,... ,.-,. . . ..... -.- -7.7T ----,----’---- ,:,...<-A: ~.. : ,
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Big. 3-28 Illustration of Three Geological Models for

the Gypsy Formation
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The statistical characteristics for the properties of Iithofacies model and

flowunit model are provided in Figs. 3-29 to 3-36. The statistical characteristics for

channel model were provided earlier Figs. 3-11 to 3-14. When comparing the

statistical characteristics of porosi~ and permeabili~ for the three models, it was

observed that porosi~ was more accurately characterized than permeability. The

averages of porosi~ determined by the models are similar to that obtained from core

measurements. The differences of standard deviations from core measurement and

models for porosity are much smaller than that for permeability. This is because

porosi~ has more homogeneous characteristics than permeabili~ in the Gypsy

formation. Comparing the three models, it was observed that the Iithofacies model

provided a better description than the other two models, except for the permeability of ‘

mudstone in the lithofacies model had a unreasombly greater deviation in both its

mean and standard deviation because of its sparse distribution. IL therefore, was not

presented in the plot.

In SGM, only one search radius, ~ can be used for all layers in each model.

Because of the different distribution in channels, Iithofacies, and flowunits, this may

lead to the homogenization during the generation of the geological models. To prevent

this error, it is recommended that dif%rent search radius, ~ should be used for each

unit in the generation of geological models if deterministic method is used.

Dfierent strategies of geological modeling can lead to different characteristics

of heterogeneity for the models. When comparing the three models generated in this

study, the lithofacies model produce more accurate characterization than channel

model and flowunit model. In the deterministic metho~ the search radius, ~ has a
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signific~t effect on the heterogeneity of geological model. The extent of

heterogeneity decre~ed with increasing values of R.
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discussed.

CHAPTER IV

STRATEGIES OF SCALE -UP

this chapter, the strategies of scale-up developed in this study will be

Two hypotheticrd geological models are used to illustrate the application of

these scale-up strategies.

4.1 Scale-up of Transxnissibiiity for Single Phase Flow

In Chapter II, scale-up methods developed in Meratme have been reviewed. In

summary, the scale-up for equivalent properties of heterogeneous porous medium can be

classified into two kinds of categories. The first consists of determining the effective

penneabili~ according to spatial distribution or correlation. It provides the average

effective properties for porous medium that is independent of the flow conditions of

reservoir, and this is a purely mathernatkd scale-up stmtegy. The second consists of

providing the equivalent permeability so that the flow rate from simulation on coarse

grid is comparable to those from tie grid. The boundary conditions imposed on the fine

gri~ which is used to determine the equivalent properties on the coarse gri~ can

significantly influence the scaling-up results (Ding, 1995).

In the second category of scale-up, most work has concentrated on the scale-up

of effective penneabili~. The purpose of permeabiIi~ scale-up is to preserve the gross

features of flow on a coarse grid and to match them to a fine gird in reservoir simulation.

The algorithm calculates an ‘effective permeability’ that will result in the same total
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flow of single-phase fluid through the coarse, homogeneous block as that obtained horn

fme heterogeneous block (Christie, 1996)

Even though effective penneabiIiV is used as the input in reservoir simu.latio~

what is required in sirmiator to soive the partial differential equation is the

transmissibility from the center of one grid block to the center of adjacent grid block as

shown in Fig. 4-1. Many scale-up methods concentmte on keeping the heterogenei~

trend in coarse-scrde model the same as in fine-scale model. However, the same

heterogeneity trend may not produce the same simulation results in the two different

scales.

~i+lJ2,j.k-xi-1/2,j,~

h

% i,jJt %W2J,k %@lJ,k

Fig. 4-1 II1ustration of Transmissibility (TX)in Reservoir Simulation

Eqs. 4-1 to 4-3 are used to define tmnsmissibifity in reservoir simulation in x, y,

and z directions, respectively.

( )((k. )i+l;2.j,k ~i,J~ + &i+l,j.k ‘Yi,j.k + ‘Yt+l,,.k
(C )t+l[~.j~ = )

4(xi+f,,.k - ‘t.,.k )

(4-1)
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(~-v)i,j+//2.k(Ai,j.k + ‘f,j+f,kXAt,J# + ‘l,j+f.k)
(q),,,+f/2,k=

4(YI,J+l,k– Yi,j,.k )
(4-2)

(~:)i,j,k+//2(AiJ* + ‘i,jJ+f )(AYiJJ + ‘Yi,j.k+l)
(K)i,j,k+l12 =

4ziJ&+l
(4-3)

– ‘i,j,k )

where:

TMTY,TZ= transmissibility in L y, and z directions (il. ml)),

kX,kY,k. = average permeabilities of the two-halfgrid blocks that are

neighbors (ml)),

h, Ay,Az = Ieng$hof grid block in ~ y, and z directions ( fi),

x, y, z = dimensions of grid block (fi).

When the dimensions of the grid blocks in three dimensions are variables, the average

permeability of two-halfgrid blocks ( k~i+l~~ (kY)~l~ (k~~~+m in Eq. 4-1 to 4-3 can

be calculated by the following equations:

2(kX )i,j.k (kz )i+l,j,k(Xl+l.l,k – Xi,j,k )Ayl,j,k Azi,jk AYi+I,,k ‘Zj+l.j.k

(k. )i+l 2,],k = k
[( ). t,j.k ‘i+l,j.kAyi,j,k &i,j.k ● (k. )1+1.j,k ‘i.j.k Ayi+l.j.k&t+l,j.k 1

4

(

(4 -4)
‘Yi,j.k + ‘Yi+l.j,k )(&i,j,k + Azi+,.j,k )

2(ky )i,j,k (ky )i.j+l.k(Yi,j+l.k – Yi,j.k )hi.j.khi.].k ‘i.]+1.k ‘Zi.]+l,k
(ky )i,j+l 2.k = r 7

(k: )t,j.k+l 2 =

[(kY)t,jk~l,jkAYJ,J+i~Azij~ ‘(ky)i,j+l.kAxt.j+l.kAYi,j.kAi.j+l.k]

4

( )( )

(4 -5)
kt,j,k + Axi,lel,k AZj,j,k + hi.l+~.k

2(k: )t.j,k (k: )i.j,k+l(Zt.j,k+l – ‘i,j.k )ht,J.k ‘Y f.,.k‘t,j.k+lAYn.J.k+I

[(k: )l,Jk ~i,jkAYtlkAzi,j. k+l ~ (k, )t.].k+l‘t.J.k+lAYi.].k+ ]&t.J.k 1
4

( )( )

(4- 6)
Ax,,j.k + Axi.J~+] AYi.j.k + ‘-i,j.k+!
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In resemok simuktio~ partial differential equations are solved simultaneously in

3-D. For one phase flow, there are no capillary and gravity effects. It was assumed that

Darcy’s Law is still valid for the flow between two -@d blocks in any directions as

foilows:

(k. Wt+l.2.1~ (AYt,,~ ~ AYi+~jak)(~i.j~ + ~t+!.jh )(@t+I.jh - ‘1.].k ) ~47)o-XJ+l.2.]”.k=

~(x/+l,,.k )
- Xi,,k / 0.001127

(ky M)i.l+\2,k(hi.].k + ~i.l+!.k )(hi.j,k + ‘i.l+l.k )(~”,j+l.k - @.,.k )
Q,,,+l 2J = (4-8)

4(Yi./+l.k )– Yi.lx j 0.001127

(k= M)l.l.k+l. .2(’hi.,.k + ‘i,j,k+l )(AYi,j,k + yi,j.k+l)(~.j,k+l - ~.].k )o-Z1.].k+]. 2 = (4-9)
4(zr.j.k+l )

- Zi.j.k / 0.001127

\vhere:

Q~,Qy,Q. = flOWmte in X,Y,and z directions, respectively ( STB/day),

M= mobiIity of the fluid and can be expressed as: M = ~
Bp ‘

IG= relative permeability of fluid (dimensionless), -

B = formation volume factor (rb/stb),

p= viscosity (cp),

@= potential of grid block (psi).

Using Tx Ty, and TZto replace the terms in Eqs. 4-7 to 4-9, respectively, the following

relationships were obtained:

Q=,+,,~,,k = 0.001127(~M)i+,,2jk(Q+,,k - ~,,k) (4-lo)

Qyi,,+,.Ik = 0.001127(~M)i,,+,;2~( ~,j+,,k – CP,k) (4-11)
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o = &oo~127(~fkf)~.j,k+l,2(@t.J.k+f – ~“.),k)-Z.l .J.k+l. 2

Hence, the transimissibilities T%TY,md T=~ be c~c~ated ~:

(4-12)

o
T

-%.t+lI.].k
(4-13)

x.t+l 2.J.k
= o.ooI~lT(~)i+~, 2.j.k(~+l.].k – @“.].k)

o
~J,j+, ‘2A =

MYJ.J+I2~
0.001127( M),.J+,.2k(~+,+,k – @,,k )

(4-14)

o
T

_:4.J.k+! 2
:,i,j,k+l;2= (4-15)

0.0011JT(~)l,j&+Ji2 (@t.].k+l - ‘i,j,k )

As mentioned above, the purpose of scale-up for single phase flow is to preserve

the gross features of flow on the simulation gri~ i.e., to match the flow rates from fine-

scale model with

model, which is

coarse-scale model.

the target of study,

The flow rate for each grid block of fine-scale ,

can be simply obtained finm the output of a

simulation for a fine-scale model. If the potentials for each grid block of a coarse-scale

model are obtaine~ the trammissibilities, TX TY,and TZcan be calculated using Eqs. 4-

13 to 4-15, which should lead to the same flow rates as in the fine-scale model. In

reservoir sirnulatio~ it is possible to either input permeability for each grid block or

directly input transmissibilities. Therefore, one possible approach for scale-up

permeability as an input in fine-scale simulation and tmnsmissibility as an

coarse-scale simulation in order to match the flow rates. Average pressure

is to use

input in

for each

coarse-scale grid block can be obtained using pore volume average on a line-scale gird-

block pressure. The potential for coarse-scale grid block can be calctdated by

considering the elevation difkrence between mvogrid blocks.



Lnthis smdy, only the scale-up in the verncal direction was considere~ meaning

only to combine the layers in vertical directioq but keep the dimensions in the horizontal

direction the same in both fine scaie and coarse scale. As shown in Fig. 4-2, the total

flow rate for the coarse-scale grid block in x and y directions is simply the sum of the

flow rates of the fine-scale grid blocks in vertical direction. In the z directio~ the flow

rate for coarse-scale grid bIock is equal to the flow rate of fine-scale grid block at the

boundary of upsca.led zone or layer. The potentials of coarse-scale grid block can be

calculated using the following equation:

.

2 4Pv

(3
:=1

1.1.k = — + 0.4335* (%,,.k
n - E*)PY

X4 v

(4-16)

:=1

Where,

@= potential of grid block (i~Jc) (psi),

v = volume of fine-scale grid block (~),

$ = porosiry of fine-scale grid block (Iiaction),

p = pressureof fine-scale grid block (psi),

E-= elevation of reference datum (ft),

Eij,~= elevation of @d block (iiJc) (R),

pf= density of fluid in reservoir (g/ cm3),

n = number of layers upscaled.

4.2 Scale-Up on Hypothetical Reservoir Models

In this sectiow a hypothetical geological model was used to apply the

methodology discussed in section 4.1. F- a layer-cake model without pitch-out was
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k

Fig. 4-2 Illustration of Upscaled Flow Rate and Pressure

considered and then pitch-out was included in the second model. Normal distributions

for porosity and permeabili~ were assumed in the hypothetic models.

4.2.1 Description of the Hypothetical Reservoir Model

A 17-layer fine-scale hypothetical reservoti model was used to illustrate the

application of scale-up described in section 4.1. The resemok was assumed to be located

at depth between”8450 to 8510 f~t. The modeling area was 270x270 f? with a grid

system of 9x9x17 in z y, and z directions, respectively. The porosity and permeability

of the model was assumed to be randomly and normally distributed and generated using

the tool for data analysis in MS Excel. The statktical properties of the model are

provided in Table 4-1.

In the model, layers 6 and 12 were designed to serve as barriers between layers 5,

and 7, an~ 11 and 13, which have vay low porosi~ and penn-bilities, as shown in
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Table 4-1. The 17-layer free-scale model was scaled up into a 5-layer coarse-scale

model, (i.e., layer 1 to 5, 7 to 11, and 12 to 17 was scaled up to become layer 1, 3, and 5

in coarse-scale model, respectively). In this particular model, no pitch-out exists

meaning no zero thickness in any grid blocks.

Five wells were create~ as shown in Fig. 4-3, to perform this hypothetical

sirnulatioq in which one injection well is located at the center of the model and four

production wells are at the four comers of the model. Fig. 4-4 is a three dimensional

view of permeability distribution of the model. The properties of reservoir fluid and

several important parameters of reservoir used in the simulation are provided in Table 4-

9-.

Table 4-1 Statistical Characteristics of Hypothetical

Layer-Cake Model

$ k
Fine Scale Coarse + Standard k Standard

(Layer) Scale Mean Deviation Mean Deviation
(Layer) 0/0 (%) (mD) (mII)

1-5 1 24.13 5.04 688.13 437.11

6 2 8.20 6.02 0.012 0.0031

7-11 3 18.08 3.81 96.34 65.73

12 4 7.77 7.83 0.015 0.0045

13-17 5 25.00 3.15 1091.97 698.39
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Fig. 4-3 Well Pattern Used for Hypothetical Model #1
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Table 4-2 Properties of Reservoir Fluid and Reservoir Parameters
Used in the Reservoir Sirnulation for Model #1

Parameter Unit 1 Value
Water Density gin/cc 1.0

Water Volume Factor rblstb 1.0
Water Viscosity Cp 1.0

Water Compressibility psi-i 3X104
Pore Compressibility

.-
P 4X104

Reservoir Temperature ; 180
Standard Tempemture OF 60

Standard Pressure psi 14.65
pi (at 8000ft) psi 2500

Qmax &rOdUtionwell) STB/day 10000
pmin(Prod~ction WeIl at 8330 ft) psi 1000

Q~~ ~ktion well) sTB/&iy 2250
Prn,X(InjectionWellat 8350fi) psi 10000

4.2.2 Test for the Validity of Transmissibility Calculation

To test the vaIidity of the scale-up strategy, transmissibility, Tx, TY, and Tz of

fine-scale .tid blocks were calculated using the method proposed in Section 4.1. These

values were then compared with the transmissibility obtained horn the simulation output

as ikstra.ted in Fig. 4-5 to Fig. 4-10. Note that all data are provided in Figs. 4-5, 4-7,

and 4-9. Several negative values observed in these three plots occurred when the

pressure difference between the two grid biocks was very small. When the potential was

calculated, the errors were introduced. In Figs. 4-6, 4-8, and 4-10, only positive values

were plotted. Most of the values follow a 45° Iine with a small percentage scattered

away fi-om this line. Overall, the plotted data in Figs 4-5 to 4-10 show that the proposed

method for calculating transmissibility is valid.
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4.2.3

model

Scale-Up on A Hypothetical Layer-Cake Reservoir Model

Scale-up was conducted by first running single-phase simulation on fine-scale

to obtain the outputs of flow rate and pressure for tie-scale grid blocks. T’henthe

simulation was run on a coarse-scale model using the following reservoir propernes:

transmissibilities, pore volume, and thickness, obtained from scale-up calculation.

Simulation on fine-scale model was run for ten days until stabilized production and

injection rates were obtained.

Scale-up was conducted using a FORTIL4N program developed in this study. A

flow chart of the program is provided in Fig. 4-11. ‘Ihe definitions of the parameters

used in the FORTIUN program are provided in Appendix A.

In the calcu.latiorq a pore-volume average method was used to calculate the

average pressure and porosity for each coarse grid block. Negative values of TX Ty, or

Tz can occur when production rates and potential -ggadientbetween two grid blocks have

different directions. The potential gradient in x or y directions may sometimes have a

zero value. The program automatically checks for these problems during the calculation.

When detecte~ the tmnsmissibfity T%TY,or TZare calculated

The average permeability KY for each coarse grid block

using Eqs. 4-1 to 4-3.

were calculated from

permeability of line-scale grid bIocks using thickness averaging method and KZ using

harmonic averaging method. In Eqs. 4-1 to 4-3, the average permeabili~ of NO half

adjacent coarse

6, respectively.

obtained from

grid blocks in x, y, and z directions were calculated using Eqs. 4-4 to 4-

Flow rates and pressure in x, y, and z directions for fine-scale were

an output map file. Transmissibility, thickness, and pore volume for

coarse-scale model were calculated and input into the coarse-scale sirmdation modeI.
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Fig. 4-11 Flow Chart of the Program for Scal*up Without Pinch-out

a
1’

DATA INPUT: M,N,Ll, L2,Ul, DTM,Gw DX(M,N),
DY(M,N),LL1(L2),LL2(L2),QXIMN,L1),QY1(NLWLI),
QZ1(M,N,L1),KXl(M,N~l),KZI(M,NA1),P1(M,N,L1),

H1(M,N,L1),PHIl@LN,Ll),TOPE(U)

~ ForK=l, LI;J=I,N; I=l,M I

I I VI(I,JJQ=DX(IJ)*DY(LJ)*H1(JJ,K)

II PHIV1(LJ$Q=O.OI*PHI(L.LK)*V1(LLK)

II PRVl&J,K)=Pl&J,K)*PHIVl&.l,K)
I

ForK=l, ~; J=I,N;1=124K1=LLI(K)AL2(K)
,

I V2(LJ,K)=V2(IjJx)+Vl(IJyKl)

I H2(I~,K)=H2(LJ,K)+HI(LJ,KI)

I PHIV2(IJ,K)=PHIV2(17JjK)+PHIV1(LJ,K1)

I PRV2(IJ,K)=PRV2(LJ,K)+PRV1(LJ,KI)

I QX2(LJ,K)=QX2(IyJ,K)+QXI(LJ,K1)

QY2(I,J,K)=QY2(LJ,K)+QYl&J,Kl)
i

~ F.rK=2, L2;J=l,N;I=l,M I
I 1 I

II QZ2&J, K)=QZ1(I,J, LL1(K))

IYES
I I



I ELV(I,J,I)=TOPELV(I,J)-O.5*(H2(I,J,1)) I
ELV(I.J.K)=ELV(LJ,K-1)-O.5*(H2(I~,K-1)+H2(I,J.K))

1

I YEs

F==s
KH1(I,J,KI)= KX1(I,J,K1)*H1(I,J,K1)

KH2(I,J,K2)= KH2(I,J,K2)-+KH1(I,J,KI)

II KX2(I,J,K2)= KH2(LJ,K2)/H2(I,J,K2)
II

1 -N

IYES

ForK2=l,L2;J=I,N;I=l,M

,—+ For K1=LLI(K2),LL2(K2) I

1 KK(I,J,K2)= KK(I,J,K2)*KZI(IJ,K1)

IYES
For KI=LL1(K2),LL2(K2)

1I L
I

] I KKH(IJ,K2)= KKH(I,JJC2)+Hl(I,J,Kl)*KK(I~.K2)/KZl(I,J,Kl) [

NO

I KZ2(I,J,K2)= H2(~J,K2)*KK(I,J,K2)/KKH(~J,K2) I

N(-)

Continue on next page



1
,—~ For K=l, L2; J=l,N; I=l,M ]

II P2(I~,K)= PRV2(17Jx)/PHlV2(17Jx)

II PT(IAK)=P2(I,J,K)+(ELV(UX)-DTM)*O.4335
I

PH12(LJ,K)=PHIV2(I,J,K)N2(LJ,K)II I

1 NO

~1 ForK=l, L2;J=lY; I=lM
1

I I DPTX(U,K)=PT(I-l,Jx)-PT(IAK) I
II L

I

YEs
lf DPTX(U,K)=0.0

II
—
I NO, 1

II I TX(I,J,K)=QX2(IyJyK)/DPTX(LJ,K) I
J

II 1 ,

If TX(I,J,K)<=0.0

IYES
TX(~J,K)=2.0*KX2(I-l3x)*DY(I-1yJ)*H2(I-1AK)*KX2(UK)*DY(I,J)

+ *H2~,K)/(DX(I-l~*W(UK)*DY&J)*H2(IAK)+DX(LJ)*

II KX2(I-lAK)*DY(I-ljJ)*H2(I-lJ,K))*O.001127 H
8

I

-,- - --- T--- - - ---- -:” f -,~;,-.--:p:.p., . ~=.,y,>
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J
~ For K=l, L2;J=I,N; i=l~ I

I DPTY(I.J.K)=PT(I.J-l,K)-PT(I,J.K) I
I

YES
If DPTY(LJ,K)=0.0

I I NO

I I TY(I,J,K)=QY2(~J,K)/DPTY(I~,K) I

If 11’(I,J,K)<=0.0
NO

I
IYFS

TY(LJ.K)=2.0*KY2(~J-l,K)*DX&J-l)*H2(IJ-I,K)*KY2(I.J.K)*DX(IJ

+ *H2(IJ,K)/(DY&J-l)*KY2(17Jx)*DX(IJ)*H2(IJ,K~DY(I,J)*
Ky~(I.J-l.K)*Dx(LJ.l)*~(1.J.l.K))*2.o*o.oolI-77

I I
?40 . I

pm
I I

~1 ForK=l, L2;J=I,N; I=l,M I
1 t

I
I 1
I DPTZ(I,J,K)=PT(I~&1)-PT(LJ,K) I

I

YES
If DPTZ(I,J,K)=0.0

—
I NO

Tz(I,J,K)=Qz2(I,J,K)/DPTz(I,J,K)

t -+--7
Tz&J,K)=2.0*Kz2(IJ,K- 1)*Kz2(IJ,K)*DX(IJ)*DY(LJ)

b. l(KZ2(I,JX-l)*H2(IJx)-WZ2&J@*H2(IJ~-1))*0.001127
1

No I

I



Simulation redts,

rate, cumulative injectio~

including production rate, cumulative productio~ injection

and pressure, for both resemoir and individual wells were

used to evaluate the results of scale-up. Figs. 4-12to 4-14 present the scale-up results of

water production rate, cumulative water productio~ and pressure for the resewoir.

Injection rate and cumulative injection from fine-scale and coarse-scale simulation are

completely consistent and were therefore not presented. Figs. 4-15 to Fig. 4-29 show the

scale-up results of water production rate, cumulative water production and injection

rates, cumulative water production and injectio~ and average wellblock pressure for

well #l to Well #5.

It can be observed that

1. The production of the reservoir went through both depletion and displacement “

process in only one day perio~ because the volume of the reservoir is very small and

the permeability of the reservoir is high.

2. When scale-up of transmissibility was conducte~ production results obtained better

match than reservoir and weiIblock pressure. The dMerences in pressure between

fine-scale and coarse-scale is quite large.

Analyzing the scale-up procedure and results, the difference of results between

fine-scale and coarse-scale simulation could be caused by the error introduced during

calculation of trammissibility. However, the main error was probably caused due to the

use of scale-up of trammissibfity for linear flow to the whole reservoir area. The radial

flow around wellbore was not considered. It may not have been correctly upscaled by

this simple process. Therefore, scale-up of radial flow around wellbore area was

considered ih the next section to improve the match.
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Fig. 4-12 Water Production Rate of Modei #l Without PI Scale-up
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Fig. 4-14 Reservoir Pressure of Model H Without PI Scale-up
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Fig. 4-21 Water Production Rate for Well #3 of Model #l Without PI Scale-up
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Fig. 4-22 Cum. Water Production for Well #3 of Model #l Without PI Scale-up
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Fig. 4-23 WeIl Block Pressure for Well #3 of Model #l Without PI Scale-up
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4.3 Scale-up for Radial Flow Around the Wellbore

In Chapter II, the previous studies on the scale-up around wellbore were

reviewed. The analytical method proposed by Soerimvinata (1996) calculates effective

permeabiii~ for a coarse-scale wellblock from fine-scale permeability. This method

divides the weIlblock into many rays or slices so that the grid block includes some

ime=dar shapes. This method can scale up wellblock permeability without running a

reservoir simulation. However, as using arithmetic, harmonic, or geometric methods to

calculate average permeability of coarse-scale grid blocks for linear flow, the values

obtained are dii%cuh to accep~ because of the complex configuration of fluid flow in

formation. Still, the results are considered to be a closer approximation to the real

reservoir condition than that just using the grid block value along. The concept proposed

by Ding (1995) directly relates the well flow rate, which is one of the targets to match

to the parameter used in reservoir simulation. The fluid flow within reservoir is very

complex at a microscaie. However, the flow at macroscale is of most concern to us, i.e.,

the flow rate of ‘in’ and ‘out’. Ding’s method also scales up transmissibility, and can

therefore be easily combined with the scale-up of Iinear flow conducted previously.

In reservoir simuhio~ either the well infectivity index or the productivi~ index

is required as input into the simulator in order to reflect the extent of formation damage

around the weIlbore and the dimension of reservoir and wells. When wellblock and

wellbore pressures are know the flow rate of weIl can be determined by productivity

index. Well injectivi~ index is dimensionless and can be expressed by the following

equation (SGM, 1995):
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m=
2Jr

()
Ln ~ +s

w

where:

WI= well infectivity index (dimensionless),

rb= equiwdent radius (peaceman) of wellblock

(4-17)

(ft),

rW= wellbore radius (ft),

s = skin factor.

The productivity index is related to the well infectivity index by the foIlowing equation

[1L kkk
0.001127~ ~

PI= WI.
d

where:

PI= productivi~ index (STB/day-psi),

k= permeability of production layer (ml)),

h= thickness of production layer (ft),

k= relative permeability of wateq

pW= viscosi~ of reservoir water (cp),

Bw= volume f-r of reservoir water (rb/S133).

ln~~/ r=)
gf= geometxy f3ctoF

in(rb/ rw)’

r,= drainage radius (ft),

L = total layer number.

(4-18)



In reservoir simulatiorq either the welI productivity or the infectivity index can be

used as input. If the skin fmtor can be estimated, then the WI can be calculated using Eq.

4-17 and used as input. The simulator will calculate PI for the well using Eq. 4-18. If PI

can be estimated by measuring

pressure, then PI can be directly

the well flow rate, wellblock pressure, and wellbore

input into the simulation model. In this study, WI for

each well in the fine-scale model was assumed to be 10 for the hypothetical model. For

the simulation for coarse-scale model, Eq. 4-18, indicates that the upscaled permeability

will effect tie calculation of PI, so WI or PI must be considered in scale-up.

Upscaled WI cannot be simply calcukte~ because the upscaled skin factor is

usuzdly unknown. It is possible to calculate the upscaled PI from its definition as

follows:

(4-19)PI= a
Pr- Pb

where:

Q,= total flow rate of well (STB/day),

p~= average wellblock pressure (psi),

pb = bottom hole pressure (psi).

Recalling Eqs. 4-13 to 4-15 for the calculation of upscaled transmissibility of coarse grid

blocks, the PI in Eq. 4-19 is, in fm~ the transrnissibfity of wellbIock to wellbore. To

obtain PI in Eq. 4-19, Q~can be obtained by simply summing the flow rate in each layer

of the wellbore in tie fine-scale model to represent the total flow rate of the well. P: can

be obtained using pressure values from fine-scale model and pore volume average

method. Fortunately, the simulator outputs this value in the well repoz as well as values
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for pb. Therefore, upsc.sled PI for each

from simulation report.

In VIP simulator, only the PI

parameter. The program will d.iktribute

well can be calculated using Eq. 4-19 and data

value for each well is required as an input

the PI values for each layer internally based on

the permeability and thickness of each layer. Calculated PI for both production wells

and injection well in model #l are listed in Table 4-3. The results of a sinmladon on the

coarse-scale model using the upscaled PI in Table 4-3 are pro~ded in Figs. 4-30 to 447

for both reservoir and individual wells. It was obsemed that significant improvements

were obtained after considering the scale-up near the wellbore area. Excellent matches

were obtained in all of the plots. Using scale-up near wellbore is important in the overall

process, so scale-up around wellbore will be included for all of the models in this study

when scale-up is conducted.

Table 4-3 Well Infectivity and Productivity Index Used in

the Fine-Scale and Coarse-scale Simulation for Model #1

WI PI
Well Fine Scale Coarse Scale

I I

I PROD-1 “lo 227.19
I 1

PROD-2 10 217.89
I

I PROD-3 10 262.97
1 I

PROD4 10 250.23
1

INJE-5 10 254.22
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4.4 Scale-up on A Hypothetical Reservoir Model with Pinch-Out

In section 4.2, scale-up for a hypothetical layer-cake reservoir without pinch-out

was srudied and illustrated. Due to the complexity of many depositional environments,

the distribution of channels, Iithofacies, or flow units may not be continuous over

reservoir volume .studie& especially in a fine-scale model. The scale-up process

described in section 4.2 is inadequate when pinch-outs exist in the reservoir. Therefore,

in this sectiou pinch-out was considered when scale-up is conducted.

4.4.1 Transmissibility for a Reservoir with Pinch-out

Ina reservoir simulator, the 3-D continui~ equation is solved from Iefi to right in

the x directiou from back to front in the y directioq and from top to bottom in the z

direction. The transmissibdity defined in a sinmktor for a specified grid-block are

applicable to the le% back and top faces of the grid block in L y, and z directions,

respectively. Therefore, for a reservoir with no flow boundary conditiou the horizontal

transmissibili~, TXand TYare zero for grid blocks at boundaries identified with arrOWSin

Fig. 4-48. The vertical transmissibility Tz for the grid blocks on the top layer are zero, if

no pinch-out exists in this layer. When pinch-out exists in the top layer, as shown in Fig.

4-49, the vertical transmissibility for the grid blocks are zero at the top of the layer that is

pinched out. Fig. 449 is a cross-sectional illustration of pinch-out in a geological

model, with 9 columns in the x direction and 9 layers in the z direction. Pinch-outs

occur in layers 3,4, 7, and 9 in the vertical directiou and in coiurnns 1, 2, 4, 5 and 9 in

the x direction. In column 1, the grid blocks (1, 4), and (1,7) are pinched out. In this

illustratio~ layers 3 and 5, 6 and 8, are connected to each other geologically. In the
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mathematical modei, when the thickness of the grid block is zero, the si.rmdator will

automatically assign a vertical transmissibility of zero to the -@d block next to the grid

block with zero thickness. Therefore, by defaul~ there will be no flow between layers 3

and 5, 6 and 8 in Column 1. If a conventional trmsmissibility is used in the simuiator, an

incorrect simulation of fluid flow in the reservoir will occur. To resolve this problem,

special considemtions are needed for systems with pinch-out when reservoir simulation

is conducted.

4.4.2 Simulation Model with Pinch-out

It was assumed that pitch-out exists in the fine-scale model used in section 4.2

from layers 1 to 12 by setting the thickness of the pinch-out grid blocks as zero. Fig. 4-

50 is the three dimensional description of permeability for the pinch-out model used in

this study. Pinch-out can be observed on top of the model around well #2 and ##5,where

the top grid blocks were pinched out and lower permeability with blue color for the grid

blocks of next layer was presented.

To simulate the pinch-ou~ a pinch-out option is available in VIP, which

automatically detects the pinch-out between two grid blocks and connects two grid

blocks with non-zero transms“ sibility when simulation is conducted. When this option is

use~ comer-point geometry system of grid block must also be used.

Two areas of concerns indicated that the pinch-out option unsuitable for this

study. F* after running the simulation on tie-scale model and obtaining the flow rate

and pressure for each grid block it was found that the flow rates in the z direction
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Fig. 4-50 3-II View For the Permeability Distribution
of Model #2 With Pinch-out

between two grid blocks, which should have opposite directions, but same values, were

incorrect. They were non-zero in negative directiom but zero in positNe directio~ which

means the simulator could not simulate the pinch-out correctly. Secon~ when the comer-

geometry option is used iu VIP, the tmnsmksibiity option can not be @ i.e., grid-block

permeabilitymust be used as input.

Because of these two constraints, it is inappropriate to use the pinch-out option of

VIP for this study. A unique characteristic of the pinch-out grid blocks is that there is no

horizontal flow, but a direct vertical communication. To reproduce this scenario, it can be

assumed that there exists a very thin layer between two grid blocks having pinch-out gri~

such that it would not cause significant error in simulation results. Fig. 4-50 is an illustration



illusuation for the geological model described in Fig. 4-49, in which the bold lines

represent the thin pinch-out -@d blocks. It was assumed that the horizontal permeabili~

of these thin layers is zero, so that no horizontal flow occurs in these grid blocks. A hi~~

vertical perrneabili~ was used to flow rates in vertical direction between the two grid

blocks, between which pinch-out exists, to be essentially the same, as in a reservoir with

pinch-out. The pore volume of such thin grid blocks should be very small in order to

reduce any error in the calculation of reservoir vohxrne. me limitation of material

balance in simulation will limit this assumption to some exten~ because the pore

volumes of these thin grid blocks cannot be so small that a violation in simulation will

occur. In this study, the value used for the pinch-out grid blocks were 9999 mD for

vertical penneabili~, 0.01 ft for thickness, and 5% for porosily.
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Fig. 4-51 Illustration of Pinch-Out In Mathematical Modei
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In comparing the pore volume of the real pinch-out model with the pseudo-

pinch-out model, an error of 0.4?40in pore volume resulted due to this assumption. The

common tolerance for pore voiume calculation in reservoir simulation is about 50/., so

this assumption is reasonable.

4.4.3 Special Considerations for Pinch-out and Results of ScaIe-up

When pinch-out is used in the mode~ the process described in section 4.2.3 for

scale-up on a reservoir model without pinch-out must be modified. The following

speciaI considem.tions are required:

1.

9-.

3.

The assumed thin grid blocks must not be included in the calculation of average

permeability for coarse grid blocks.

When pinch-out exists between two coarse-scale grid blocks in the x or y directio%

the tmnsmissibili~ Tx or Ty for this pinch-out grid block must be set to be zero.

The reservoir volume and pore volume for fine-scale and coarse-scale models,

respectively, should be the same, so that the simulation results for fie scale and

coarse scale can be compared. Therefore, the thin layers should be accounted for

when porosity and thickness for coarse-scale modeI are calculated.

Mix taking the above fhctors into consideratio~ scale-up was conducted on the

pinch-out modeI. The results are shown in Figs. 4-52 to 4-69 for the reservoir and the

five individual wells, respectively. In these figures, both results with PI scale-up and

without PI scale-up are displayed. The values of well infectivity inde~ w used for

input in fine-scale model and upscaled productivity index PI used for coarse-scale

model are listed in Table 4-4.



Table 4-4 Well Infectivity and Productivity Index Used for

Fine-Scale and Coarse-Scale Simulation for ModeI #2

the

Well w PI
Fine Scale Coarse Scale

PROD-1 10 313.32
t 1

PROD-1 lo 170.61
!

PROD-I 10 177.37

PROD-1 10 I 220.82I I

INJE-5 10 200.11

It was observed in plots 4-52 to 4-69 for scale-upon pinch-out model #2 that:

1. As in model #l, significant improvements were obtained

considered for both water production and resewoir pressure.

after PI scale-up was

PI scale-up was shown

again to be a very important component of the overall scale-up procedure.

2. AS for model #l, water production predictions matched better than resemoir pressure

without PI scaie-up. After PI scale-up, successful matches were obtained in all the

plots.

In summary, scale-up was conducted on two hypothetical models. A successfid

scale-up result was obtained. The scale-up methodoloa~ presented in this chapter was

then applied to Gypsy models and are described in Chapter V.
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CHAPTER V

SCALE-UP ON GYPSY FORMATION

In Chapter IV, the scaIe-up technique was introducd illustrated and validated

for two hypothetical models. Successful scale-up results were obtained afkr a PI scaie-

up technique was applied. In this chapter, the scale-up technique was applied to three

Gypsy models developed in Chapter III to study the effects of geological modeling on

scale-up.

5.1 Fine-Scale Gypsy Models

Threecoarse-scalegeological models were developed and described in Chapter

III. To perform the scale-up, fine-scale Gypsy models were developed based on three

coarse-scale models presented in Chapter III. Fine-scale models were obtained by

dividing each permeable layer in the coarse-scale model into layers with one foot

thickness. The layers in the fine-scale model are parallel to the bottom surface of the

coarse-scale layer. The six shale laye&, representing impermeable layers, were kept

intact in all three models. This leads to a total of 125 layers in the channel model, 198

layers in the lithofaies mode~ and 136 layers in the flow unit model. The properties of

the models, including permeability and porosity, were determined using tie deterministic

method based on the available&a in the previously identified 22 drilled wells.



To efiicientiy perform the scale-up, instead of modeling the entire volume of the

reservoir, only the area where detailed information was available was sindatei as

shown in Fig. 5-1. The grid system that was simulated was 23 by 29 grid blocks in the x

and y directions. A 3-D view of the permeability distribution for the three fine-scale

models used in scale-up are presented in Figs. 5-2 to 5-4.

The top of the Gypsy formation was initially located at the surface with an

average elevation of about 885 fg which was obtained by averaging the elevations of 22

wells. To perform the simuktio~ Gypsy formation was assumed to be moved vertically

9500 fi down.. The elevation of the new surface of the model was assumed to be zero.

Similar to model #l and #2, a five-spot well pattern was used in the simulation as

shown in Fig. 5-1. All five wells were assumed fully petiorated in dl of the permeable

layers. For the production wells, a maximum production of 10,000 STB/day and a

inin.imum bottom hole pressure of 1,000 psi at elevation of-8,500 feet were assumed.

For the injection well, a maximum injection rate of 2250 STB/day and maximum

bottom hole pressure of 10,000 psi at elevation of-8,500 fwt were assumed.

The process simulated was single-phase water flow. Reservoir fluid properties

were the same values used for the hypothetical models in Chapter IV. No-flow boundary

condition was assumed. Resemoir was assumed in equilibrium condition with an initial

pressure 2500 psi at a elevation of-8,000 feet.

To sinndate pinch-out in various models, the technique presented and used for

model #2 in Chapter IV was use~ producing an error of 0.39°/0 in reservoir pore

volume in channel mode~ 0.53°A in lithof~ies model, and 0.35°/0in flow unit model.
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Fig. 5-3 3-D View of Permeabfity Distribution of

Fine-Scale Lithofacies Model
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These errors were considered to be S~ enO@ to have negligible

simulationresults.

Simulationwas run for 10 days of flow ~ti a stabilized condition

effkct on the

was obtained.

&in model #l and model #2, pressu and flowrate in three dimensions were produced

in an output map file. Transmissibility, thickness, and pore volume were calculated

using the program developed in Chapter N. Because of the complex structure of the

model, in he-scale model, some layers present only in a few grid blocks. This could

cause errors in the calcdation of pore volume when 0.01 R thickness was assumed for

the pinch-out grid blocks. To reduce this emx, layers that only occurred in a few grid

blocks that had similar reservoir properties were combined to form one ,layer. The

combination of these layers also serwd to reduce the computational time mainly because

the memory of the available computer could not handle so many layers, especially in the

Iithofacies model. Table 5-1 is a summaxy of the three models.

Table 5-1 Summary of the Three Gypsy

Model Channel Lithofacies l?lowunit

Layersof Initial Fine-ScaleModel 125 198 136

Layersof CombinedFin&3caleModel 98 107 87

Layemof Coarse-ScaleModel(1) 13 28 16

Layersof Coarse-ScaleModel (2) 13 13 13
Actual PoreVolumeof the

ModeI(MlU3) 1001.50 906.78 967.24

PoreVolumewith Pinch-outThin
Layers (MR13) 1005.37 911.57 970.63

ErrorCausedby Thin Layers (’%0) 0.39 0.53 0.35
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5.2 Scai-up of the Three Gypsy Modeis

To be comparable for the scale-up res~ts, three m~deis were a.iIscaled up to 13-

layer coarse-scale channel model. To study the effkcts of layering on scale-up,

lithofacies model and fiotit model were ~SO s~ed Up to 28-layer ~d 16-layer

coarse-scale models. Scale-up were first conducted without PI sale-up using 10 as an

input for the well injectivi~ index in ail five wells for both fine-scale models and coarse-

scale model. PI scale-up was then conducted. Table 5-2 shows the scaled productivity

indices used for the three models. Figs. 5-5 to 5-58 illustrate the scale-up results for the

three models, iiicluding the results wirh and without PI scale-up.

Table 5-2 Scaled Productivity Index for the Three Gypsy Models ‘

PI PI PI
Well Channei Model Lithofacies Model Fiowunit Mociei

PRO-1 272-7(I 229.32 346.89

PRO-2 339.15 260.23 “ 296.18

PRO-3 124.02 123.46 151.12

PR04 264.17 322.05 333.19

INJ-5 190.36 189.38 181.84
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The characteristics of the simulation results for the three geological models can

be summarized as follows

1.

2.

3.

4.

Due to the limited volume of the reservok and its high permeabili~, equilibrium

condition for production and injection was obtained in only five days.

Production initially experienced depletion process for the first 2 to 3 days and then

went through a process of displacemen~ in which total water production rate for the

reservoir was equal to the water injection rate.

Without PI scale-up, both production rate and pressure are significantly dilYerent

bemeen fine wide and coarse scale at the beghming. Production rate tends to

matched after three days. Pressure stabilized at a constant pressure dMerence after

about ten day’s production period.

Mer considering PI scale-up, satisfactory matches were obtained between fine scale

and coarse scale for both water production and pressure. At the resolution of the

plots, the di&erence between fine scale and coarse scale for scale-up with PI scale-up

is not apparent. In m there exist small differences in the set of results. The

differences will be discussed in next section using relative errors.
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53 Effects of Geological Modeling on Scale-up

The scale-up results for three Gypsy models” were discussed and provided in

section 5.2: In this sectioq the redts are compared and evaluated using relative error

method.

The relative error defined and used in this study is as follows:

Vc– VF
8= v

F
(5-1)

where:

5 = relative error,

Vc = value obtained finm coarse scale,

VF= value obtained from fine scale.

Figs. 5-59 to 5-64 show the comparisons of water production rate, cumulative

water productio~ and reservoir pressure for fine scale and coarse scale of the three

models with and without PI scale-up. In order to study the effkcts of geological

modeling on scale-up, the comparisons of 28-layer and 13-kiyer coarse-scale Mhofati,es

models, and 16-layer and 13-layer coarse-scale flowunit models are also presented in

Figs. 5-91 to 5-102.

Figs. 5-59 to 5-61 show the comparison of water production rate, cumulative

water productio~ and resawoir pressure without PI scale-up for three 13-layer upscaled

models. It can be obsemxi that without PI scale-up, the error caused by scale-up is

unacceptably large. Therefore, it must be emphasized that the scale-up of productivity
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index is very important in scale-up.

models produced comparable results.

It can be observed t.l@ without PI scale-up, three

Figs. 5-62 to 5-64 show the comparison of water production rate, cumulative

water production and reservoir pressure for three models with PI scale-up for three 13-

layer models. Significant improvements were obtained after considefig PI scale-up.

The largest enor for water production which occurred in flowunit model, is 47V0. Other

emors calculated were 6.7°/0for cumulative productio~ and 2. 10/0for resemoir pressure,

which are much lower than the errors in Figs. 5-59 to 5-61. The Iithofacies and channel

models obtained comparable results, while the flowunit model produced the worst scale-

up result in the three modeIs.

The scale-up results for four production wells without PI scale-up were provided ‘

in Figs. 5-65 to 5-76. When PI scale-up was not @orm@ the Iithofacies model

obtained better matches in wells #1 and 2 for water production rate, and the channel

model obtained better matches in wells #3 and 4. The largest error calculated is 300°/0,

which occurred in well #4. For ctnmdative production the flowunit model obtained

better matches in wells #1, #2 and #3, but the channel model obtained a better match in

well #4. The largest error for cumulative production was -73°/0which occurred in well

#3. For wellblock pressure, all three models produced similar matches in four

production weIIs. The largest error for wellblock pressure was 103’%0,which occtured in

well #1.

The scale-up results with PI scale-up for four production wells are shown in Figs.

5-77 to 5-88. Significant improvements were obtained in all four wells and shown in all
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three plots. For water production rate, the channel model obtained the best match in all

four w@ls, while the flowunit model gave the worst. The largest emr for water

production rate was 55V0in well #1. For cumulative water productio~ the Iithofacies

model obtained the best match %d the flowunit model again obtained the worst. The

largest error was only 9% in well #l. Wellblock pressure again obtained simikar

matches in all four wells. The large~ error for wellblock pressure was only 4°Ain well

%.

The water injection rate and cumulative water injection were exactly the same for

fme scale and coarse scale in all three models, so only the results of wellblock pressure

are shown in Figs. 5-89 to 5-90. Without PI scale-up, the channel model obtained the

best match with the largest error at 80%. With PI scale-up, the Iithofmies model

obtained the best match. The largest enor was only 2.2°/0in the flowunit model.

Figs. 5-91 to 5-96 show the scale-up results for 28-layer and 13-layer lithofacies.

models with and without PI scale-up. Without PI scale-up, two models produced

basically the same matches in water production rate. The 13-layer model obtained better

matches in cumulative production and reservoir pressure than the 28-layer model. With

PI scale-up, the 28-layer model produced a better result in water production but the 13-

layer model produced better results in cumulative water production and reservoir

pressure.

Figs. 5-97 to 5-102 show the results for two flowunit models. Without PI scale-

up, the 13-layer model produced better results than the 16-layer model in water

production rate, cumulative water productio~ and resemoir pressure. With PI scale-up,
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the 13-layer model still produced si@mfly betterresultsthanthe 16-layer model in

all plols.

Based on t$e scale-up results on three geological models presented in Figs. 5-5 to

$56,5-59 to 5-102, and the discussion *ve, the following statements can be made:

1. When scale-up of transmissibility is conduc@ PI scaie-up must be included.

Without PI scale-up, the results are unacceptable, especially at onset of the

production. The highest relative enm produced without PI scale-up was up to 230%

in water production rate.

2. Strategies of geological modeling have significanteffects on scale-up. With PI

scale-up, the channel model and the Mhofacies model produced comparable matches.

However, the flowunit model produced the worst matches in both water production

and reservoir pressure. This is not consistent with expectations that the M.hofacies

model shouid produce the best match and the channel model produce the worst.

3. When analyzing the process of geological modeling, the lithotiies unit is the

smallest and most homogeneous unit obtainable. However, when the lithofwies

unit was divided into many layers to develop the fine-scale mode~ many grid blocks

in the same layer in fi.ne-sde model did not connect to each other horizontally.

Therefore, no horizontal flow occumed behveen these grid blocks in the

mathematical model. In real reservoir conditio~ even though these grid blocks do

not connect to other grid blocks in the same layer, horizontal flow wotdd still exist in

these grid blocks, i.e., between the grid blocks belonging to dif%rent lithofacies unit.

Therefore, a finer-scale model does not necessarily produce more accurate results.



There is a limit to the degree of fine-sc~e tit the model should have as good as

possible horizontal communication. I.ftoo fine a sc~e is me~ the model may lead to

wrong simulation results, because the flOWcotiguration was changed due to the

limitation of mathematical strategies in simulator.

4. In the lithofacies model, the 28-layer model did not improve the scale-up results

beyond that of the 13-layer model. The same is true for the flowunit model, i.e., the

16-layer model did not show better results than the 13-layer model, in fac~ the

accuracy decreased. This indicates that between two flow barriers, having more

homogeneous Iithofacies units or flow units as the targets for scale-up may not

improve modeling results, probably due to a ‘horizontal pinchat’ effect. ”Therefore,

in reservoir simulation and scale-up, optimizing results occurs when the individual “

layer is as homogeneous as possibIe and the hotiontal distribution of each layer is

as widely as possible.
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CHAPTER VI

EFFECTS OF WELL LOCATION AND BOUNDARY

CONDITIONS ON SCALE-UP

Jn this chapter, flow in the Gypsy channel model was simulated for different

boundary conditions arid different production-injection scenarios. Scale-up techniques

were then applied to study the effects of

production and injection scenario on scale-up.

boundary conditio~ well locatio~ and

6.1 Effects of Well Location on Scale-up

Nine wells were designed and used to study the eflkcts of well location on scale-

up. Two production-injection scenarios were studied. Scenario #l, as shown in Fig. 6-1,

is a nine-spot comer-dri~e production-injection scenari”o. Scenario #2, as shown in Fig.

6-2, is a linedrive production-injection scenario. The initial conditions for reservoir,

well productio~ and injection controls are the same as used for three Gypsy models in

Chapter V. A well injectivily index of 10 was used in the line scale simulation. which is

the same as used in previous models. The scaled productivity index used for the nine

wells in the two production-injection scenarios were listed in Table 6-1 and 6-2.

A comparison of results for the three different production-injection scenarios are

presented in Figs. 6-3 to 6-8. In the plots, the results for five-spot scenario are from the

simulation for channel model in Chapter V.
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Fig. 6-1 Illustration of Nine-Spot Corner-Drive Well Pattern
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Production Well Injection Well

. Fig. 6-2 Illustration of Line$rive Well Pattern



Table 6-1 Scaled Productivity Index Used for

NineSpot Corner-Drive Scenario

Well PI
PRO-1 358.82
PRO-2 179.62

PRO-3 191.95

PRO-4 199.10

PRO-5 20.8.21

INJ-6 258.71

mJ-7 277.13

lNJ-8 101.19

INJ-9 , 235.00

Table 6-2 Scaled Productivity Index Used for

Line-drive Scenario

Well PI
PRO-1 282.60

PRO-2 412.73

PRO-3 291.94

PR04 113.90

PRO-5 216.47

PRO-6 274.78

INJ-7 180.15

INJ-8 190.33

lNJ-9 190.08
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From the plots, the following observations are made

1. Production-injection scenarios have significant ellkcts on scale-up. Significant

differences in scale-up results for line-drive, nine-spot drive, and fine-spot drive exist

with and without PI scale-up processes.

2. Without PI sczde-up, the nine-spot drive scemuio produced the best result in water

production rate, but showed the highest relative error in reservok pressure and

cumulative water production. In con= five-spot drive scenario produced the

highest error in water production rote, but lowest error in reservoir pressure. Line-

drive scenario produced the best matches in three production-injection scenarios.

3. Mler considering PI scale-up, the linetive scenario still produced the best results in

three production-injection scenarios. The nine-spot scenzuio produced the worst “

matches, probably because in line-drive scenario, the overall flow configuration of

fluid in reservoir is more linear than with the nine-spot drive scenario. The nine-spot.

scenario has more radial flow and that may cause the larger error, because the scale-

up of transrnissibtity is only suitable for linear flow, even though PI scale-up was

conducted to reduce this effect.

4. When comparing the five-spot and nine-spt drive scenarios, the five-spot drive

obtained a better match than the nine-spot drive, because more wells cause more

radial flow in reservoir, and subsequently may cause the largererror in scale-up. PI

scale-up significantly reduced this error in both tier production and reservoir

pressure, but did not completely fix the problem with the method used.



6.2 Effects of Boundary Conditions on Scale-up

Three different boundary conditions were used and simulated in order to study

the effects of boundary conditions on the results of scale-up. The channel model was

again used as the reservoir model. The line drive scenario used in section 6.1 was used

as the only production-injection scenario, because it showed the best scale-up results in

earlier study.

The first boundary condition studied was an edge-water drive, where the

reservoir was assumed to be surrounded by a very large edge water that provided

constant pressure at boundary. No bottom water was used in this particular model. To

simulate a constant pressure around the reservoir, the equivalent diameter of the edge

water should be about 10 times that of the equivalent diameter of the reservoir (Craft and ‘

Hawkins, 1989) One more grid with a size of 3,280 feet was added to the reservoir

model in boti X and Y directions, as shown in Fig. 6-9. This Iead to a ratio of 8.8 of

equivalent diameter of edge water area to the equivalent diameter of reservoir.

The second boundary condition studied was bottom-water drive, where the

resemoir was assumed to have a ve~ large bottom water with constant pressure. No

water was used at the edge of the reservoir. An additional grid with a size of 3Z80 f~t

was added to the reservoir model in the Z directions, as shown in Fig. 6-10.

The third boundary condition studied was a no flow bounday conditio~ in

which the resemoir was sealed on all directions. The result was the same as for the line-

drive scenario in Chapter V.

Scale-up was first conducted without PI scale-up, and then PI scale-up technique

was applied. The productivity index values used in PI scale-up are listed in Table 6-3.
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The scaIe-up results for these different boundary conditions are presented in Figs. 6-11 to

6-16. The discussion are summarized as follows:

Figs. 6-11 to 6-13 show the comparison of the scale-up results without PI scale-up

for the three kinds of bo~b conditions Wdied. Without PI scale-up, significant

dfierences are observed between no-flow bounb and flow boundary conditions.

For flow boumkuy conditio% the bottom-water and edge-water boundary conditions

produced very similar results. For no-flow boundary conditio~ the reiative errors

become smaller wi~ time. However, for flow-boundaxYconditions, the errors keep

rem~ed constant or increased.

$dler PI scale-up, as shown in Figs. 6-14. to 16, significant improvements were

obtained for all three cases. No-flow boundary condition provided better results than ‘

flow-boundary conditions in water production. Bottom-water boundary condition

presented the largest error in water productio~ For reservo~ Pm~eY ‘dge-water.

drive are almost completely matched.
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Fig. 6-10 Illustration of Reservoir Model Used
for Bottom-Water Drive

Table 6-3 Scaled Productiti& Index Used for Different

Boundary Conditions

Well Bottom Water Edge water No ~Ow

PRO-1 249.91 261.08 282.60

PRO-2 324.80 329.38 412.73

PRO-3 254.44 286.69 291.94

PRO-4 103.52 106.51 113.90

PRO-5 190.23 201.01 216.47

PRO-6 224.50 241.40 274.78

INJ-7 237.10 180.15 180.15

INJ-8 207.92 207.92 190.33

INJ-9 207.62 190.08 190.08
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CHAPTER ~

CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMME~AnONS

Dtierent strategies of geological modeling were applied as discussed in Chapter

IU, and three models for Gypsy formation were developed. The methodology for scale-

up of transmissibili~ was described and ill~ in C@ter W. TWO hwtietical

models were used to illustrate the application of scale-up, in which both no pinch-out

and pinch-out alternatives were conside~ s~e-~ was conducted for tie GYPSY

channel, lithof~ies, and flowunit models to study the eff&ts of geological modeling

process on the scale-up and performance prediction. To study the effects of well location

and boundary condition on scale-up, three diffkrent production-injection scenarios and

three different boundq conditions were considered for the Gypsy channel model and

scale-up process wexk conducted.

7.1 Conclusions

Based on the analysis, modeling and simulation studies conducted in ChapterIII

to Chapter~ the following conclusions areobtained:

1. Strategiesof geological modeling produce significant efkcts on scale-up. Obvious

dHerences in scale-up resdts occurred between the three Gypsy models. Based on

the scale-up re.sdts obtained from this study, the channel model and the lithofacies

model produce similar resdts, but flowunit model provides Mtior restdts. In order

to obtain a satisfwtory scale-up resulg the vertical variation of reservoir properties
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2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

must minimized in detemi.nin g the boundary layers to be merge~ and the horizontal

continuity of the scale-up volume should be as tide aspossible.

The transmissibility scale-up is o~y titile for linear flow. For m.dia.lflow around

the wellbore, scale-up on productiviw index must be conducted in order to obtain

more accurate results. The results indicated that scale-up of the productivity index

(PI) is important for the overall scale-up process.

obtained after conducting PI scale-up.

The strategy of transmissibility scaie-up developed

Significant improvements were

in this study is a recommended

approach to pursue. Special considerations must be given to pinch-out existing in

the model, othenvise, incorrect simulation results occur in the fine-scale simulation.

When the deterministic method was used to determine the distribution of reservoir ‘

properties, the search radius, ~ has a significant effect on the resulting heterogeneity

of the geological modei. The extent of heterogeneity decreased with increasing

values of R Improved results could be obtained if different units use different search

radius values.

Gypsy formation was not accurately characterized using the deterministic metho~

because the standard deviations obtained in all three models are lower than the

standard deviation obtained fium core analysis. The Iithofacies model provided a

better description than both the channel model and the flowunit model.

The well location in the production-injection scenario has significant etiwt on scale-

Up.

the

Comparing the scale-up results of nine-spot drive, line-drive, and five-spot drive,

line-drive scenario obtained the best matches for both water production and

resemoir pressure. This maybe attributed to the dominating of the linear flow in the
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line-drive scenario. Even though PI scaie-up was conducted to reduce the error

caused in radial flow, radial flow effwts in nine-spot drive and fine-spot drive could

not be satisfactorily reduced.

When five-spot or nine-spot drive scenarios were used in resemoir simulatio~ five-

spot drive produced better scale-up results.

Comparing the scale-up results for three different boundary conditions, no-flow

boundruy condition obtained a better resuh compared to reservoir with a flow

boumkuy condition. When flow boundary condition is applied

bottom-water drive produced larger error than the edge-water drive.

in scale-up, the

7.2 Recommendations for the Future Studies

me effects of geological modeling well locatio~ production-injection scenario, ‘

and boundary condition on scale-up have been studied and evaluated in this study.

However, there are several areas that should be further studied. The following areas are

recommended:

1. This study focused on the geological modeling using the deterministic method. In

Chapter ~ the Gypsy models were not accurately described because the standard

deviations obtained finm modeling for both porosity and permeability were much lower

than these obtained from core analysis. Geostatisticalmethod should be applied to

generate geological models to compare the scale-up results with the results obtained

using detenrinistic method.

2. Only vertical scale-up was evaluated in this study. The horizontal continuity of

reservoir is also very important Therefore, scale-up including horizontal direction



should be conducted to study the effkcts of hori.zontd continuity on scale-up. When

both the horizontal and vertical directions are evahate~ an optimum scale-up result

couid be proposed.

3. In this study, the problem of pinch-out in vertical direction was evaluated. However,

fluid flow in the horizontal directioq when pinch-out exists, can also cause incorrect

simulation of flow. Therefore, the ei%ct of horizontal continui~ of reservoir on scale-up

should be conducted.

4. The methodology proposed in this study for scale-up produced successfid scale-up

results. However, the scale-up was conducted outside of the simulator, i.e., fine-scale

simulation was run first. Data for flow rate and pressure for fine-scale grid blocks were

obtained from an output map fle. This process is cumbersome. A possible approach for “

streamlining the process is to incorporate the methodology into the simulator, or to

develop an external program which is invoked by the simulator.
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NOMENCLAm

a coefficient in Achie’s equation

B formation volume factor (rb/stb)

BW volume fhctor of reservoir water (rb/stb)

c1 coefficient

C2 coefficien~

Ed elevation of reference datum (ft)

EU,k elevation of grid block (ij~) (fi)

FZI flow zone indicator

gf geometry fhctor

h thickness of grid block ( ft)

h thickness of production layer (ft)

k permeability (pm2)

k permeability of production layer (red)

K permeability @m2)

b~p permeability for the layer (ml))

h relative permeabfity of fluid

~ permeabiliw for the ray (MD)

k relative permeability of water

kX average permeability of the two half grid blocks (MD)
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Ky

kz

L

m

M

n

n

n

Gay

%-ay

Nwi

Nwp

P

P

Pf

P.

P.

Pg

pb

pij

PI

PIC

average pemmbility of the two half grid blocks ( mD)

average permeabilities of the two half grid blocks ( mD)

total number of layer

porosity exponent

mobility of the fluid

water saturation exponent in Archie’s equation

number of layer upscaled

total number of well values used

total number of ray

total number of block in a ray

cumulative water injection mte (Mbbl)

cumulative water production (Mbbl)

pressure (psi)

pressure of fine-scale grid block (psi)

wellblock pressure of fine grid (pi)

wellblock pressure of coarse grid (psi)

wellbore pressure (psi)

average pressure of wellblock (psi)

bottom hole pressure (psi)

wellblock pressure (psi)

productivity index (stb/day-psi)

productivity index of coarse grid (bbl/day/psi)
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PIf productivi~ index of fine gird (bbl/day/psi)

AP. pressure difference be~een two grid blocks in x direction

AP, pressure difference behveen two grid blocks in y direction

qi+lnj flux be~eentwo grid blocks

Q flow rate (bblklay)

Qt total flow rate of well (STB/day)

Qwi water kjectionrate (bblklay)

Qwp water production rate (bbl/&y)

Qx flow rate in x directions ( STB/day)

QY flow rate y directions ( ST13/day)

Qz flow rate z directions ( NIYday)

r radius of cylindrical tube @n)

r distance between well and the inteqwkted point

rb equivalent radius (Peaceman) of the gridblock containing the well@)

rfi ftiest point from i-th block to the well (ft)

rni nearest point from i-th block to the well (h)

rW wellbore radius (R)

re me radius@)

R search radius

R. resistivi~ of formation water (ohm-m)

& true formation resistivity at irreducible water condition (ohm-m)

RQI reservoir quality index



s

Tb

T.

TY

TZ

v

v

Vc

VF

w

w

x

x

Ax

Y

Ay

z

z

skin factor (dimensionless)

irreducible water saturation (fiction)

transmissibility between well to wellblock (ft. mD)

transmissibility in x direction (ft. mD)

normal transmissibility between two grid blocks (ft. roll)

cross transmissibility between two grid blocks (ft. rnD)

tm.n&nissibilityin y direction (ft mD)

transmissibility in z direction-(fl. mD)

volume of iine-scale grid block (fI?)

final cell value in deterministic equation

value obtained born coarse scale

value obtained from fine scale

weighting fiction in deterministic equation

weI.1infectivity index (dimensionless)

weighting coefficient of the i-th ray

dimension of grid block in x direction (fi)

power factor

length of grid block in x direction (ft)

dimension of grid block in y direction (ft)

length of grid block in y direction (ft)

dimension of grid block in z direction (ft)

well value
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length of grid block in z direction (fi)

porosity (fiction)

potential of grid block (psi)

viscosity (cp)

porosi~ of fine-scale grid bIock (fraction)

density of fluid in reservoir (g/ cm3)

viscosily of reservoir water (cp)

relative error
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APPENDIX A

DRWNITIONS OF PAIMNIE TERS IN TEE PROGRAM

FOR SCALE-UP

DP’IX potential difference between two grid block of coarse-scale model in x direction

(psi)

DPTY potential dtierence between two grid block of coarse-scale model in y direction

(psi)

DPTZ potential Merence between two grid block of coarse-scale model in z direction “

(psi)

DTM reference elevation (R)

DX dimension of grid block in x direction (R)

DY dimension of grid block in y direction (R)

ELV eIevation at the center of the grid block (ft)

GRA gravity of water (gin/cc)

HI thickness of grid block for fine-scale model (fl)

H2 thickness of gird block for coarse scale model (fi)

I gird number in x direction for fine-scale model

J gird number in y direction for fine-scale model

ml KXl *H1 for fine-scale model

KH2 K2C2*H2for coarse scale-model



Kxl

KY1

KY2

Kzl

KZ2

L1

L2

LL1

LL2

M

N

P1

P2

PHI1

Pm

permeabili~ of fine-scaIe gird block in x direction (mD)

penneabili~ of coarse-scale gird block in x direction (mD)

permeability of fine-scaie gird block in y direction (MD)

permeability of coarse-scale gird block in y direction (MD)

permeability of fine-scale gird block in z direction (MD)

permeability of coarse-scale gird block in z direction (MD)

total grid number in z direction for coarse-scale model

total grid number in z direction for fine-scale model

layer number in fine-scale model for the layers at the top boundary of coarse-

scxdemodel

layer number in tie-scale model for the layers at the bottom boumhy of coarse-

scale modeI

total grid number in x direction for coarse-scale model

total grid number in y direction for coarse-scale model

pressure of grid block for fine-scale model (psi)

pressure of grid block for coarse-scale model (psi)

porosi~ of grid block for tie-scale model (’Mo)

porosity of grid block for coarse-scale model (VO)

PHIV1 pore volume of fine-scale grid block

PRV1 PHI1*V1 for fine-scale model (f?)

PT potential of coarse-scale gird block (psi)

QXI flow rate of gird block in x direction of fine-scale model (bbllday)
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QY1 flow rate of gird block in y direction of fine-scale model (bbl/day)

QZ1 flow rate of gird bIock in z direction of iine-scale model (bbl/day)

QX2 flow rate of gird block in x direction of coarse-scale model (bbl/day)

QY2 flow rate of gird block in y direction of coarse-scale model (bbI/day)

QZ2 flow rate of gird block in z direction of coarse-scale model @bI/day)

TOPE elevation at top of the model (ft)

Tx transmissibility of coarse-scale model in x direction (bbl-cp/day-psi)

TY transmissibility of cease-scale model in y @rection(bbl-c@iay-psi) “

TZ transmissibility of coarse-scale model in z direction (bbl-cp/day-psi)

UW Viscosiiyof water (cp)

V1 volume of gird block for fine-scale model (@)

V2 pore volume of coarse-scale grid block (ii?)
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Strategiesof GeologicalModelingand Heterogeneityof Formation

VW Wangand A@ Gupta
(TheUniversityofOklahoma,USA)

Abstract

The objective of this study is to devefop an effective vertical layering method for sdmg of petrophysical propeties used for
reservoir simulation by using the available information from well logs and core analysis. Three dii7erent geological models for Gypsy
formation were generated for the purpose of reservoir characterization and upscaliig study by following diierent strategies of geological
modeling, Twenty two Iiiofaaes units were identified within seven channels in Gypsy formation based on the distribution of Mhofaaes
tium 22 wells, Ten flow units were defined using the methodology proposed by Anaefble et al Thestefkiticalcharacteristicsof
heterogeneity for the generated geological models were analyzed by compm”ng the characteristics obtahd fmm core measurement with
one from geological modeling,

Key Words: Reservoir,Characterization, Heterogeneity

1. lNl130DUCT10N
One limitation of commonly available scale-up methods is that they mrrmntrate only on the mathematics of mmbining

petrophysical properties of tine grid blocks, but with Gtie consideration on the geo!~”ml heterogeneity and structural details. Such
methods choose the coarse-grid cdl boundm”es wtrile ignoring the dti%utfon of reseivoir pmperfks. The reservoir properties are
averaged within layers or channels without mnsiderfng the effect of heterogeneity on fluid flow and state-up. Suti ‘layer or ahannel’
scale-rJp may erase the effects of exbeme values of reservoir properlks, such as thin mntinuous mmmunicafing layers, large flow
ba”ers, or partially communicating faults. [n order to obtain result for scabup in reservoir simulation that capture the essence of flow
behavior, it is very important to find an effective method to determiie the boundm”es of upscaled grid blocks, in addition to having a
robustmathematicalafgorithmto obtainthe average value of reservoir pmpertks for the upsded grid b!ocks. Representative scale-up
result can only be obtained with both a good mathematical mate-up method and a good understanding and description of formation
heterogeneity. Therefore, the objective of this study is to develop an eff@ve vertical layering method for scaling of petroph~ical
properties used for reservoir simulation by using the avaiiable information tom well logs and care analysis.

Gypsy Formation, which is a non-oil bearing formation and located in northeastern Oklahoma near Lake Keystone, was used
as the experimental site in this study because of the extensive data available from thii formation. 22 wells were dnied for the purpose of
data Coil-”on andl,056 cores were obtained. Permeability, porosi~, and Iithofaaes were measured and determined at one foot intewal
or at smaller spaang when there was a signirkant c.+ange in rock properties within one tit,

2 GEOLOGICAL ENVIRONMENTOF GYPSY FORMATION
Si channels and one crevasse-splay, totally seven channels, were identified within Gypsy formation. Channel sandbodies are

subparaflel and trend norlh to northwest They range tom 6 to 21 ft thick and 150 to 560 ft w-de. The lower mntact of each channel
sandbody is erosional, and upper contacts maybe erosional with younger channels or conformable with floodplain deposits. All of the
channels are surrounded or partiaIly subdivided by floodplain deposits which are dominantly composed of impermeable mudstone and
siltstone. Five sandstone Iithofaaes were identified within Gypsy sandbodies. They are muddast cms$beds, plane-beds, ripple, and
overbank. The Iaterat extent of Iithofaaas is commonly less than 100 ft.

Muddast sandstone is more extensively developed in the lower time channels. The characteristic grains of this fades are
mbble stones to medium sand-size intradasts of red, green, andlor grey mudstone. The irrdiidual fades is typically 1 to 3 ft tick Cross-
bed sandstone is composed of 0.3 to 3 ft thid sets of cm+bedding. The grain size is very fine to medium sand with some marse sand
and granule-s@ intradasts being present on foreset laminations. PlanAreds sandstone is fine to very fine gm”ned sandstone with a
planar bedding ranging from 0.5 to 3 fl thick. Ripple sandstone is fine to very fine sandstone and ofien interlaminated with mudstone and
siltstone, Overbank is mainly mmposed of impermeable mudstone and siltstone ranging 4.5 to 13 ft thick’.

3. DEVELOPMENT OF 3-D GEOLOGICAL MODELS
Three geological models, channel model, Iithofaaes model, and flow unit model, were deve!oped in thii study to characterize

Gypsy sandstone formation and will be used to mnduct the smfe-up study. Landmark’s Stratigraphic Geocellular Moddin@ (SGM) was
used as the modeling tool in this study, which models heterogeneous rock and fluid pm~”es in three dimensions for geological analysis
and visualiition. SGM uses stratigraphicpattern to generate a threediiensional flamework for geological models. The surface maps
representing the distribution of layers in space were generated by Geographic Exploration system’ (GES). The modeling area is
1,627,083 ~ with a grid of 36 by 42.



3.1 Channel Model
Durtrrg BP’s Integrated Reservoir Description Project behveen 1989 to 1992, 1,056 cores from 22 wells were obtained and

described, and seven channels were identified. Based on these information, fourteen surface maps were generated to build up a 3-D
channel model for Gypsy formation.

Deterministic method was used to determine Ute distribution of reservoir properties, including permeabilityand porosi~. One of
the important parameters, which effects the heterogeneity of geological model, is the characteristic radial correlation length, R There
exist a minimum and a maximum value of R The minimum aflowable value of R is the one using which no null values will be created.
The maximum allowable value of R is the one that allows the best characterization of reservoir heterogene”o. To determine a value of R
applicable for Gypsy formation, several R values were used to generate 3-D models. The statistical characteristics of the heterogeneity of
the models were then compared with the one obtained from core analysis. Statistical mean and standard deviation were used to evaluate
the R values used. Figures 1 to 4 illu.sbate the statistical characteristics of channel models, when three different R values were used,
compared with the statistical characteristics from core analysis. 534 tl was found to be the minimum R for the channei model of Gypsy
formation, because some null values will be observed when a smaller R than 534 ft was used. The geological models became more
homogeneous as R inaeases, as is apparent from the smaller values of standard deviations for the porosity and permeability with
increasing R values. This is consistent witi the prinaple of deterministic algorithm. In fact 534 ft is still not a good value enough to
characterize the heterogeneity of Gypsy formation. However, null values occurs if a smaller R value is used. Therefore, 534 ft was
determined to be the R value for Gypsy channel model. It can be observed that tie mean and standard deviation of prosily are not vety
sensitive to R values, but the mean and standard devfation of permeability are.

Fig. 5 is a cross-sectional view of the cimnnel modet. There are in total thirteen layers in the channel model, including the six
layers between seven channels, in Mid each channel was taken as one layer. The lower or the upper contacts of same of the channels
are erosional. Aft of the channels are surrounded or partially subdivided by floodplain deposits which are dominantly mmposed of
impermeable mudstone and siltstone.

3.2 IXhofaaes Model
,

Five sandstone Iithofaaes were mainly identified within Gypsy formation based on the analysis on 1,056 cores. Based on these
data, the cross-plot of porosity and permeability for Gypsy sandstone is shown in Fig. 6. it was obsemd hat c?oss-beds, plane-beds, and
mudstone are more homogeneous a)mpared with ripple and muddast. Cross-beds and plane-beds have the best and similar properties.
Mudstone presents the lowest values of porosity and permeability. The properties of ripple are between cross-beds, plane-beds and
mudstone. Muddast is the most heterogeneous Iithofaaes in Gypsy sandstone formation, tich shows a wide distribution of properties in
Fig. 7.

To develop a Iithofaaes model, initial identification of Iifhot%ies’ layers is necessary. The boundm”es of channel may not be
cmsed by such Mhofaaes’ layers, because floodplain or mudstone layers exist tic+ act as flow bm’ers between dlannels, even
tiough they are not continuous over the whole formation area. [t is very important that a lateral mrrelation for each tifhofaaes unit
between wells exkts and this correlation is mappable. Therefore, it is required that each indMdual lithofacies within a channel must occur
at least in two wells. ff it exists only in one well and its thickness is less than one ftmt it w“ll be ignored and combined W-ththe Mhofaaes
unit which is neighbor and has similar properlks. Observing the distribution of Iithotiaes in 22 wells, it is apparent that live kinds of
Iitiofacks are present and follow the sequence of overbank, ripple, planebeds, crossbeds, and muddas~ from top to bottom, except
planebeds and crossbeds occur interchangeably in some wells. Because crossbeds and planebeds possess similar rock properties, as
shown in Fig. 6, they were combined to be treated as one Iithofacies unit Hence, there were only four significant Iithofaaes units in each
individual channel in Iithofacies model. The top and bottom positions of each Iithofaaes unit in the study area were determined by
obsem”ng the distribution of Iiiofaaes given in 22 wells.

Based on the comelation of Iifhofaaes obtained, another tifteen surface maps were generated, whit+ formed another fifteen
subun”ti in seven channels, This leads to totally twenty eight layers in Iithofacies model, including 22 Iifhofacks layers. The characteristic
radial rxrelation length, R, used for Iithofaaes model was 890 ft. Fig. 7 is a cross- sectional view of the Iithofaaes model.

3.3 Flow Unit Model
Channel model has only thirteen layers, including both channels and barriers between channels. Lifhofaaes model is probably

the most homogeneous model we can obtain. However, the number of layers is twice that in channel model. In a practical reservoir
simulation study, it is of significant benefit to develop a geological model which has less layers than lithofa@s model, yet provide a
satisfactory results in reservoir simulation and scale-up. Flow unit cona!pt offers a possible approach that may accomplish such a
geological mcdel.

How unit has been detired in different ways in previous studies. Generally speaking, flow unit is defined as a volume of
reservoir rock that is continuous laterally and vertically and has similar average petrophysical properties tfiat affect fluid flow. Flow unit
can be dassifred at megasmpic scale based on the distribution of reservoir properties. It can be also defined based on the pore-throat
geomeby or structure at microscopic scale.
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Amaefuie et al$ proposed a methodology to identify and characterize hydraulic flow units based on a modhled Kozeny-Carmen

equation and the concept of mean hydrautic radius. According to their proposed method, a log-logplotof RQI (0.0314
[

$ ) versus&

()4— for the same flow unit with an idea pore geometry should follow a straight line. Shedidsextended the method to represent a real
1-4

porousmediumsyskrnin a generalizedform. Basedon his study,a log-logplotof RQI versus~ shouldform a sbaight line with a slope

of (c, + I)rn-1
2

mdminteaptof(O.0344&*R . Here, Cl and ~ are the meffiaents in permeability equation and in

porosity exporrenb respectively m is porosity exponent a is the m%iaent in Archie’s equatiom & is the true formation resistivity at

irreduab!e water condition; and ~ is formation water resistivity. Therefo~, for a realporousmediumsystem,theslopeof theplotisnot
unit but a timdon of coefficient and porosity exponent The intercept of the plot is a thction of caeffiaent in permeability equation,
formation water resistivity, coeffiaent m Arc4ie’s equation, and true formation m“stivity.

Overbank occurs on the tops of channel 1, Z 4, and 6 only in Gypsy. It mairdycansists of mudstone and siltstone which has an
average permeability of 0.52 md. The rock with suchlowpermeabilityofferssignitlcantrtxistancetofluidflowhg through it. It acts as a
flow banier between two Iithohaes. Floodplain deposits bound and p~”ally subdiide the Gypsy sandstone. They are dominarrtiy
mudstone and siltstone, but include Ienticular, rine-grahed sandstones as well. To effiaentiy ccmduct reservoir simulation, it was
mmbmed with floodplain betweendrannels to reduce the number of active grid blocks in simulation model.

Only three kinds of Mhofaaes units need to be considered after combming overbanks with floodplain deposits in channels 1,2,
4, and 6. Plotting RQI versus $ for each Mhofaaes unit on Icg-log plots, ten flow units were identified in the seven channels. The
characteristic radial correlation length, ~ used for ffowunit model was 928 f& fig. 8 is a cross-sectional view of flow unit model.

4. ANALYSIS OFHETEROGENEITY ,

The stafisthl characteristics for Gthofaaes model and tlowurrit model are presented in Figs. 9 to 1? respedvely. Compting
the sfdistkal characteristics of porosity and permeability for the three models, it was observed that the draracteristics of porosity were
better charactetixd than these of permeability, because the means of poros.~ from three models are very dose to that obtained fmm
core measurements, and tie dflerences in standam’ deviations tlom care measurement and modefs for porosity are smaller than that for
permeabitii. Thii is becauseporosityhas more homogeneous characteristic than permeabiRy in Gypsy formation. Compaiing three
models, it was indicated ihat Iithofaaes model obtained better description than other two models, except the permeability of mudstone in
Iithofaaes model has a greater deviation in both its mean and standard deviation. This was caused by ‘K spare distribution and limiting
data. [n all three models, the heterogeneity of Gypsy formation was still notaufliaerrtiy desuibed, even though an optimal characteristic
radial conelafion length, ~ has been used in each model. [n SGM, only one characteristic radial correlation length, ~ can be used for ail
Iayeffi in each model. Because of the different distribution for different channels, Iiiofaaes, or ffowurrits, this may lead to the
homogenization during the generation of the geological models. Therefore, a better de.sciption maybe obtained if diierent characteristic
radial correlation length, ~ muld be used for diierent un.ti in the generation of geological mode!s when deterministic method is used.

5. CONCLUSIONS
1. Diierent strategies of geological modeling lead to different heterogeneity characteristks for tie models generated. Lithot%aes model

has more homogeneous characteristics than channel model and flowunit model.
2. Detemninisticmethodcan be used to determinethe distribution of reservoir properties. The characteristic radial mrrelafion length, ~

has a signiticarrt effect on the heterogeneity of geological model generated. The extent of heterogeneity deaeases witi the increase
of value, R

3. Improved results could be obtained by using dtierent characteristic radial correlation length, R, for different units ‘Men deterministic
method is used to determine the properties of model.

NOMENCLATURE
k= permeability,md += porosity, % m = porosity exponent Cl, C2= coeffiaents;
~ =formafion water resistivity, ohm-m; a = coeffiaent in Me’s equation;
1$= true formation resisthi~ at imduable water condition, ohm-m.
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W 2.3

Geophysical sitecharacterkation for 3-D flow simulationat theGypsy Outcrop Sitq Oklahoma
RogerA. Young*,ZhenghanDeng,Zhi-MingLiu,A4atthiwMaeUer,Jill Fo~otson,Universityof Oklahoma;
SteveDan#om,Conoco;firtJ. M.., SusanN&en,Amoco.

Summary

Multiple surveys by different geophysical merhodsdefie
upper channel boundariesand a fiacmre set in a sequence
of stacket$ ffuvial-dehaicchannels of Pennsylvanian age.
Borehole litbology logs show that ground penetrating radsr
and seismic reliaction profiles image the same boundary
between two sandstone channels. 3-D dip filtering and
coherence of a migrated 3-D radar survey map clearly a
channel bount@ berweem a deptl of 2 and6 m. Depth
slices of instantaneous ftequency for this 3-D smvey show
a prominent fiactum set that comelates with the orientation
of &wtures measured in a nearby highway CUL

l%e radardefmed liactures have been included m a 3-D
earth model constructed by upsdng matrix properties
delined by kboratmy porosiq and permeability
measurements of core from shallow borehoks. Matrix and
fracture flow are made to occur in separate, intemcting
celk. Waterfloodsimulationsshowthat time-assisted
permeabilitycan eitherimproveor impederernediation
dependingupontheplacementofwells.

introduction

The OCASTProjectis a multidisciplinarystudyof a
fluvialdekaicsequenceofchannelsandsofPem@vanian
age. Theobjectiveof theprojectis to dernonstmrethat
non-invasivegeophysicalsurveysareeff=tiveinmapping
shallow,sedimentaryboundaries.The studyareais the
GypsyOutcropSite,20mi~ of Tads%OklahomaA
gridof EM 31 linesguidedsubsequentradarpmfiliig
~Oung and Others, 1995). Conductivity,ground
penetratingxadar,and seismicrefractionand reflection
profiIeshavebeenconductedto Iii a gridof shallow
boreholes(Figure1). Integrationof thesegeophysical
resultshas mappedxveral channelboundariesin the
intioreho[e volume(Dengand oth~ 1996). Radar
profilesweresuccessfulinprovidingsnucrureandisopach
mapsoftheseuppermostchannels.

ltackrlinesCOS4and COS5and a seismicrefraction
profilecollectedbetweenBH26andBH28(Figure1)boti
imagethe channel6/chrmnel4 boundary.Thediel~”c
conm.mbetweensandstonesand an interveningmudstone

generatestheradarreflection,andthehighervelocityof
channel4propagatesaseismicretition (Dengandothers,
1996).

3-Dradar survey

A 3-Dradarsurveywaspositionedto imagein derail the
surf&es of the upper channel boundaries over a small area.
A secondary target was an area of unusual molarappearanw
showinga highconcemrationofdifhctorsorganized both
vertically and horizontally(Young and oth~ 1995)

The survey used a pulseEKKO IV system with antennas
having 50 MHz center i%quency, 1000 V transmitter, and
antennas oriented perpendicular to the survey lines.
Antenna separation was 6 R and srarion and line spacing 2
and 4 & respectively.

Conventional processing

2-D processing of each line in the 3-D survey consisted of
timezem correction spherical spreadrng and exponential
attenuation compensatio~ aud bandpass filtering. The time
axk has been converted to depth using a velocity of .10
rnhs established from constant velocity panels for several
CIMPgathers in the 3-D survey area

Unmigrated Line 1 (Figure 2) shows the east halfof
channel6 plungingfrom a depth of 2 to 5.5 m The yellow
dashed lines (Figure 1) show the channel 6/channel 4 snd
the channel 4/channel 3 boundaries, which are tied to the
borehoie Iithology logs at the ends of Lme 1.

The radar chamcter of the channel 4/charmel 3 and the base
channel 3 boundaries (F@ure 2) are jumbled in contrast to
the distinct channel 6/channel 4 boundary. We interpret the
former to be a superposition of overlapping h~erboi~
occuning mostly in two bands tim trace 50 to trace 100 ar
depths of approximately 5 and 7 m. The bands do not cut
channel 6. The apexes (small green arrows) of these mws
of hyperbolas are grouped also in columns (F’s on Line 1).
A particular diil?action occurs on lines 1-5 at a depth of
4.25 m (red arrows) indicating that scatterers also occur in
groups perpendicukx to the lines. We explain this
extremeiy regular distribution of scatterers as ?he
intersection of an open hcrure set with the Iitbological
changes at boundaries between channels.



3-D geophysical characterization

A roadcut approximately 1000 ft from the 3-D survey
shows f?acrum suiking NIS and dipping Steepiy. These
f&tures do not cut channel 6 (Young and othq 1997)
and correspond closely in orientation to the fiamrcs
irtf-d from the radar data.

3-D filtering and d~play

Reverse-time migration of caeh line was performed Then a
genrle 3-D dip filter using a Radon traosfbnn w“ected all
dipS greater than 4.0 ndft. 3-D coherenee and d~/FIZiIUUtb
werecalculatedfor eaoh point in the volume. Dip/azimuth
dmesliees at 40 and 70 ns (F@ure 3) give an exuemeIy
detailed pixel-by-pixel picture of the magnitude and
dimtion of dip along the channel boundary. The two plus
signs (cirekd in white) in Figure 3 give a south dip of 2
ns/ft at 40 and 70 ~ respectively, along Lrne 6 at trace 54
(arrows). In vertical sectiow Lme 6 (green dots in Figure 2)
shows an apparent dip of 1 ndft agreeing closely with the
true dip of 2 ndft when one considers that the former is
measured at an angle of approximately 45 deg to the true
dip.

Figure 2 (Line 1) shows that difhetion apexes Ml at
approximately 100 m. Figure 4 shows an instantaneous
amplitude timeslice at 100 m. The diillaetion apexes line
up M% (F Syrnbok) strongiy suggesting that di-ons are
associated with tie N/S striking fracture se~

Flow simulation

A 3-D earth model for the entire site was built using the
program SGM. Boundaries in the model are ilom Collins
(1996) using outcrop and borehole @ and rnauix
attributes of permeability (200 to 8,000 mD) and porosity
(1 to 20’70) Were distributed according to klbOllltOIY
measurcmcm on cores horn the site. Fmctures were
oriented NIS in ~ment with the radar result and were
represented as a separate atmibute grid with permeability up
to 16,000 mD. Seveml different combinations of
permeability and porosi~ and permeability anisotropy
vaiues were assigned in an attempt to approximate aeturd
properties. Fracmres were confined to channels. PIauar sets
of cells represent the Iiactures.

Flow simulation in this model tested the effect of natural
ilactms and well location and producer pressures on water
and oil production. In these scenarios, oil was considered a
pollutant to be remediated by waterilood Due to the
unusually high permeabilitks measured at Gypsy, a model
with matrix permeability reduced 10-fold md &acture
permeability of 8,000 mD was chosen as a more
representative model for Pennsylvanian resenoirs.

Figure s shows pollutant safmation in the representative
model for a five-spot mfiood with producer in the

center. Four years have elapsed Water breakthmugb
occurred after 2.2 years. Fracture are visible parallel to the
edge of the modeL

Geophysical probing can assist in the construction of a
geological mode~ including &acmres, in the area between
borcholes. Multiple methods provide complementary
resuks. The presexw of fktures can either improve
remcdiation by waterflood or reduce recovery by Iiiting
sweep depending upon the relationship between well
positions and fracture orientation.
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3-D dip filtering and coherence-applied
to GPR data: A study

ROGERA. YOUNGand&ENGHANDENG, University of Oklahoma, Norman, Oklahoma
KURTJ. MARFURTandSUSAN E. NISSEN,Amoco EPTG, Tulsa, Oklahoma

Three-dimensiotiseismicdataare
now used routinely in hydrocarbon
exploration and reservoir exploita-
tion. Poststack processing of 3-D
seismicdata oftenincludes the appli-
cation of 2-D filters to the stacked
data one line at a time (so-called2-D
by 2-Dfiltering).In this application,
2-Dfiltereddata ae sorted into aoss
line ensemblesbefore a second pass
of 2-D liking. Aknatively, 10C4

three-dimensional filters may be
applied to a volume of seismic data,
true3-D filtering.These filters can be
either local, operafingonly on neigh-
boring traces and samples of an out-
put position,or global,dependingon
every trace and time sample in the
data cube. Local filtering has proven
successful at irnprofig the signal-
to-noise ratio and thereby the strati-
graphicresolutionover a wide range
of depths typical for hydro=bon
accumulation,200-7000m.

Another geophysicalexploration
technique analogous to the seismic
reflection method is ground pene-
trating radar (GPR). GPR uses radar
reflections to produce high resolu-
tion stratigraphicimages of the near
surface from depths of 2 to perhaps
200 m. The ability of GPR 2-D pro-
files to image near-suxfacestratigra-
phy has been demonstrated con-
vincingly by many authors (see
“Suggestions for further reading”).
i% with seismic data, multifold com-
mon midpoint (cMl?) data could, in
principle, improve the imaging pos-
sible from singlefoId profiles alone.
An attractive feah.ue of the GPR
method, however, is its cost4ec-
tivenessin small field efforts using a
single transmitter/receiver pair.
Multichannel GPR systems =e not
used widely today.Experimentation
with multifold CMP radar data is in
its infancy, and the conventional
method of radar profiling today is
single-channel, common offset sur-
veying. These 2-D data may be
moveout corrected to normal ina-
dence, or the correcdon may not be
applied at all because it is smaU In
any case, the data are processed to

give single-fold coverage at closely
spaced subsurhce points..

Radar profiles collected aIong
closelyspaced,parallellines arecom-
monly termed a 3-D radz survey
even though mubzixnuth raypaths
have not been combined to give a
normalinadence radar traceas in the
seismic case. A 3-D radar survey is,
therefore,analogous to a 3-D seismic
survey with only one prestack trace
per bin.

The improvement in interpreta-
tion made possible by 3-D visualiza-

faults, seen unclearly in time slices,
can be resolved much more accu-
rately by coherence mapping.

The purpose of the presentpaper
is to show an example of applying
3-D dip ~thg and 3-D S&JIliC

coherence processing methods to a
3-D radar survey. Conventional 2-D
processing and 3-D display of the
radar smey reveal the boundary of
a sand channel and a fracture set
beneath the channel sand, but the
images are poorly resolved because
radar energy is attenuated in the
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Figure 1 Northern end of Gypsy Outaop Site. GPR profiles (dark lines),
grid coordinates, and borehole numbers are from the earlier BP study by
Doyle and Sweet. COS4 and COS5 are recent 2-D radar profiles wed to
estabIish the optimal locationfor the present 3-D GPR study.

tion of radar data following 2-D pro-
cessing is now widely appreciated.It
is also realized that aossline filtering
can be very effective in attenuating
noise trains. Yet, the use of three-
dimensional filtering of radar sur-
veys has not been exploitedat a level
approaching its use with seismic
data.

Coherence filters using sem-
blance have long been used success-
fully with 2-D seismic data to define
local continui~ in selected dip direc-
tions. Because a sudden decrease in
coherence indicates a loss of lateral
heterogeneity coherence is also an
effective edge detector. Algorithms
have recently been developed to
map seismic coherence as a 3-D seis-
mic attribute. Results show that

71C

clay-bearing sandstone channels.
The application of 3-D coherence
methods and novel 3-D displays
make interpretation much easier.
The present paper is, to our lmowl-
edge, the first published account of
the application of 3-D coherence
techniques to GPR data. It suggests
that advanced seismic processing
methods can be applied successfully
in 3-D aMIO~ Outaop Studies in
order to resolve stratigraphic and
structural features at a scale of sev-
eral feet.

The Oklahoma Center for the
Advancement of Science and Tech-
nology (OCAST) sponsored the
acquisition of the present radar data
by the University of Oklahomaat the
Gypsy Outaop Site near Tulsa. This

. .



Figure 2. Unmigrated
GPR profiles I-7 and 9
from the 3-D survey.
Velocity used in time-to-
depth coversion is
.lm/rns (.32 ft ns). Water
table is below radar sec-
tion.

Yellow picks indicate
the channel 6/charnel 4
and channel 4/channel 3
boundaries. Note that
the 6/4 boundary moves
eastward across succes-
sive profiles.

Large green arrow cor-
responds to the arrow on
timeslices shown in Fig-
ures 5, 7, and 9.

Small green arrows on
line 1 point to apexes of
diffractions generated by
fractures, F.

Blue arrows on line 6
indicate that channel
6/channel 4 boundary
has an apparent west dip
of 1 nslfi

Red arrows on lines 1-
5 point out a particular
diffraction that occurs at
a depth of 4.25 m.
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25-acre tract was used by British
Petroleum in its reservoir studies,
including extensive geological char-
acterizations of Pennsylvanian flu-
vial-deltaicchannelsands.The tract is
now being studied further by its pre-
sent owner, the University of Okla-
homa. A grid of 22 boreholes to
depths of 100 ft defines the bound-
aries of Iithofacies units within 5
channels, and the 3-D architectureof
these channels has been established
by BP geoloe@s.

2-D radar surveys and interpreta-
tion. A network of radar profles, col-
lected in large part before the present
study, tie the boreholes at the north-
ern end of the Gypsy Outcrop Site
(Figure 1). By comparing the litholo-
07 k% at BJ=7 to the dePth-convert-
ed radar profiles on either side, it
was established that a mudstone
intervening between sandstone
facies in channel 6 and channel 4
generates a radar reflection through-
out the site. This reflection can be
used to interpolatethe location of the
channel 6/channel 4 boundary
between boreholes. Then, using all
lines together, an isopach map of
channel 6 throughout the interbore-
hole volume was formed.
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Figure 3. Migrated GPR profiles 1-4 from the 3-D survey. Diffraction ener-
gj”seenin F@re 2 has been migrated to the fracture intersections with

! iithologic boundaries. (Colors explained in Figure 2.)

t I

300 e

Figure 4. (a) Location of the roadcut and
the 3-D radar survey at the Gypsy Out-
crop Site. (b) RoadCut through upper-
most channels 6 and 4. White line and
black arrows show the thin mudstone at
the channel 6/channel 4 boundary.
Ellipses enclose fractures in channel 4.
(c) Strike directions for two populations
of fractures in channel 4. Circle repre-
sents 50% of N. The strike direction of
fractures at the roadcut trends nearly
north-south [after French).
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Fieqe 5. 13meslices of the 3-D, unmigrated radar volume at 40,70, and 100
ns following 2-D processing. Dot (on 100ns timeslice) locates reference
point (Figure 2) on channel 6/channel 4 boundary, and dashed lines indi-
cate the interpreted northern edge of the channel boundary. Dark lines ori-
ented north-south in northeast comer of 100ns timeslice result from cut-
ting diffractions (Figure 2) just below their apexes. Blue corresponds to
peaks in Figure 2. Fractures are shown by F.

The isopachmap, initself,repre- ~

sentsa major contributionprovided ~

by the radar data:the interpolation ~
between boreholes of the thickness ,

of the upper channel.This iscrucial :
informationneeded to constructan

accurate 3-D earth model for flow 1
simulation. But a geophysical &al- ~
lenge of greater si@ficance is to
image channel boundaries at every
point throughout a volume. This !
requires a 3-D radar survey.
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3-D radar survey and conventional
2-D processing. A 3-D radar survey
was conducted in order to detail the
bases of channel 6 and charmel4 and
to investigate, throughout a small
volume, a zone ofnumerous diffrac-
tions seen on line COS5. A puLse-
EKKO IV system using 50 MHz cen-
ter frequency, 1000 V transmitter,
and antenna orientation perpendic-
ular to the line were employed. An
earlier EM 31 conductivity survey
revealed that average conductivity
along the present profiles is 10-20
rnS/m,relativelylow attenuation for
a location in the U.S. rnidcontinent,
but one requking us to use, nonethe-
less, low frequency antennas and a
high-power transmitter. The separa-
tion between the transmitter and the
receiver was 6 ft; station spacing and
line separation were, respectively 2
and 4 ft. A characteristic wavelength
for a 50 MHz signal (given a veloci-
ty of .32 ft/ns) is, therefore, approx-
imately 6.6 ft. This means that
crossline noise will be aliased. This
possibility was realized before the
survey was acquired, but limited
time for the survey and the need to
cover a substantial area required this
compromise.

R#ectionsfiomchannelboumimies.
Line1of this 3-D surveyis coincident
with COS5. It shows the east half of
channel 6 (Figure 2). The yellow
dashed line shows the channel
6/channel 4 and the channel 4/chan-
nel 3 boundaries,which are tied to the
borehole Iitholog logs at the ends of
line 1. A velocity survey established
an averagevelocityfor channels6 and
4 of .32 ft/ns, and this was used to
convert the tie axis to depth in Fig-
ure 2. The appearance of reflection
discontinuityacrossadjacent traces is
an indication that stratigraphic fea-
tures are changing laterally over a
span of several feet. It also testifies to
the detailed lateral resolution that
radar data alone can provide. A
smaller trace spacing would have
been helpful to capture this detail.

Scatitzrhgfrom openfractures. The
radar characterin channels4 and 3 is
jumbled and is unlikethe distinct lay-
ering in channel 6. We interpret the
former to be a superpositionof over-
lappinghyperbolas,occurringmostly
in twobandsfromtrace50 to trace 100
at depthsof approximately5-7 m. The
apexesof theserowsofhyperbolasare
groupedalsoin columns(Fson line 1).
Only line 1 points out the apexes
(small green arrows), but the hyper-
bolas occuronadjacentlines.This reg-



ular pattern in verdcal section indi-
catesthatthescatteringpointscausing
thediffractionsare organizedsystem-
aticallyin the subsurfaceand are not
randomly distributed, as would be
expected for unrelated scatterers. A
particulardiffractionoccursonlines 1-
5 at a depth of 4.25 m (red arrows)
which indicates that the scattering
poinb are also Orgmized in .mups
perpendicularto the lines.

The e,,tremely reogulaxpattern in
three dimensions of the scatterers
causing the diffractions can be
explained as the intersection of an
openfracturesetwithhorizontalcon-
trasts in dielectric constant within
sand channels, and at the boudaries
between sand channels. In fact, the
upper row of diffractions at a depth
of 5 m has been interpreted as the
channel4/channe13boundary based
on Iithologic control from nearby
borehole BH28. High amplitudes
may also be caused by water horn
surface runoff filling the fractures.
The diffractionsbecome less distinct
with distance from line 1, and they
disappearaltogetheron lhe 9 (Figure
2). The diffractionsin channels 4 and
3 do not appear to cut channel 6 on
the west side of the survey.

Figure 3 shows that 2-D time
migrationof theprofilesin Figure2 is
partially successful in collapsing the
diffractionsand irmeasing the conti-
nuity of the reflections, particularly
the channel 4/channel 3 boundary

Geolo~”cdcontrol.The channel
6/channel 4 boundary is exposed in
a highway cut approximately1000 ft
south of the radar sm-vey(Tigure4a).
Structural mapping shows that fraC-
tures in channel 4 strke approxi-
mately north-south (l?igure4b). This
contrasts with the regional fixture
direction which is generally N30W-
S30E but agrees very well with the
strike direction shown by the radar
data. FiOw 4 also shows that tie
fractures in channel 4 are nearly ver-
tical, and that they do not cut into
channel 6, These geological observa-
tions support our inference that the
cause of the diffractions is the inter-
section of a fracture set with litholo-
gy changesat thechannelboundaries.

Conventional 3-D display.A seismic
reflection interpretation package
-~on’s SEISTAR)was used to
view time slices through the unmi-
grated radar data volume. Figure 5
showstimeslicesat40,70, and 100ns.

The channel 6/channel 4 bound-
ary is indistinct, and the northwest-
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Figure 6.Tiieslice at 70 ns through the migrated radar volume. Dashed
line is the interpreted edge of the channel boundary which appeass more
continous after dip filtering (bottom) than before (top).

southeast trend appears only on the
40 and 70 ns time slices. The 100 ns
timeslice cuts the &&actions at the
channel 4/channel 3 boundary just
below their apexes (Figure 2, line 1)
and shows clearly the north-south
trend of the fractures.

3-D filtering and diqda~ channel
boundaries. The channel 6/channel
4 boundary is difficult to discern on
the time slices of Figure 5 for sever-
al reasons. The data are unmigrated.
The low signal-tcmoise ratio of the
data and the fact that the data are
spatially zdiased in the crosshe
directionalso conixibuteto poor con-
tinuity.We, therefore,began with the
2-D migrated data (Tigure6a shows
a representative time slice) and
applied a very gentle 3-D dip filter
using a running window, discrete,
Radon tranform to reject all dips
greater than 4.0 ns/ft. Wethen inter-
polated to a 2-ft crossline spacing
duri.mzthe reverse transform (Figure
6b).
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coherent events were inadvertently
attenuated due to operator aliasing,
the channel boundaries appear to be
more continuous aftermigrationand
dip filtering.

Following mi=@ion and dip
filtering, 3-D coherence and dip/
azimuth (described below) were cal-
culated for each point in the volume.
These calculations used 13 traces
falling within a window having a
radius of 4 ft. The verdcal analysis
window was +20 ns, or + 24 samples
in le.rgth. For each of the 61 solid
angles, we c~~ated the semblance.
It is postulated that the dip with the
highest semblance is the dip of an
assumed coherent reflector.For high
coherency reflectors (c-LO), this
estimate is quite accurate. For low
coherency events (c-O.5), the dip
estimate is less reliable. Low values
of coherence occur at disruption of
reflecdons; consequently,low coher-
ence values map the channel bound-
ary. Three-dimensional” filtering,
coherence calculations, apd’display

. . .“ . ,.., . : .. . ...... “,..”.”..:.. .
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Figure 7. ‘Timeslices progressing from 40 ns (2 m depth) to 100 ns (5 m
depth) through the coherence volume. White dot (on 100 ns timeslice)
locates reference point (Figure 2) on the channel 6/char-reel 4 boundary, and
dashed lines show the northern edge of the channel boundary. Strike is
approximately northwest-southeast but is locally east-west.

were done at &noco EPTG in Tulsa,
Oklahoma.

~ processed volume (T@re 5). The
channel boundary trends northwest-

The increase in continuity due to , southeast (dashesin Flgme 7) but it is
the 3-D fltering is shown in Fie~ 7. : sinuous..It sties emt-yv~t IWWY
T~es1.ices throughthecoherenceVOI- ~ and varies in stie wifi depth. The
ume mark the channel 6/channeI 4 ~ irreOdar featurein thesouthwestcor-
boundarymuchmoredearly thandid , ner is withinthechannelandk not the
the timeslices through the 2-D ‘ southern flank of the channel itself.
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Thedip of thechimnelboundaryis,by
definition, perpendicularto the lcd
strikediretion in Fi=ve 7; i.e.,south-
east to south and changeswith depth
at the eastern edge of the drneslices.

Afar more detailedanalysisof dip
directionof coherent reflections is dis-
pIayed using the instantaneous dip/
azimuthattribute.In thismethod,a 3-
Dsearchof dipgivesthedip direction
and magnitude for every point with-
in thedata voiu.me.Tneslices at40 ns
(Figure 8, top) and 70 m (Rgure 8,
middle) though the &p/azimuth
volume give an ex-hemely detailed
picture point-by-point of the magni-
tude and direction of dip along the
channelboundaq. The twoplussigns
(ckcled in white) in Figure 8 give a
south dip of 2 ns/ft at 40 and 70 m,
respectively,along hne 6 at &ace54
(arrows).Line 6 (gceendots in Figure
2)shows these samepoints in vertical
section. The apparent dip in vertical
section of 1 ns/ft agreesclosely with
thetruedip in tinvdce, 2 ns/ft,when
one considers that the former is mea-
suredat an angle of approximately45’
to the true dip.

3-D filterin~ and display. fractures.
The timeslice following convention-
al processing (Fiegure 5) reveals the
pattern of fractures in the northeast
portion of the smwey area. Figure 9
shows the instantaneous amplitude
after dip filtering, displayed on the
100 ns dmeslice. The north-south
&endof the fractures (the F symbols
in Figure 9) is much clearer than in
Fiewe 5 because of the increased
continuity of the instantaneousamp-
litude attribute. It is also aided by the
collapsing of the diffractions by
mi~ation and by 3-D dip filtetig of
surface-scattered noise.

Averagefrachue spacing appears
to be approximately 18 ft, based on
the radar data, although the high-
way cut (Fiowe 4) shows small,
more closely spaced fractures in the
same fracture set. The highway cut
also suggeststhatthefracturesare
confinedto channel4 and do not
extend into channel 6. FiOme 9
shows that the channel 6/channel 4
boundary (dashed line) is not pene-
trated by the fractures. This finding
will be important to flow simulation
studies because it suggests that com-
munication between channels 6 and
4 will not be enhanced by fractures.

Conclusions. 3-D dip filtering and
coherence display of radar data from
a fluvial-deltaic sequence of Penn-



sylvanian age in the U.S. rnidconti-
nent has clarified interpretationof an
upper sand channel boundary and of
fractures in underlying channels.
The strike of a channel sand bound-
ary and its local dip are shown by
timesl.ices through the coherence
cube and the dip/azimuth volume.
A fracture set of intersecdng channel
boundaries produces a c@tinctive
pattern of dfiactions which are
enhanced by an instantaneous
amplitude display.

The present 3-D radar data is
sampled coarsely in space and is
subject to relatively rapid attenua-
tion, which is characteristic of the
U.S. midcontirknt. A more closely
sampled survey conducted in a drier
climate and in geological units with
a lower clay content would have the
potential to image boundaries at
greater depth and to detail strati-
~i3aphicvariation at SC&S of l=s
than a foot. This present study how-
ever, shows that 3-D processing and
display markedly improve the reso-
lution of radar images to be used in
geologicalmodel building for analog
reservoir simulation.

Suggestions for further reading. A
good example of 2-D GPR profiling
is “Ground penetrating radar of
lakeshore spits in northwestern,
Saskatchewan, Canada: variable
internal structure” by Jol et al. (Pro-
ceedingsof theStlzhzternationalCon-
fm?nceon GPR,1994).BP% earlier
work in this area is described in
“Three dimensional distribution of
I.ithofaaes, bounding surface, poros-
ity, and permeability in a fluvial
sandstone — Gypsy Sandstone of
Northern Oklahoma” by Doyle and
Sweet (AAPG Bulletin,1995).Mater-
ialon specific topics includes:

Gypsy Outcrop Site “The appli-
cation of ground penetrating radar
for geological characterization in
three dimensions at Gypsy Outcrop
Site, Northeastern Oklahoma, USA”
by Z. Deng (Master’s thesis, Univer-
sity of Oklahoma, 1996). ‘~Fracture
analysi$ of the Gypsy Outaop and
the surrounding area to determine
the susceptibili~ of fluvial deltaic
reservoirs to natural fractures that
will effect waterflood recovery of
oil” by V. French (unpublished
report, School of Geology and Geo-
physics, Lh.iversity of Oklahoma,
1995). “The OCAST project Inte-
grated geophysical characterization
assisting flow simulation” by Young
et al. (SEG 1995 EqxnzriedAbstmcts).
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spend to the green dots online 6 (F@re 2).
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t I?igure9. Instantaneous map at 100ns after dip filtering.High arnpfitudes
keeland yellow)emphasizelinear trends, interpreted as fractures.Posi-
tions of fracturesare shown by Fsat the top. The channel6/charmel4
boundary (dashedline) is not penetratedby the fractures.
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GPR “Processing ground pene-
trating radar data” by F~her et al.
(Proceedings of the5ih International
Conference on GPR, 1994). “Recog-
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Fracture Analysis of the Gypsy Outcrop and Surrounding Area to
determine the susceptibility of fluvial deltaic reservoirs to natural
fractures that will effect waterflood recovery of oil

Victoria L. French

Introduction

A study of fracturing within-the Gypsy Sandstone and outcrops within the surrounding

area has been undertaken to determine the susceptibility of fluvial deltaic resewoirs to

natural fractures and their possible effect on waterfiood recovery of oil. This study is

designed to determine the dominance of any probable flow orientations for the proposed

tracer test (contrasting saiinity flood) which is planned in conjunction with the Gypsy project.

Knowledge of natural fractures and understanding their effect on primary production and

secondary recovery within a resemoir prior to resewoir development can greatly increase

economical field development. The Gypsy Field Project presents an excellent opportunity to

study all aspects of resemoir development, including the influence of a regional fracture

pattern on improved recovery of conventional oil.

Fracture Orientation

Field evidence indicates the presence of a regional fracture trend in the Gypsy outcrop

site and surrounding area. Fractures were mapped at 21 outcrop locations over a 270 square

mile area (T 19-22 N; R 8-11 E), including the Gypsy surface site. These outcrops indicate a

regionaf orthogonal fracture pattern extending across the area. The most dominant fracture

set (systematic) within the study area trends approximately N 65-75 E (065-075), with the less

dominant set (nonsystematic) trending approximately N 25-35 W (325-335). The systematic

set is aligned with the present day in-situ state of stress N 65 E (1995, Sumner; verbal

communication). Other studies collaborate the existence of this trend in noflh-central

Oklahoma and south-central Kansas (Melton, 1929; Ward, 1968; Hagan, 1972; Rizer and

Queen, 1986; Rizer, 1988; and Bevan, 1989). Recent research also suggests that these

orthogonal sets extend eastward onto the western” margin of the Ozark Uplift. In addition,

normal faults within the proximity of the Gypsy site and in north-central Oklahoma have been

described (Fath, 1920, Foley, 1926; Melton, 1929; and Carl, 1957) to exhibit the same

orientation (325-335) as the nonsystematic set of fractures mapped within the area.

figure 1 is a Rose Diagram showing the main orthogonal fracture sets obse~ed at all

outcrop locations. The northerly fracture set seen occurring between the two dominant sets
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reflects fractures from the Gypsy outcrop site. While the outcrop along the dip SeCtiOfl,jUSt to

the northwest of the main Gypsy outcrop site, exhibits the oflhogonai trend seen

predominately throughout the area of study (fig. 2), ‘fracture data from the GYPSYoutcrop site

strike section was seen to vary considerably from the main oflhogonal sets mapped at other

localities (figs. 3 and 4). Fractures at this location trend predominately N 10 W to N 15 E

(350-015). Several factors may be responsible for the variation in fracture orientation seen at

the Gypsy outcrop strike section. This particular outcrop is a roadcut aJong the Cimarron

Turnpike and was extensively dynamited during road construction. In addition, the dominant

fracture orientation (065-075) is oriented subparallel to the strike of the outcrop. Fractures

exhibiting the two main ofihogonai orientations are recorded at the Gypsy outcrop strike

location, however, they were seen to form some of the larger faces” and occurred much less

frequently. Subsequently, during the process of fracture mapping they are considerabley

overshadowed by the northerly orientated fracture group. Because the Gypsy outcrop strike

location is the primary area of ongoing research, the greatest intensity of fracture data was

recorded at that locality. This explains the magnitude of the northerfy orientation seen on

Figure 1.

Fracture Characteristics

Lithology seemed to directfy influence fracture density in severaf units. This was seen to
-:
\ occur primarily in the mudciast-rich sandstone, shafe, and large scale, high-angle cross-

..
bedded sandstone lithofacies. At the Gypsy outcrop strike location, fractures tended to

terminate at the contact between the overlying plane-bedded sandstone facies and. the

mudclast-rich sandstone facies. Where fractures were observed within the mudclast facies,

they tended to be highly irregular and die out quickly. This same obsemation was seen to

occur within shale units occum.ng between sandstone intemais, particularity on the exposure

located on the southern side of the Gypsy site roadcut.

At outcrop localities where

forsets of several feet or larger),

within the sand bodies. It is

large scale, cross-bedding was observed (cross-bedding

fractures were observed to be highly irregular and to die out

believed that high-angle, large scale cross-bedding has

influenced the propagation of fractures at these localities. It is important to note that small

scale cross-bedding (less than a foot) did not appear to affect the occurrence or influence the

planar nature of fractures.

Only minor mineralization was seen to occur along fracture planes within the study area.

Most mineralized fractures were observed at the Gypsy outcrop strike location and occurred

predominately within the mud-clast facies. it is interesting to note that the average trend of

mineralized fractures was seen to be approximately N 39 W, a[ong the nonsystematic

orthogonal set. This is somewhat contradictory to what might be expected considering the

present day in-situ stress. AS mentioned previously, fractures within this lithofacies occurred
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infrequently, tended to have highly irregular surfaces and cjiecj out quickly. It is not certain

whether or not the mineralization within these fractures may be a recent event. The small

number of mineralized fractures seen to occur in facies overlying the mud-clast facies

suggests the possibility that this mineralization may be the result of more recent weathering
I

and solution from above.

Fracture Spacing versus Bed Thickness

A direct relationship between fracture spacing and bed thickness was obsemd at all

outcrops (fig. 5). While spacing between individual fractures within beds was not seen to be

highly predictable, a direct iinear relationship is seen to occur when fracture occurrence is

averaged over an interval for a given bed thickness. Spacing versus bed thickness data

(fig. 5) for the study area suggests that fracture spacing can be predicted, especially in the

thinner bedded units where fracture spacing is nearly proportional to bed thickness. A good

correlation is seen even though measurements reflect a wide range of variability in Iithofacies

occurring within individual beds.

Applications to Waterflood Recovery of Oil

The implications of fracturing on waterflood recove~ of oil are probably best illustrated

in the masters study of the North Burbank Field completed by Hagen (1972). Waterflood “

development within the North Burbank Field, located approximately forty miles northwest of

the Gypsy outcrop site, was found to be significantly influenced by the same orthogonal

fracture set seen throughout the study area. Shortly after initiation of the waterflood program

at North Burbank, “large quantities of water appeared in oil-producing wells both east and

west of the pilot flood area, apparently channeling through open joints. Evidence for a

subsurface joint system at the depth of the resewoir has been the frequent early

breakthrough of water from the injection to the recovery wells in an east-northeast direction

parallel to the orientation of the primary surface joint set” (Hagen, 1972). Taking into

consideration the present day in-situ state of stress, the systematic fracture set seen

throughout northern Oklahoma and southern Kansas would tend to be the open set. Even if

fracturing did not significantly influence primary production, pressures exerted during

waterflooding combined with the in-situ stress state, would most likely enlarge the fracture

apertures of the systematic set during the flooding process. AS seen at the Burbank Field, al I

reservoir waterflood, as well as primary recovery programs, should include fracture analysis

prior to field development.
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ABs’rwc’r

Ground Penetrating Radar (GPR) has been widely applied to high-resolution

mapping of SOiland rock stmtigraphy, and fiactum

defining stratigraphic boundaries and fractures in

detection. GPR is successful in

three dimensions at the Gypsy

Outcrop Site, near Tul~ Oklahoma The dielectric con-ts between lithofacies and

within a Iithology both cause radar reflections at the Gypsy Outcrop Site. The

boundary reflection is caused by the dii%krencein clay content and/or porosity of the

Iithofacies across the boundary. The reflection within a facies is caused by the change

of grain size and/or the change of porosity. Fractures can be detected at the Gypsy

Outcrop Site because the place where fracthre intersects with dielectric contrasts can

cause radar difbctions. These Miactions are different fkom the &fiactions caused

by subsurflice heterogeneity because they form regular patterns.

Some GPRdata processing techniques have been used in order to increase the

S/N ratio and to attenuate air wave reflections. techniques for 2-D data processing

include: time-zero shi% bandpass filtering, amplitude recovery, spectral balancing,

domain filtering and migration. Since 3-D radar data require much higher S/N ratio,

the following special processing techniques have been applied after applying 2-D data

processing techniquw mentioned above: 3-D dip filtering and 3-D coherence.

.x.



GPR 2-D data were interpreted with the help-of borehole information at the

ends of radar lines forming a grid. The interpreted radar boundaries were digitized and

isopach maps of the upper NO channels were then made based on the d@ized data

Isopach maps with and without add~ radar infomnation between boreholes show that

the composite map adds detail to the shape of the channel and its horizontal extent.

The pinchout of the channel is seen to be more abrupt idler adding GPR information.

3-D coherence processing is a new technique applied to seismic reflection data.

This is the first time for this method to be applied to radar data. The 3-D coherence

processing at the Gypsy Outcrop Site has shown a much clearer view of the

stratigraphic boundaries and fractures. The &ctures detected by radar data have a 90°

dip, N/S strike and regular spacing.
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CONCLUSIONS

GPR was successful in defining stratigraphicalboundaries and fractures in three

dimensions at the Gypsy Outcrop Site. The dielectric contrasts between Iithofacies and

within a lithology cause radar reflections at the Gypsy Outcrop Site. The comparison

between GPR data and borehole information at borehole 27 shows that the boundary

reflection was caused by the difference in clay content and/or porosity of the lithologies

above and below the boundary, while the reflection within a layer was caused by the

change of grain size in a lithology.

Fractures can be detected at the Gypsy Outcrop Site because ffacture intersections

with dielectric contrasts cause radar diffractions. These dfiactions can be distinguished

from the diffractions caused by subsurface heterogeneity because of their regular

patterns.

The conductivity measurement at the Gypsy Outcrop Site shows that the

conductivity is low (less than 20 mS/m) in north and northeast region. This region is

ideal for the GPR survey. The water content may not play an important role in the GPR

survey at the area since the water table there is below the penetration limit of GPR.

GPR 2-D tests show that at the low conductivity region, 100 MHz data can image

the inner boundary of channel 6 and penetrate the bottom boundary of channel 6. So, it

should be applied at the low conductivity region. At the high conductivity region, due to

the penetration limit of 100 MHz data, 50 MHz data should be applied. In order to obtain

the best penetration, 50 MHz and 1000 V pulsar voltage GPR system should be applied

for 3-D data collection.



Since there are a number of man-made and mtural obstacles existing at the Gypsy

Outcrop Site and GPR data have a low S/N ratio, some GPR data processing techniques

have been applied before data interpretation. These techniques include: time-zero shift,

bandpass faltering, SEC, spectral balancing, migration, domain faltering, dip filtering (for

3-D data only), and 3-D coherency (for 3-D data only). These techniques have

successfully increased S/N ratio and attenuated the direct and reflected air wave.

GPR and seismic refraction comparison shows that both dielectric contrast and

seismic velocity change at the channel boundary. The boundary interpreted by radar

reflection method and the boundary interpreted by seismic refraction method coincide.

Isopach maps based on borehole data with and whhout adding radar information

between boreholes, show that GPR adds detail to the shape of the channel and its

horizontal extent. The pinchout of the channel is seen to be more abrupt after adding the

GPR interpretation results.
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Figure 39: Five spot waterflood with the ori~nal permeability.
Fractured model. The Simulation reached the water cut limit (0.9) after 3 years.
Displayed attribute is oil saturation after 3 years.
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3.3.4 Resuh OfA Five Spot Wate#ood

A standard five spot waterflood was simuiated using parameters for fluid flow

and saturation identical to the two spot pilot flood,. Four wells were placed at

the corners of a rectangle with the producing well in the center. The injection

wells in each simulation had a pressure of 40psi

pressure of 10psi (69kPA at the top of the model

The average permeability of the channels used

for this study is very high. To show a more

realistic picture, the five spot waterflood was

also performed in a low permeabiWy model. To

obtain a permeability. distribution typical of

(276kPa) and the producer a

elevation).

k~&=~= 2. k0.b2ln8-

Equation 9: Reducingthe
permeabilityin the channel
sands.

other Pennsylvanian fluvial

resewoirs the permeability was reduced by approximately the factor 10, using

Equation 9. The permeability of the 12actures was reduced to 8,000mD. The

porosity, the oil saturation and OIP are identical to the pilot flood simulation

parameters.

The water input achieved with a given pressure is reflecting the permeability in

the model. The fractured model provides higher permeability in both cases. In

the high permeability model the water input doubles with fractures, in the low

permeability model the input triples.

<,.,.



4. Conclusions

Fracturesat the Gypsy study site, Observed at the roadcut and detected by3D

Ground penetrating radar can be significant for tluid flow. Refraction seismic

has the potential to identi& velocity anisotropy which can provide information

to characterize fractures. It had been successful in other studies, especially in

limestone with regular spaced large fractures. The seismic refraction survey in

this work could not reach the targeted depth. An irregular refractor, low

acoustic velocities and data scatter prevented the detection of velocity

anisotropy.

The fractures measured at the roadcut are open, the dominant fracture set

strikes at 345° to 005’. Most fractures terminate at shale or shale/silt beds and

layers. The entire flow properties of the fractures are not known, no actual

pump test have been conducted so far.

Fractures were modeled. using a high resolution geological model. F1OW

properties assigned to the fractures support the fluid flow in fracture direction.

Simulations represented a reservoir of Nelson’s ( 1993) type 3: fractures assist

permeability. Using different well arrangements, flow rates. ranges Of

permeability and comparisons to a non fractured model it was shown that

natural fractures can either improve waterflood performance or reduce

recovery by limiting sweep depending on the relationship between well

positions and fracture orientation.
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This work shows that detailed reservoir characteriz~tion studies for simulation

should include fracture characterization. even in reservoirs with good matrix

permeability. Techniques to detect seismic velocity anisotropy can aid fracture

characterization. if the conditions are favorab[e.
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Application of Ricker Wavelet in Wavelet Transform
by Xia Li

As we all know, a signal may have two sets of representations m two different
domains. One is in time do- and the other is in frequency domain. The two
representations, with dtierent patterns, are the projection of the same signal horn one
domain to the other. Thus ~ectral analysis is an important tool for many processing
procedures. There are many ways to do the frequency transform. Here the application of
wavelet transform to spectral anaIysis is studied and compared to traditional Fourier
methods.

Traditionally, the 1-D Fourier transform is used to get an average frequency
spectrum of the whole signal within a time window. However, it includes no time
localization informatio~ thus it provides a poor representation for a seismogram that has
many local features. However, we usudy thiuk of a seismogram using a convolution
model or some model quite simiku to it i.e., a reflection series convolved with a waveIet
(which is very compacted in time.) Thus reflection seismograms have many local features
in time. Also, seismic signal attenuate with distance and high frequency energy attenuates
more rapidly than low frequency energy. Thus, the reflection seismogram usually has a
spectral content variant with time. Short time Fourier transform(STFT) is commonly used
to improve the time –localization of the frequency content.

In STFT, moving windows are used to compute the Fourier spectrum under the
assumption that the spectrum is stationary within the window. However, this method lacks
theoretical proof that it is a valid time-frequency representation of the signal. Also because
it uses a boxcar to window the sigm& the spectrum display is the convolution of the sine
iinction (Fourier transform of the boxcar) with the true spectrum of the signal within the
window. Thus it causes side lobe problem What’s more, it works well only when the
major structures are localized over an interval whose size are close to the size of the
window. It can not give a good spectrum analysis if the size of the main structure is much
b~ger or smaller than the size of the window. Thus it stiers from limited frequency
resolutio~ and always has the problem of time resolution because of the invariant window
length. Flexiile methods are needed to represent signal components whose localization in
time and frequency varies widely.

Wavelet anaIysis expands signals over a fhmily of fhnctions, which we call kernel
atoms or time-frequency atoms. Because the atom has compact support both in time and
in frequency domr@ we keep good time and frequency resolution flexiily with the
difEerent choice of kernel atoms from the wavelet I%mily.A general fhrnily of time-
frequency atoms can be generated by scaling, translating and modulating a single atom
w(t).

Here we discuss a flexi%lewavelet analysis metho~ matching pursuit decompositio~
with Ricker wavelets for kernel atom fdy. Obvious advantages of the method and the
choice of ticker wavelets are a much-improved time and frequency resolution.
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Matching Pursuit Decomposition

We use matching pursuit decomposition Mallat S. and Zhang Z., 1993; Avijit
Chakraborty and David Okay% 1995)to expand the signal over a set of band-limited
wavelets. At each iteratio~ we decompose the residue by a wavelet that matches the
residual signal best. This procedure is repeated each time on the following residue that is
obtained. The choice of the wavelet reflects the correspondent characteristics of the signal
both in time domain and in liequency domain.

Let f denote the seismic signal. We use a band-limited My of wavelet to
decompose the signal Let D denote the wavelet My. With WyOe D, the signal f can be
decomposed into

where Rfis the residual signal after approximating fin the direction of WyO.The algorithm
chooses Wyo e D such that I<t WyO>1 is maximum. When we have computed the nti

order residue Rn~ for n>=O, the algorithm chooses, Wyn = D, which closely matches the
residue RY.

The residue Rnf is subdecomposed into

R“f=< R“f, Wyn> Wy. + Rtilf

We continue the procedure form times until it meets a selected threshold. We decompose
f into the sum

f =XA”l < R“f, Wyn> Wyn+ R“’f

By this procedure, we decompose the signal into a set of wavelets concentrated on both
time and frequency. We keep both the high time and frequency resol~tion.

Ricker Wave[et Family

Our kernel atom is the Ricker Wavelet, given by

W(t) = (1-27A%z)exp(-7+?P )

In the matching pursuit decompositjo~ a fiunily of wavelet fimctions is generated by
scaling, translating, modulating a single wavekt fiction w
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W(S, ~,g,e) = S-%TV((t-z)/s, ~)eie

Where s is the scale, ~ is the translatio~ &is tie liequency modulation and f3 is the phase
modulation.

The basic fictions are called “tirne-fiequenc~ atoms because it contains both time
and frequency component. We use the Ricker wavelet( Figure 1a and lb) because it is one
of the most fundamental wavelet patterns m reflection seismograms and because it satisfies
the admissibility conditions (She- 1992; Goupilland etc. 1985).

1. W(t) should be absolutely integrable and square iutegrable(ie: its energy is finite);
j W(t) dt < m and

f lW(t) I’dt < co

2. W(t) is band limited and has zero mea

Comparison Of The STFT And The MPD

We use a synthetic digitized seismic sigmd to study the time-frequency resolution
properties of STFT and MPD methods. Then we invert the tirne-frequency analysis back
to the frequency domain and cornp~e the result with the 1-D Fourier transform. Also the
reconstructive signal from the extracted wavelets is compared with the original signal.

Figure 2 k a synthetic digitized trace produced by the convolution of Ricker wavelet
of dMerent center frequencies with a reflectivity series. The reffectivily series has a
positive spike at n=16(n is the No. of the sample)(A), a positive spike at n=92 (B), a set of
2 (positive-positive)spikes at n=141(c), a set of 2(positive-positive)spikes at n=176(D)
and a set of 3(positive-negative-positive)spikes at n=246(E).

Reflection A is created using a 40 Hz Ricker wavelet. The STFT( Fiame 3) of this
reflection produces a rectangular region centered at 40 Hz and 16* sample. Although it
detects the frequency distribution of the reflectio~ it has a poor time resolution. However,
the same reflection is well resolved both in time and frequency in the F-T plot( Figure 4),
produced by MPD.

Reflection B is created using a 40 Hz Ricker wavelet and a 10 Hz wavelet. They are
superposed at the same time. The STFT of the event produce a rectangular region with
the maximum amplitude centered at 10 Hz and 45Hz. However, they are well resolved by
MPD with the maximum amplitude centered at 1lHz and 43 Hz. They are both detected
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at the 92thsample.

Event C is composed of two individual reflections. The source is a 30Hz ricker
wavelet. The STFT of the event has the maximum amplitude centered at 17Hz and 471Lz
while MPD shows the maximum amplitude is centered at 39Hz and 32Hz. with the time
centered at 141* and 146 ti sample respectively.

Event D is composed of two individual reflections. The source is a 30Hz ricker
wavelet and a 20Hz ricker wavelet. The STFT of the event has the maximum amplitude
centered at 19Hz and 46Elq while MPD shows the maximum amplitude is centered at
40Hz and 29~ with the time centered at 176* and 182* sample respectively.

Event E is composed of three individual reflections. The source is a 30Hz ricker
wavelet. The STFT of the event has the maximum amplitude centered at 19Hz and 46*
while MPD shows the maximum amplitude is centered at 30~ 33Hz and 291%zwith the
time centered at 244*, 246ti and 253 Msample respectively.

Finally, when we convert the wavelet transform from time-frequency domain to
frequency domain( Figure 5), an excellent match with the traditional 1-D Fourier
tiorm is achieved. This is di.ilicult to achieve with the STFT. Thus the wavelet
transform provides a convenient and flexiile method to project to and from time and time-
fiequency doti

Application of Wavelet transform To an Arbitray Trace

A trace of 64 samples( Figure 6) was used which comes from the first part of the
horizontal component of a seismogram It’s highly variable with the amplitude lying
within a wide range from less than one to almost two hundred. It may consist mainly of
noise.

From the 1-D Fourier transforrn( Figure 7), it shows that the frequencies higher than
60 Hz are the dominant component. After wavelet transform( Figure 8), we see the
change of frequency content with the time clearly. It shows that there is some low single-
fiequency( about 4-6 H@ noise throughout the whole trace. There is also an obvious
reflection pattern.

Conclusion

The wavelet transform is another way to do time-frequency analysis. It provides a
better estimate of the frequency change with time than the STFT, and it also has the
advantage of time localization of the frequency content. The STFT can only give us an
average representation depending on the length of the moving window. It is better than
STFT theoretically and potentially.
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There are many potentkd applications of the wavelet transfo~ relating velocity
analysis, Q inversio~ reflectivity analysis, noise reductio~ etc. These are Iell as objectives
of Mure research.

Plot Index

●

●

●

●

●

●

●

●

●

F~e 14 plot of a Ricker wavelet with the central frequency 40 Hz.
Figure lb, plot of the 1-D Fourier transform of the wavelet.
Figure 2, a synthetic trace composed of Ricker wavelets.
Figure 3, plot of STFT of the trace.
Figure 4, plot of wavelet transform of the trace.
Figure 5, Comparation of inverted 1-D Fourier transform with the traditional 1-
D Fourier transform.
Figure 6, a arbitrary trace coming from the horizontal component of the
seismogram
F@re 7, traditional 1-D Fourier transform of the trace.
Figure 8, plot of wavelet transform of the trace.
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Absorption and Dispersion from Gypsy Data

William J .Lamb

Introduction

Recently, there has been substantial new laboratory evidence to substantiate the widely
held view that there can be substantial velocity dispersion between seismic and well
logging frequencies (Batzle et. al., 1996 and 1997, Parker, 1998). Moreover, the
experiments indicate that the dispersion is related to the fluid content of the rocks.
Theoretically, there are mechanisms such as squirt flow, (e.g. Dvorkin et. al., 1993) and
partial gas saturation (e. g. Dutta et. ~ 1979a& b), which predict behavior of this we
and magnitude. Utiortunately, experiment and theory are not yet in detailed agreement.
For a lengthy discussion see Lamb 1998.

One consequence of this is that sonic logs will have to be corrected to account for
dispersion when making synthetic seismograms. This problem has been lmown for a long
time, and empirical corrections have been applied to generate an acceptable travel time to
depth curve. We now have the hope that soon we will be able to do this correction in a
theoretically justifiable manner.

A second consequence is that tiormation about the viscosity- permeabili~ ratio of the
pore fluid may be available, if dispersion can be measured. This is very valuable
information for exploration and production. While direct measurement of dispersion within
the seismic band does not appear f-ible, one should be able to detect it indirectly, since
dispersion implies a corresponding absorption (Futterman 1962). This absorption will
decrease the amplitude of each frequency component of the seismic sign~ with the higher
frequencies being attenuated more. Complicating the issue is scattering from
heterogeneities, which have somewhat similar behavior.

We propose to look for absorption in the seismic ilequency range by doing precision
wavelet extractions on a series of short windows. Now, the wavelet is the filter whici
when convolved with the log derived reflection coefficients, best matches the resulting
synthetic seismogram with the seismic data. Since absorption effkcts are not included in
the reflection coefficients, but do affect the seismic dat% whatever absorption there is
should be reflected in the wavelet. It will have decreasing amplitude with time, with the
high frequency components decreasing most rapidly. To insure robustness against
processes which slowly vary the amplitude scaling (spherical spreading, AGC, etc.), only
the retie strength of high to low frequencies should be considered.



This procedure would measure both the real (fluid related) and apparent (scattering
related) absorption. Also, various seismic processing options (especially Q compensation)
will tiective the relative spectral strength. Our hope to extract true absorption resides in
the fact that the apparent absorption in an effbct of the total overburde~ so should change
slowly, as will the effects of processing while the true absorption can change rapidly due
to changes in fluid type or permeability.

Theory of Wavelet Extraction

Convolutional model

The sta&g point for the theory of wavelet extraction is called the convolutional model,
which is written as

N.

Si = Z Ri.j Wj for 1 <= i <= Nt (1)
j=.~w

where the time series S is called a synthetic seismogram. It is intended to model a real
(processed) seismic trace. N, is the number of elements in the time series. R is the
reflection coefficient seties (expressed in time). W is the wavelet. It has a length of
2NW +1.

The theoretical basis for (1) begins with the observation that any solution to the elastic
wave equation can be expressed as the convolution of the impulse response with the time
signature of the source. By deiinitio~ the impulse response is the response to a delta
fiuwtion source in time. Equation (1) is just the discretized version of this. For the case of
a plane layered earth mode~ and an incident compressiomd plane wave source, ignoring
transmission losses and multiple scatteti~ the reflection coefficients are given by

Ri= {(p Vp)i+l ‘(P Vp)i) /{(p Vp)i+~ +(p Vp)i] (2)

where p is the density and Vp is the compressional velocity. Equation (2) computes Ri at
the depth z = (i - 1) b. It must be posted at the time requked for the plane wave to travel
from the surEaceto z. This time can be computed by summing the reciprocal velocities
from the stiace to z.

T(z) = AZ Z (1/ Vp) (3)

Now, a seismic experiment does not have a plane wave source, but is closer to a point
source. The same model prevails, tier ampfitude corrections for spherical spreadirg for
a seismic trace with source and receiver at the same location. Now high ener=gysources
and delicate receivers do not coexist easily, so coincident source receiver experiments are
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seldom attempted. Moreover, real ekistic wave propagation produces many types of
waves besides @nary reflections. To minimize the effkct of these other types of waves
(called shot generated noise), multiple experiments are done with varying source and
receiver positions, but with the same midpo~ halfway b-een source and receiver.
The experiments are then averaged. The process is called stacking. The classical stacking
process assumes that the subswface geometry consists of horizontal plane layers. Various
processing techniques (dip moveou~ pre and post stack migration) attempt to correct for
more complicated geometries.

Now, the reflection strength depends on the angle of incidence of the incident wave. In
the early days this effect was just ignored. In fhc$ a stacked (or migrated) section
corresponds to the averaged reflection coefficient over the range of angles used in the
actual experiment. This range of angles will vary with depth.

The computation of the reflectivi~ series occurs in two stages. Fir~ the reffectivi~ is
computed at each depth and over the relevant angle range in depth. We use the
approximation, (Spratt et. al., 1993):

R i= .Ai+Bisb2(e) (4)

where (3is the incidence angle. A is given by (2), and

Bi=Ai-8(Vs/Vp)21&i (5)

and

RSi= {(~ Vs)i+l ‘@ VS)i} l{@ Vs)i+l +(PVS)i] (6)

where Vs is the shear veloci~. This approximation is adequate for small incident angles
and small changes across interfaces. Then the reflectivi~ is tradormed horn depth to
time using the travel time at depth fimction T(z). In practice, the calculation of T(z) is
somewhat more complicated that the simple sum of transit times (equation(3)).
Determination of T(z) is discussed in Appendix A. Because the reflection coefficients are
very spi@, this transformation must be done very carefi.dly.

Because of the stacking (or migration) process, the processed trace is an average over the
incident angles which result from the acquisition geome~. The corresponding average
over angIes in (4) must be made in estimating the reflection coefficients. Calculation of this
average is discussed in Appendix B.

Deconvolutio~ another common seismic processing technique, attempts to attain greater
resolution by attempting to trtiorm the actual expetient to one with a broader band
source. Now the proper wavelet is not the source signature, but the signature of the
hypothetical broadband experiment.
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The key point is this: most sei.mzicprocessing attempts to produce ou@ul which
correspon& to the convolutional moaki, albeit with a somewhat altered interpretation of
both the reflection coefficients and the wavelet. The wavelet is the key to qualitative
seismology because it connects the reflectivity time series (determined by the geological
model or well log data) and the processed seismic data.

Estimating the Waveiet

Given the reflection coefficient time series and the processed seismic at the well positioz
D, we can attempt to find the wavelet. We define the objective fhnction

N,

o {w}= Z (Si-Di)2 ~i
i=l

where S is defied by (l), and set

dO=O -FL<j <Nw
dWj

(7)

(8)

to get a le~ squmes solution to me problem. The {~} are user assigned weight

fimctions. Equation (8) implies the set of linear equations for W

N. N, N,

~ {~ Ri-j~iRi-k] W, = Z Di~iRi-j (9)
k=-NW i=l i=l

By rearranging indices (and ignoring the weights), the term in brackets becomes

Nt+j

(lo)

Note that if we ignore the limits of the stq the expression depends only on k-j, so would
be a Toeplitz matrix. Traditionally, this approximation was made in order to use the
Levinson algorithm (see Press et. al., 1992, pp 85-89), which is quadratic in the order of
the ma~ instead of methods like LU decomposition or Gaussian eliminatio~ which are
cubic in the order, in order to save computer time. This worked reasonably well if the
extraction interval (Nt) was very large, or if it started and ended in zones of little ener=~.
We cannot assume this for this work so we solve (9) by LU decomposition.

The use of the Levinson algorithm today is a historically conditioned anomaly, since the
computation is trivial for modem computers.
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Sof~are

A flow chart for the software is given in l?iawe 1. The fist stage is data preparation.
Well log data (assumed in LAS format) is read from one or several wells. We need
compressional transit time, compressional and shear velocities and densities to proceed.
In the absence of a shear sonic, one will have to be generated. This will require a I.ithology
estimate, which will be made f%omgamma ray log or neutron - density cross plots. The
log preparation step will produce first a Iithology estimate. This will be used with Vp/Vs
trend cumes (Cas_ 1993) to produce a Vs log. Seismic data is read from one or
several lines and traces near the well are saved. The next stage is to estimate the travel
time to depth cu.me T(z), as discussed in Appendix A

We are now ready to do wavelet extractions. F~st the seismic tiaces near the well are
interpolated to give an estimate what a seismic trace would be at the exact well position.
Then the reflection coefficients are computed. Finally, we loop overtime, creating a series
of closely spaced short windows. The wavelet is extracted and its spectrum taken and
characterized.

Data

For seismic dat~ there is a 3D sumey. The parameters are summaized in Figure 2.It is
processed to 52 lines each with 52 depth points. The spacing between lines equals the
CDP spacing of 25 Ft. The sumey extends to 3 Seconds. The instrument filters were set
to pass frequencies from 9 – 250 Hz.

The processing was done by Western Geophysical according to the flow in Figure 3. A
base map of the survey is shown in Figure 4. Figures 2-4 are taken flom Setiert 1993,
which contains a clear introduction to the Gypsy data. There are 4 sets of processed data
sets (T123443, T125856,T126328,T126339). The first contains only the central 3 cross
lines (#27429). The others contain all 52 cross lines (#2-#54). They all contain data to 3
seconds, except the second which goes only to 1 second.

The first.3 seconds of data will be our primary focus, since we wish to compare the data
to synthetics derived from log dat~ and our shallow wells will only produce synthetics to
about this time. Even after processing the data contain significant energy to nearly 250
Hz. in this zone.

The first.3 seconds of cross line 28 for each of the processed data sets are shown in
Figures 5a- 5d. Presumably they difEeronly in cosmetic processing after undergoing the
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processing flow of Fi=we 3, although the author has not yet fi.dlysorted this out. All
figures were made using the SU plotting program suxwigb, and taking the default
parameters..

The most obvious difl?erenceis that the time decay of amplitude is large in T12M43, small
in T 125856, and intermediate in the other two. The general appearance of all lines is that
of good q~~, high frequency &ta They typically show the same events. However,

looking closely at times before. 1 sec show considerable divergence. Ordinarily, this would
be of little intere~ but since only the first.3 seconds are relevant to our study, this means
that one third of the usefi.drange is questionable.

There are 5 wells within the imaged area., Dallas 1-7,5-7,7-7,8-7,9-7 and 11-7. Their
positions relative to the seismic grid are indicated in Figure 4. All have density logs and
fidl waveform sonic logs. There are no shear logs but gamma ray and neutron logs are
available. This should be sufEcient to produce a synthetic shear velocity log. There are
also a vti~ of electrical and other logs. The logs go to about 1400 Ft., corresponding
roughly to the.3 seconds of seismic data quoted earlier.

Status

The soflware described in the previous section is writte~ and testing nearly complete.
For our fist attempt to work with the datrq we chose to use the logs and processed
seismic as we received them. On the basis of past experience, we had reason to expect
that either or both of these might cause problems, but it is the right place to start for a
quick look This naive approach has not yet produced good enough ties between the
rough synthetics and seismic data needed to complete the T(z) estimate. It is possible that
some fiuther changes of processing parameters will resolve the problem but the author
suspects that the log data is at fault. Wkh so many logs available, there is a good prospect
for successfid log editing. Seife~ 1994, also had problems getting good ties, and resorted
to log editing. Even so, the quality of his ties was not outstanding. Since our soihvare is
more sophisticated than that which Setiert had available, we expect ultimately to get better
ties.

Another avenue to attack the T(z) estimate is to use the VSP da~ which exists for several
wells- It may well prove desirable to estimate absorption directly from the VSP dat~ as
well as from the 3D seismic.

When the tie problem is resolved, and a good estimate of T(z) is available, the wavelet
extractions proper may begin. The high frequency content of the data give reason for
optimism. On the other hand, the short span of time (-.2 See-) available for wavelet
extractions may complicate removing heterogeneous scattering and processing effects.
It may turn out that the seismic data needs to be reprocesse~ to obtain tight control of
processing effkcts.
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Appendix A
Time to Depth Conversion

Since well logs are measured in dep~ while seismic traces are recorded in time,
comparing the two requires some kind of conversion between depth and time. In our
process, this step occurs when the reflection coefficients are trardonned from depth to
time prior to the convolution with the wavelet to produce synthetic seismograms.

To do this transformation requires knowledge of the fimction T(z), where T is the normal
incidence travel time and z is the depth. The first approximation to this fiction is
obtained by cumulative surrming of the transit times horn a sonic log (Equation (3)). In
addition to doing the SUMit is also necessary to determine a single tie point. SirnpliciW
would suggest T(0) = O.Utiortunately, seismic processing usually contains an unknown
global time shift. The well logs often pose a problem as weu when the sonic log is not
recorded all the way to the surface.

Many years of experience in trying to tie synthetic to real seismic data using the
cumulative sum approximation @ve shown that usuaUy the sonic transit time is fh.sterthan
the seismic transit time, typically by about 5Y0. This is too much emor when trying to tie
seismograms over long time windows. It is also too much for the precision wavelet
extractions that are needed to estimate dispersion. To tier complicate matters, when
the processing flow includes Q (attenuation) mmpensatio~ this error maybe partkdly
compensated for. Unfortunately, Imowledge of the processing parameters is not easily
transformable into a correction fhnction for T(z).

There are many causes of this error, including the neglect of short period multiples and
frequency dependence of the velocity between seismic and sonic logging frequencies. The
effect of short period multiples can be fairly well approximated. Backus, 1962, has shown
that all the effkcts of multiples can be accounted for in the long wavelength limit. In this
case the effective propagation velocity V~ is given by

vb~ = I/{<p>< l/(pv2)>}m (Al)

The delicate part of using this fommla is to decide what exactly what exactly is the long
wavelength lirni~ or, alternatively, what is the separation point between short and long
period multiples. One way to accomplish this would to build a suitably blocked model and
use (A 1) on the blocks. Alternatively, one could use a moving window technique. This is
what is done here. At each depth ~ a window of constant time thickness is chose~ and
the depth ZOat tie start of the window is determined. Then the transit tine is computed
from T(zO) and the Backus average time over the window. The window len=ti is chosen
to be some fraction of the period for a wave with a frequency characteristic of the seismic
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data. The code permits user control of the parameter which specifies the fraction. The
results are not ve~ sensitive to (reasonable) variations in this parameter.

Despite a lot of work there is not at present a reliable way to correct velocities measured
at sonic logging frequencies to the corresponding velocities at seismic frequencies. There
is really not much else to do, but to introduce an empirical stretch factor to account for
frequency dispersion and all other neggected effkcts.

A block diagram of our approach to obtaining this empirical stretch factor is given in
Figure Al .We begin by creating (crude) synthetic seismograms. They are zero phase and
90 degree phase shifted seismograms with a spectrum which is a bandpass filter with linear
rolloff. The spectrum should be a good match to the seismic data. To estimate the
spectnq the seismic data undergoes a discrete Fourier transform. Then a cumulative sum
of the spectrum is petioxmed- Then for frequencies above some cumulative percentage,
the spectrum is set to zero. This is done in the anticipation that such spectral content is
noise, but would have a significant effect on computation of spectral moments. Lded
experience Suggesls 90°/0- 95°/0works well. From the first four spectral moments the
four frequencies to define the (prehinary) wavelet are derived.

From both the synthetic and real traces, an attempt is made to fid events (high ener~,
well defined reflections). To do this, choose a window of fhed time leng@ approximately
the reciprocal of the low cut in the spectrum. Then compute the energy within the window
for each point along the trace. Choose the time of the largest value. This is the fist event.
Exclude this event and repeat. Continue until there are enough events picked.

Now that we have some events picked on the synthetic and real traces, we attempt to find
a subset of these events which can be pared. We search all possible combinations and
eliminate those which predict unreasonable stretch- For each hypothetical pair, the phase
which provides the best correlation is computed. Some refining of the time at the center
of the event is also performed. AUcombinations of pairs which do not meet a phase
coherence criteria are elirninate~ as unphysical. Then all combinations of pairs which do
not have a sufficiently long time separation between fist and last events are eliminated, as
not usefid. The largest total coherence of the remaining collections of pairs becomes our
working tie. Not that this procedure is robust in the presence of bo=~s events such as
multiples in the seismic and glitches in the well logs.

From the working ties, we derive a correction i3T(z)to T(z). its form is piecewise linear,
with some smoothing:

~T(z) =A+Z Bi (z-ci) S{Gi (z-ci)} (A2a)

S(x) = (1/2)+ TAN ‘1(X)/ z (A2b)
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The coefficients {C} are determined chosen as the (seismic) tie points, while the
smoothing parameters {G] are user defined. Finally, equating 6T to the time di.&erencesat
the tie points, permits A and the {B} to be determined by linear algebra.

Appendix B
Average over Incidence Angles

To estimate the angle of incidence from the offse$ we do ray tracing through a pkme
layered medium. Snell’s law can be written

p = Sin(el) / VI = Sin(ez) / V2= . . . = Sin(en) /vn @l)

where (3is the incident angle and v the velocity. P is called the ray parameter, and is
constan~ independent of the layer. The horizontal and vertical segments of the ray path
in a layer are related by

AXj/AZj=t~(6j) (B2)

The offset is given by

X= ZAXj= Z{(Azi pvi)/(1-(pvi)2)m] (133)

the depth by

Z= ZAZj (B4)

and the travel time by

T= Z(~/vi)/( 1-(Pvi)2)m (B5)

To estimate the reflection coefficien~ we need the average, over the traces in the gather,
the square of the sine of the incident angles at depth

s= zsin2(en)/z(l) (B6)

Assuming constant close spacing in x the sum becomes an integral. After some
manipulatio~ we get

s ~ {V?i(xf ‘Xl)} Z (&/vj2) { Sill-L(pVj) - (pVj)/ (l.- (p Vj)2))W } ] ‘f ~ (B7)

where Xf and&are the fm and near offsets. P’ and p. are the comsponding ray
parameters. The sum is over layers.



To evaluate S, we first solve (B3) for pf and pn, then evaluate (337). Since this must be
done for each layer, and the exact solution of (B3) must be iterative, this will resuh in
considerable computation.

Since we are using a small angle approximation for the reflection coefficien~ we may as
well investigate small angle approximations to (B3) and (B7). The small parameter here
will be (p v). Doing Taylor series expansions of (B3) and (Y37)produce polynomial
equations whose coefficients depend on depth only through (easily computed) running
sums of powers of the velocity.

h even simpler procedure is to look for the lowest order correction to the straight ray
approximation. Using (B 1) and @32)in (337)gives

Where <.-.> indicates and average from the surface to depth Z. (B8) is still exact.
Ignoring the correlation of the Ax and v, and taking the average operator through the
arctangent gives

s s (v:/ -+-) {(z /@f - XJ) (tan-l(xf / q - W-l(XJ z)) - 1} (B9)

This resuh difFersonly from the straight ray (constant velocity) resul> by first term in
parentheses. It is simple and robus~ and probably as accurate as neede~ given the rest of
our approximations.
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PROJECT 1- MODELIING DEPOSITIONAL ENVIRONMENTS

1. Statement of Purpose - Modeling Depositional Environments

The purpose of this project is to identfi, evaluate, and deveIop methods for constructing
geological models of oil and gas reservoirs. Of particular interest are reservoirs for which
fluvial processes are dominad. The Gypsy formation serves as a useful prototype for such
reservoirs.

The goals for our study are as follows:

1. Include multiresolution analysis in inverse and geostatistical methods.

2. Couple multiresolution analysis with the sensitivity and resolution techniques to
investigate, in a more precise way, the detail in estimated reservoir mappings supported
by various types of data.

The data base in the Gypsy Project provides a unique test bed for the comparison of
cl,ifferenttypes of data. We propose to investigate the application of wavelet and multixes-
olution analysis techniques using the notion of the sensitivity and resolution developed in
the third year of the project in order to ascertain the detail obtainable through estimation
and geostatistical procedures for various types of data.

2. Introduction.

A goal of the Gypsy Project is to determine reservoir mappings from data collected from
various types of measurements. Of particular interest is the extention of kriging methods
to estimate geological mapping: with possible discontinuities using core and model-related
data. A method set forth in the second year’s work uses a regularized-output-least-squares
(ROLS) estimation procedure to detect possibly discontinuous behavior using permeability
and pressure measurements. A discontinuous map is determined by isolating a region in
which there is anomalous behavior and to estimate its magnitude. One then seeks to
determine perturbations of the discontinuous map by the ROLS procedure. If there is an
additional indication of discontinuous behavior, then again it is estimated. The procedure
continues until the ROLS method no longer obtains coefficients with sudden changes.

The success of the above method (or any such similar procedure) depends on the detection
step. Thus, the study of the resolution of estimation methods (ROLS or kriging) arises
natually. This requires the calculation of derivatives of various mappings with respect to
possible reservoir functions. Consequently, in the third year of the project, the resolution
and sensitivityy of estimation procedures are investigated. Moreover, such an analysis leads
to information on how much can be discerned from a given method and data. These
notions may allow us to assess quantitatively different estimation techniques to determine
explicitly classes of geological models that are not discernible born the data. In turn



these characterizations may be used to generate simulations and to formdate admissible
sets over which fimther estimation procedures may be posed using additional information.
Finally, these ideas may be applied to facilitate in the design of experiments, the selection
of observation locations, and the determination of the value of additional data in posing
problems.

k order to assess the sensitivity of the estimation procedure mentioned above, it is de-
sirable to have at hand sets of component basis functions that possess multi-resolution
properties with which to describe the reservoir. Essentially, what is needed is the ability
to refine estimates of reservoir properties spatially. While this can be done with finite
element methods, wavelet methods yield a convenient system of accounting, well est abab-
lished approximation properties, and efficient computational procedures. Hence, the class
of wavelet functions and wavelet transforms fidfill just such a need. Moreover, the use of
the orthonormal bases in finite element formulations may lead to fast and more efficient
codes for solving reservoir models. Finally, muMresolution analysis has applications to
the inversion of seismic data and upscaling. These techniques may well offer a powerful
package of tools with which the analysis of of reservoir properties maybe undertaken.

3. Resolution, Sensitivity, and Multiresolution Bases.

Suppose that data {K;]& and {pj}~l are obtained for a given system in which ~~ ‘<
@i, K > and Pj =< #jlp > correspond to meas~ements of the parameter functions ~ and
a function p, respectively that are related through a model equation

(1) L(K,p) = f.

Further, suppose that it is known that for each K belonging to an admissible set Q=~ there
exists a unique solution p = p(.K) to equation (1). Thus, (1) determines p as a function of
.K. The estimation method seeks to determine that parameter .K in Qa~ minimizing the
fit-to-data criterion J(K). Usually the criterion is quadratic, and the problem is a least
squares minimization comparing observations of the parameters and the state with those
obtained through solving numerical approximations of the model equations.

(2) J(K) = vo 5(< #i, K > –Ki)2 + 71 5(< @i,p(K) > –pi)2 + N(K)

over Qa~ where N represents a seminorm that serves as a regularizing term and V. and VI
are nonnegative numbers. It is well known that under suitable conditions an optimal
solution of (1)-(2) exists although it may not be unique. Furthermore, it is worth noting
that geostatistical kriging techniques fall under this formulation where V1 = O and K is
expressed as an expansion involving chosen covariance functions.

The analysis of sensitivity with respect to data focuses on the behavior of estimators with
respect to perturbation of the data. The concept of resolution involves the d.iEerentiabil.ity
of the estimated parameter with respect to perturbations of the actual parameter. Since
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the actual parameter is unknown, we consider model-based problems. That is, we suppose
a parameter K. is given (here a priori knowledge of the type of parameter can be used in
giving a physicaUy meaningfid formulation). This parameter is used to calculate a corre-

sponding solution p(Ko ) to (l). Appropriate data is taken by means of the measurement
operators. One then attempts to recover K., ie. K&, through the estimation procedure.

If the estimator is unique, then the estimation method deiines a mapping K. I-+ .K~. The
mapping thus defined is thus a fiction of the model used to generate the data, the obser-
vation operators used in collecting the data, the approximation method, and the estimation

proceduxe. The study of the differentiability of this mapping and its properties constitutes
the analysis of the resolution of the method.

To investigate further the resolution supported by an estimation procedure, its approxi-
mation, and the problem data, it would be useful to have at one’s disposal approtiating
subspaces with which one may easily express finer scale properties. While this may be
accomplished with finite element bases, it is desirable to be able to easily generate basis
functions without having to retie the finite element mesh. Fourier series provides a basis
that are easily refinable. However, such sine= cosine functions do not have compact sup-
port and are known not to resolve detail in the spatial domain adequately. However, it has
been shown that wavelet bases are orthonormal bases that are easily generated without
redefining meshes. Moreover, the wavelet basis functions have compact support that allow
multiple scales and give rise to a multiresolution analysis. It is the capability of easily gen-
erating new orthonormal basis fimctions that have the ability of refining spatial variations
that make wavelets and multiresolution analysis so attractive in these applications.

4. Applications.

As pointed out in the third year proposal, resolution of an estimation technique involves
the analysis of certain mappings associated with the problem. It depends on the model,
the data, and the approximation. Wavelet bases and multiresolution analysis provide a
rech source of test elements with which we may explicitly dtermine spatial resolution
properties. The analysis of the recovery mapping provides a tool with which to assess
various estimation and kriging techniques. Explicit characterizations of indistinguishable
perturbations to estimated reservoir properties may be used to generate simulations in
order to gain insight into the model and to aid in the formulation of further estimation
and control strategies by restricting the class possible geological models. Determiningg the
resolution of the problem should also aid by providing information to avoid unnecessary
refinement of geological models not supported by the data. The analysis will also provide
a tool with which we may design problems with desireable resolution properties. For
example, one might use this information to place observation wells that collect data which
maximize the information collected.

For a given reservoir on which various types of measurements have been made an issue
that arises naturally is to what extent does difYerentdata actually add to ou knowledge
concerning the reservoir properties. For example, can one quantitatively determine the
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wdue that pressure data or tracer data add to core measurements. If one can determine a
functional relationship between the geological parameters and the data, then it is expected
that resolution analysis should help in assessing the value of the data. Quantitatively
characterizing resolution properties allows us to gain insight into the value of additionzd
data with regard to increasing the ability
reservoir properties.

5. Deterministic Model of the Gypsy

of the estimation method to retie detail in

Outcrop.

An import-t aspect of the second and third years of effort was the construction of a single
“determim .sitic” reservoir model of the Gypsy Outcrop. This is described by O ‘Meara and
Jiang (1996). This model honors all existing data as closely as possible. As such, the
model represents our “best guess” for describing the Outcrop. We have adopted this
model as our “ground truth” description. Granted, it cam.not be an exact description
for what actually exists. Howeverj the model contains real data and will represents a
realistic geological interepretation. It is as representative of the Outcrop as any model of a
producing reservoir is ever Iikely to be. The deterministic model will be a valuable asset in
the testing and evaluating of a range of both present and future reservoir characterization
methods.

One can think of the determini stic model as a reservoir description for which everything is
known. We have built the model using StratamodeI’s Stratigraphic Geocellular Modeling
software, using in excess of 200K cells (or gridblocks). Every celI is assigned properties
such as porosity, permeabilityy, Iithology, etc. This model was built from the existing Gypsy
Outcrop database. The primary Gypsy outcrop site is offered by the north face of a roadcut
twenty-two core holes were drilled on an 18 acre tract behind the primary strike oriented
outcrop. A nearby dip oriented outcrop was also examined.

6. Tasks-Modeling Depositional Environments.

Generally, we purpose to introduce multiresolution analysis and wavelets as bases in order
to determine resolution for inverse and kriging methods. Model-based resolution criteria
are to be used for the assessment of methods and the determination of realizations sup-
ported by the data. These resolution considerations are to be applied to a theoretical
analysis of the design of experiments to determine reservoir mappings and the value of
different types of data. In addition Gypsy related models (perhaps simplified versions
with fewer layers) along with simulated flow data are to be used to deterxnine the the
resolution of dat a based from flow models. For example, given the layered structured from
the geological model of the Gypsy outcrop but without the permeability values (or with
only a limited number of values) along with simulated pressure or tracer data determine
the extent the permeability can be estimated and the resolution. By analyzing the res-
olution properties, we will also seek explicit characterization of geological mappings that
are equivalent with respect to the data. These characterizations will be used in related
estimation and control problems.
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Differentiability of Interior Regularized Output Least Squares
with Respect to Data for Parabolic Systems

by

Luther W. White
Department of Mathematics

University of Oklahoma
Norman, Oklahoma 73019

Estimators

1. Introduction. We consider a problem to estimate the permeability born core mea-
surements =d transient pressure data. Of particular interest is the dependence of the
estimated permeability on pressure measurements. In this report we establish mathemati-
cal conditions under the estimated permeability is determined as a function of the pressure
data that varies smoothly with respect to smill changes in that data. This investigation is a
key step in the study of the resolution properties of model-based estimation test problems.

2. The Semidiscrete Formulation of the Parabolic Problem. In this section we
present the formulation for the parabolic models. To fix ideas, let (2 be an open bounded
domain in R“ with a Lipschitz boundary ML Let H = L2($2) and V = Hl(~). Let

f E L2(0, Z’; H) and a~ Q C L~(L?).

We assume that there is a positive constant v such that

a(z) z v almost everywhere in L?.

Consider the initial boundary value problem given by

(2.1)

(2.2)

au~ – v . (CLVZL)= f in Ox(o, 2’)

and

(2.3) u(”, O) = U. c H

with f g L2(0,2’; H) and a c Q C L-(Q). For ease we will take U. = O. It is well known
[2] that there exists a unique solution u E L2(0, 2’;V). Furthermore, if w + a in Q
for an > v, then the sequence of associated solutions u(a~) converges weakly to u(a) in
L2 (O,2’;H), [2]. In formulating a ROLS estimation problem, we suppose that Q is a Hilbert
space that compactly imbeds into Lm(fl).



and

We study systems of initial value problems obtained from the finite element approx-
imations [2]. Suppose that {Bi}~l and {h;}~l are linearly independent functions in U
and Q, respectively. Express u and u as sums

N
u(t) = ~ ci(t)l?i

&1

M

a= x aj bj,
j=l

respectively. Given the coefficient a, we seek u = u(a) such that

(2.4)
8

IZQ
u(t)13~dz +

I
avu(t) “ VBidx =

1
f(t)Bidz

c1 Q

fori=l ,..., iV. Introducing the representation of a as the above sum and collecting terms,
we defie component stifFness matrices as the N x N matrices G(’) with entries

for k = 1,....M and

Goij =
/

BiBjdx.
n

Define the column N-vector valued function t I+ F(t) with entries

F(t)i c [ f(t)Bid~

for i = 1, . ..j.lV. and set
al
ap

CL&f

and
cl(t) -

C2 (t)

c = c(t) = “ .
.

cN(t) _
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We also write c = c(a) when it is desirable to emphasize the dependence of c on a. The

stiihess matrix is given as the linear combination of the component matrices

M

G = G(a) = x akG(k).
k=l

and the discrete version of the boundary value problem (2.4) is thus given by the equation

(2.5) Go~c + G(a)c = F

with initial condition

(2.6) c(o) = o

Setting
S(a)(t) = exp[G~l G(a)t]

The solution to (2.5) maybe represented by

(2.7) I
t

c(t) = S(T – -t)G~lF(T)dT.
o

Remark 2.1. The elliptic case is given by

G(a)c = F’

where the vectors c and Z’ no longer depend on t.

Suppose there are given continuous linear functional {A.}fil on V and {@.}#&
on Q to serve as observation functional, [3]. From these functional we construct the
operators

Co : L2(0, 2’; V) + 20 = L2(0, 2’; RN”)

and C1:Q~Z1=RNlas

COV(t) =

and

< Al, v(t) >

< A~o, v(t) >
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respectively.

The minimization problem is formulated by introducing a fit-to-data functional

T NO

J(a) = lx (< A~,u(t) > –z~(t))’ + 5(< ~~,a > –K~)2 +
0 kal k=l

J
+ [72 ] D2a 12 + VI ] Va ]2]dz

Q

where VI, and 72 ~ O. The functional J(a) is to be minimized over an admissible set

Qad C Q. For example, Qad maybe taken to be

(2.8) Qd = {a GH2(Q): a~v>O}.

The finite dimensional formulation of the fit-to-data functional is obtained by intro-
ducing the No x N matrix @

@ij z< Ai, Bj >

fori=l ,..., NO andj = 1,..., N, the M’ x &f matrix

I
H~j = [~lVbi . Vbj + ~2D2biD2bj]dz

Q

for i, j = 1, ....M. the N1 x M matrix

IPij =< @i, bj >

for i = l,..., N1 and j = 1,..., iM, the No column vector

the N1 column vector

z=

K=

21

17

ZNO

K1
.

KNI1
Let

@2= @*@ and V2 = W*V -
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where * denotes transposition. The functional J(o) may thus be viewed as being
on RM and is expressed as

I

T
(2.9) J(a) = [c*@zc – 22*Qc + z“z]dt + a*(H + IPz)a – 2K*!la + K*K

o

where a G Q~~ and Q% serves as an appropriate admissible set in R“.

defined

To study the effect of perturbations of the data on interior optimal estimators, our
starting point is the system of equations characterizing optimal estimators. Note the
Frechet derivative of c at a with increment a’, Dc(a)a’, satisfies the equation

(2.10) GO~[Dc(a)a’] + G[Dc(a)a’] = –G(a’)c(a).

with initial condition

so that

[Dc(a)a’](t)

Defining the column N-vectors

[Dc(a)a’](0) = O

/

t
=— S(T – t) G~l G(a’)c(a)(7)d~.

o

Id~)(a)(t) = ~’ S(7 – t)G~lG(~)c(a)(7)d7

and the N x M matrix

Do(a)(t) = [d:)(a)(t), .... d$~)(a)(t)],

we may write
[Dc(a)a’](t) = -Do(a) (t)a’.

It follows then that

T
(2.11) ~DJ(a)a’ =

1
(@zc(a) – @*z)* [Dc(a)a’] dt + ((~ + Vz)a – T“ K)* a’

o

Introducing the vector ~ = n(a, z) as the solution of the system,

(2.12) –~G(Olm + G(a)n = %c(a) – Q*z,

7r(T) = o,

we see that

I

T

J
T

(@2c(a) - @*z)* GIZlc(a)a’] dt = - m*G(a’)c(a)dt
o 0
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holds. The solution of (2.12)

7r(a, z)(t) =

may be represented by the formula

Jt

Define the column M-vector X = X(a, z) with entries,

*T

(2.13) x, = I - m(a,z)*G(’lc(a)dt.
JO

The derivative of J may now be expressed by the formula

(2.14). ~DJ(a)a’ = [(H+ Wz)a - IJ!*K - X]*a’

Thus, the optimality conditions satisfied by an interior solution are given by the following.

Proposition 2.2. If a is an interior local minimum for the estimation problem, then a
satisfies the system

(2.15)(;) Go $c(a) + Gc(a)

c(a)(0) = O

=F

(2.15 )(ii) –G. -&(a, z) + Gn(a, z) = @zc(a) – @*z

7r(a, 2)(2’) = O

(2.15 )(iii) (H+ lP2)a - 14?*K - X(a, z) = O.

The optimality system in (2.15) establishes a relationship between the data vectors z
and K and an optimal estimator a. We next obtain conditions such that the relation given
by the optimality conditions of Proposition 2.2 determines a function z + a(z) from R~o
into R~. To this end, define the function

7: R~x Zox R~’ +R~

by

(2.16) X(a, z,K) = (H+ 112)a – q?*K – X(a, z).

For the time being we are interested only in the dependence of a on z. Hence, we view K
as a constant vector and set

S(a, z) = ~(a, z, K).
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Of course, existence of an interior solution for data z implies that the relation

(2.17) fi(a, z) = O

holds. At a pair (~, Zo) for which ~(~, Zo) = O, the implicit function theorem as-
serts that if the Frechet partial derivatives, D=Z(%, Z. ) zmd DZ7(~, Z. ), of 3 exist and
D=F(ao, zo)-l exists, then z - a(z) is determined as a Frechet differentiable function in
a neighborhood of Z., [1].

For any a’, with Dam = .Da~(a, z), and DC s De(a),

(2.18) –G. -$[(DGm)a’] + G(a)[(17am)a’] = –G(a’)x + @2[(Dc)a’].

and initial condition
[Da7r)a’](Z’) = O.

Defining the N x M matrix P(t) with columns

1
T

Pk(t) = S(t – 7)G~lG(~)n(a, z)(~)d7
t

for k=l ,...,M, and the N x M matrix

we may represent Dam by the formula

[D=m(a,z)a’](t) = -(P(t)+ D(t))a’

In addition, it easy to see that for Dzm = DZn(a, z)

(2.19) –GO$[(DZT)Z’] + G(a) [(Dzm)z’] = 4*2’.

[(DZn)z’](Z’) = O,

and

1

T
[(DZZ)Z’] = - S(t – T)G;l@*z’(T)dT.

t

It follows from equations (2.6) and (2.13) that

I
T

DaXk(a, z)a’ = {[Da~(a, z)a’]*G(k)c(a) + T(, z)* G(~) [Dc(a)a’]}dt
o
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and

/

T

DZX~(a, 2)2’ = [DZm(a, z)z’]*Gt~Jc(a)dt.
o

Hence, we obtain the expressions

~a%~(a, z)a’ = -[~T{c(a)(t)*G(’) (P(t) + D(t))+ n(a,z)(t)G(~lDo (a)(t) }dt]a’
o

and
PT Pr

DzX~(a, 2)2’ =
)J

[ c(a)(t) *G(~JS(t – ~)cZtG;l@*]Z’(~ )&-.
00

Setting

X(a, z)(t) = –

we may write
IG;l@*,j;c(a)(~)*G(&)S(~ -t)dT

I
T

_Zlz.T(a, 2)2’ = X(a, z)(t) z’(t)dt
o

Furthermore, define the MxN matrices KI and Kz in which the, k-th rows are given by

!

T

KI = c(a)(t)*G(~) (P(t) + D(t))dt
o

and

I

T

X2 = m(a, z)(t)G(k) ~o(a)(t)dt,
o

respectively, and set

K = K1 + X2.

From (2.16), we see that

~.~(a, z) =H+~2 +X,

and from the implicit function theorem [1] we have the following.

Proposition 2.3. Suppose that .F(~, Zo) = O. If matrix H + !12 + Z is invertible,
then there is a neighborhood N(zo) such that z x a(z) is defied as a function on A/’(zo),

and

/

T
(2.20) Da(z)z’ = (H+ !!2 +K)-l X(a, z)(t) z’(t)dt.

o
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It is also of interest to calculate the second derivatives of z - a(z). The following is
a consequence of a straight forward calculation.

Lemma 2.4. The second derivatives of c and T satis& the following equations.

(2.21)(i) GO$[(D2c)(a’, a’)] + G(a) [(D2c)(a’, a’)] = –2G(a’)[(Dc)a’, (Dc)a’]

[(D2c)(a’, a’)](0) = O

–Go $[(D~=n)(a’, a’)] + G(a)[(D~=n)(a’, a’)] =

(2.21 )(ii) = @z[(D2c)(a’, a’) – 2G(a’)[(Dan)a’],

[(D~a7r)(a’, a’)](Z’)

–Go~[(~~~n)(a’, z’)] + G(a)[(~=~T)(a’, z’)]

[(D~Z7r)(a’, z’)](T)

and

2.21(iv) DZZT = O.

= o

= –G(a’)[(DZx)z’], (2.21 )(iii)

= o

We note from (2.13) that the second Frechet derivative of Xk is given by

!

T

DZZX~(a, z)(z’, z’) = [DZzx(a, z)(z’, z’)]* G(~)c(a)d_t
o

Hence, by (2.21 )(iv)
DZZX~(a, z) = O

from (2.16), we see that
DzZfi(a, z) = O.

Other second partial derivatives of X may be calculated similarly. From (2.16) and (2.17),
we see that

Proposition 2.5. The second derivative of z + a(z) with respect to z is given by

D2a(z)(z’, Z’) = -(H + V2 + K)-’{D==X(a, z)(Da(z)z’, Da(z) z’) +

+ 2Dza7(a, z)(z’, Da(z) z’)}.

Remark 2.6. Extending the above argument, it easy to see that if H+ V2 +K is invertible,
then any derivative of a exists.
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Suppose that z’ is such that Da(z)z’ = O. That is, denoting the null space of Da(z)

by N(.Da(z)), suppose that
z’ ciV(Da(z)).

From Propositions 2.3 and 2.6, we have the following.

Corollary 2.7. If z’ is such that z’ c I?(Da(z)), then

dm)a(z)(z’, . ...2’) = O

for any n. For such vectors z’ we see that

a(z + z’) = a(z).

Remark 2.8. It follows that the estimated coefficient a(z) is insensitive to any perturba-
tion (no matter how large) z’ c N(Da(z)). Note this is a consequence of the fact that the
fit-to-data functional is quadratic in the data z.

We next examine sufficient conditions underwhich the matrix H + W2+ K is invertible.
To this end we introduce the following assumptions. Recalling that Go, G(a), G(k) for

k=l ,..., .M are JYxNsymmetric matrices and that H and V2 are MxM sym&etric matrices,
we suppose there positive real nubers ~, Po, ~o, PI, ~d P SUChthat

(2.22)(i) H+IPz>~I

(2.22)(ii) /J112G03pOI

(2.22)(iii) G(a) ~ V. 1

and for any k = 1,...,kl”

(2.22)(iv) G(k) > /uI—

where I represents the identity matrix on RN or R~ which ever is appropriate. From
straight forward estimates, we obtain

llc(a)llL2(0,T,R~) < &llL2(0,T,RN)

‘ll@zC(a)(~) – @*zll~2(0,~,RN)l17T(a, z)(~)llL2(0,~,RN) < ~.

‘@’ {H(ll~llLqO,T,R~) + llzllL2(0,~,RNo)Ilm(a> ‘) IIL2(0,T,RN) S —Vo q)
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ll~c(+’11 < +ll~llla’1I/o

‘01@1211~llLZ(0,~,RN) ]]]la’lll~am(a,z)a’]l < [~(ll@2C(a) - @*zllLqo,T,Rq + ~:
V(’J

It follows then that for

K(a, z, F) = P{[#ll@2c(a) – @* ZllLqO,T,Rq +

wl@12 ll1711Lz(o,T,R )
+— N lll[$ll~llLz(o,T,RN)l +

v;

+ [~ll%c(a)(~) – @*ZllLZ(O,T,RN)l[#WW},

we have
]]~=%~(a,z)a’ll~Z(O,T) < ~la’]

and
llDa%(a, z)d[]~2(o,T,Rd9) < Kla’]

Proposition 2.9. If
K(a, z, F) < ~,

then H + il?2+ K is invertible.
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Resolution of Regularized Output Least Squares Estimators
for Elliptic and Parabolic Problems

by

Ying-jun Jin
and

Luther W. White
Department of Mathematics

University of Oklahoma
Norman, Oklahoma 73019

Abstract

The sensitivity of interior optimal regularized output least squares estimators with respect
to perturbations of coefficients used in posing numerical test problems for finite element
approximations of parabofic problems is studied. By determiningg the null space of a
sensitivity operator we may determine spaces of perturbations that are not obsemable.
This information ,may be used in designing experiments. Numerical examples are given
comparing results for elliptic systems to those for parabolic.

1. Introduction. We consider the dependence of interior optimal regularized output
least squares estimators of elliptic coefficients on perturbations of measurements on the
state and the coefficients themselves. In particular, we study the sensitivity of the esti-
mated elliptic coefficient to perturbations of the test coefficient used in posing numerical
test problems for finite element approximations of a parabolic initial value problem. The
mapping taking the test coefficient to the resulting estimated coefficient is referred to as
the recovery mapping. Conditions are given to assure that this mapping is well-deiined.
The recovery mapping is determined by the mathematical model, the observation model,
the approximation procedure, and the estimation technique. Its Frechet derivative is an
indicator of the resolution properties that can be expected. By determiningg the null space
(or range) of the Frechet derivative, it is possible to deterrnine the space of perturbations
that are not detectable by the method. This information may then be used, for example,
in posing experiments in such away as to enhance their ability to detect perturbations in
the parameters.

In Section 2 we formulate problems based on the systems that are obtained as iinite
element approximations to parabolic initial value problems. We also consider the Weren-
tiabilit y of estimated parameters with respect to state observations. The material in this
section is contained in a previous report, but it is included here for completeness and to
establish not ation.

Section 3 applies these results to the so called recovery mapping to develop the sensi-
tivity matrix. Section 4 applies the tools developed in Section 3 to a problem to determine
the best location of a state measurement. In Section 5 results are included for the anal-
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ogous elliptic case in order to contrast with the parabolic results. The data arising from
the time dependence significantly contributes to the ability to detect perturbations by
making the sensitivity matrix of full rank for just a single observer location while multiple
observers must be used to obtain a similar result for the elliptic case.

2. The finite dimensional problem. In this section we present the formulation for the
parabolic models. In Section 5 we will remark on elliptic models as well, for the purpose of
comparison. A detailed discussion of finite dimensional approximations to elliptic problems
is included in [6]. To fix ideas, let Q be an open bounded domain in Rn with a Lipschitz
boundary 80. Let H = L2($2) and V = Hl (!2). Let

f G L2(0, Z’; H) and a G Q C -Lm($2).

We assume that there is a positive constant v such that

a(x) z v almost everywhere in Q

Consider the initial boundary wdue problem given by

(2.1)

(2.2)

a
~ – V . (aVu) = ~ in flx(O, 2’)

and

(2.3) U(., o)=UOGH

with j G L2(0, 5P;H) and a ~ Q C .Lm(f2). For ease we will take U. = O. It is well known
[2] that there exists a unique solution u c .L2(0, T; V). Furthermore, if an + a in Q
for an ~ v, then the sequence of associated solutions u(a~) converges weakly to u(a) in
L2(O,2’; V), [2]. In formulating a regularized output least squares estimation problem, we
suppose that Q is a Hilbert space that imbeds compactly into LW (!2), [2].

We study systems of initial value problems obtained from finite element approxima-
tions [4]. Suppose that {B;}~l and {bi}~l are linearly independent finctions in V and
Q, respectively. Express u and a as sums

M
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respectively. Given the coefficient a, we seek u = u(a) such that

(2.4)

for i = 1,..., N. Introducing the representation of a as the above sum and collecting terms,
we define component stiffhess matrices as the N x N matrices Gt~l with entries

Gj;) = 1bkVBi _VBjdx
Q

for k =1, ....M and

I
Gij e ~ BiBjdx.

Define the column N-vector valued i%nction t I+ F(t) with entries

for i = 1, ...JN. and set

and

II
al
az
.

a =

.

aM

We also write c = c(a) when it is deshable to emphasize the dependence of c on a. The
stiffness matrix is given as the linear combination of the component matrices

G= G(a) = ~ akG(k).
k=l

and the discrete version of the boundary value problem (2.4) is thus given by the equation

(2.5)(i)

with initial condition

(2.5)(ii)

“---m”m” -“7--rxR-F-=Tx7 7X-.-’-7’
—-

, ,., .. . . ?.*J, ,. .. ,., 42,7,

Go~c + G(a)c = F

c(o) = o



Setting

(2.6) S(a)(t) = exp[tG~l G(a)]

The solution to (2.5) maybe represented by

/

T
(2.7) c(t) = S(7 – t)G~@(7)d7.

o

Suppose there are given continuous real-valued linear fimctionals {A.}#.l on V and
{~~}~-1 on Q to serve as observation functional, [3]. From these functional we const~ct
the operators

Co : .L2(0,T; V) + 20 = L2(0, Z’; RNO)

and C1:Qs Zl=RNlas

o(Jv(t) =

and

cl+ =

respectively.

< Al, v(t) >

< A~O, v(t) >

The minimization problem is formulated by introducing a fit-to-data functional

T NrJ
J(a) = /x (< A~,u(t) > -Z~(t))2 + 5(< ~~,a > -K~)2 +

0 k=l k=l

1+ [72 ID2a 12 + YI I Vu /2]dz
c?

where 71, and 72 > 0. The fictional J(a) is to be minimized over an admissible set
QUd C Q- FOr=ampk Q=dmaybe taken to be

(2.8) Q=d = {a CH2(Q): a~v>O}

cf. [5].
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The finite dimensional formulation of the fit-to-data functional is obtained by intro-
ducing the No x N matrix@

@ij =< Ai, Bj >

for i = 1, ...j No and j = 1, ....N. the ill x M matrix

Hij =
I

[~lv~i “ Vbj + vZD2biD2bj]~
Q

for i, j = 1,..., M, the N1 x M matrix

~ij =< @i, bj >

for i = 1, ....N1 and j = 1, ....lkf. the NO COIUIRRvector

[’1
Z1

z = >
.

ZNo

the N1 column vector
K1

[1K= : .

KN,

where * denotes matrix transposition. The functional J(-) may thus be tiewed as being
defined on RM and is ekpressed as

I
T

(2.9) J(a) = [c*@2c – 2z*@c+ z“z]dt + a*(H + V2)a – 2K*Wa + K*K
o

‘ where a G Q% and Q% serves as an appropriate atissible set iR RM.

To study the effect of perturbations of the data on interior optimal estimators, our
starting point is the system of equations characterizing optimal estimators. Note the
Frechet derivative of c at a with increment a’, Dc(a)a’, satisfies the equation

(2.10) Go~[Dc(a)a’] + G[Dc(a)a’] = –G(a’)c(a).

with initial condition
[Dc(a)a’](0) = O
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so that

1
[Dc(a)a’](t) = - ‘ S(7 – t) G~l G(a’)c(a)(7)d7.

o

Defining the column N-vectors

I
d$) (a)(t) = o’ S(7 – t)G~lGt~)c(a)(7)d~

and the N x M matrix

Do(a)(t) = [d:)(a)(t), .... d~~)(a)(t)],

we may write
[Dc(a)a’](t)

The derivative of J satisfies

T
(2.11) ~DJ(a)a’ =

1
(@~c(a) - **z)’

o

= –Z20(a)(t)a’.

[Dc(a)a’] dt + ((H + ~z)a – Q* K)* a’

Introducing the vector n = x(a, z) as the solution of the system,

(2.12) –~Gon + G(a)n = Qzc(a) – @*z,

+!’) = o,

we see that

I
T

1
T

(@zc(a) - @*z)* [Dc(a)a’] dt = - r(a, z)* G(.a’)c(a)dt
o 0

holds. The solution of (2.12) maybe represented by the formula

!
T

7r(a, z)(t) = – S(t – T)G~l(@zc(a)(~) – @*z(T))dT.
t

Define the column M-vector X = X(a, z) with entries,

[

T
(2.13) X~(a, z) = m(a, z)* G(~lc(a)dt.

o

The derivative of J may now be expressed by the formula

(2.14). ~DJ(a)a’ = [(H + V2)a – Q*K - X]*a’
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Thus, the optimaLity conditions satisfied by an interior solution are given by the following,
Cf [5].

Proposition 2.1. If a is an interior local minimum for the estimation problem, then a
satisfies the system

(2.15)(i) GO~c(a) + G(a)c(a) = Fin(o, z’)

c(a)(0) = O

(2.15)(ii) –GO~n(a, z) + G(a)n(a, z) = @~c(a) – @*z in (O,2’)

7r(a,2)(2’) = O

(2.15) (iii) (H+ ll?~)a - V*K – X(a, z) = O.

where the components of X(a, z) are given by (2.13).

The optimdity system in (2.15) establishes a relationship between the data vectors z
and K and an optimal estimator a. We next obtain conditions such that the relation given
by the optimality conditions of Proposition 2.2 determines a i%nction z ~ a(z) from RNO
into R~. To this end, define the fi.mction

by

(2.16) fi(a, z, K) = (li?+I&z)a – V*K – X(a, z).

For the time being we are interested only in the dependence of a on z. Hence, we view K
as a constant vector and set

~(a, z) = .F(a, z, K).

Of course, existence of an interior solution for data z implies that the relation

(2.17) ~(a, z) = O

holds. At a pair (~, Zo) for which %(%, Zo) = O, the implicit function theorem as-
serts that if the Frechet partial derivatives, D~~(%, Z. ) and DZfi(~, Z. ), of ~ exist and
.D..F(*)ZO)-l exists, then z * a(z) is determined as a Frechet tierentiable i%nction in
a neighborhood of Z., [1].

For any a’, with .Da~ = Da~(a, z), and DC e ~c(a),

(2.18) –Go ~[(Da~)a’] + G(a) [(D=x)a’] = –G(a’)n + @z[(Dc)a’].
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and initial condition

[(D=7f)a’](z’) = o.

Defining the N x M matrix P(a, z)(t) with columns

J
T

P~(i) = P~(a, z)(t) = S(t – 7)G;lGt~ln(a, z)(~)d~
t

for k=l ,...,M, and the N x M matrix

we may represent Dan by the formula

[D.fl(a, z)a’](t) = -(P(a, z)(t)+ D(a)(t))a’

In addition, it easy to see that for DZr = DZm(a, z)

(2.19) –GO$[(DZn)z’] + G(a) [(Dzn)z’] = –+”2’.

[(DZn)z’](T) = O,

and

!

T

[(DZn)z’] = - S(t – T)G~%*z’(@n
t

It follows from equation (2.13) that

/

T

ll=~~(a, z)a’ = {[~=n(a, z)a’]*G(~)c(a) + x(a, z)* G(’l[Dc(a)a’]}dt
o

and

I

T

DZXk(a, Z)Z’ = [Dzn(a, z)z’]*G(k)c(a)dt.
o

Hence, we obtain the expressions

D=Xk(a, z)a’ = -[~T{c(a)(t)*G( ’)(P(a, z)(t) + ~(a)(t))+ n(a, z)*(t) G(’) Do(a) (t)}dt]a’
o

and
T.

~zX~(a, 2)2’ =
1/

[ c(a)(t) *G(k)S(t – T)d~]G~’@*z’(7)dT.

00
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Setting

X(a, z)(t) = –

we may write

/

T

(2.20) ~z~(a, 2)2’ = X(a, z)(t) z’(t)dt.
o

Furthermore, deke the MxN matrices K1 and KZ in which the k-th rows are given by

I

T
Xl(a, z)~ = c(a)(t)*G(~) (P(a, z)(t) + D(a) (t))dt

o

and

1

T

Kz(a, z)~ = n(a, z)(t)G(~) Dolt,
o

respectively, and set
K = Z(a, z) = Kl(a, z) + &(a, z).

From (2.16), we see that

(2.21) D=7(a, z) = H + V2 + Z(a, z),

and from the implicit fimction theorem we have the following.

Proposition 2.2. Suppose that fi(~, Zo) = O. If matrix H + V2 + K is invertible,
then there is a neighborhood ~(zo) such that z ~ a(z) is defined as a function on N(zO ),
and

Da(z)z’ = (H+ V2 + K(a, z))-’ ~TX(a,z)(t)z’(t)dt.
o

It is also of interest to calculate the second derivatives of z + a(z). The following is
a consequence of a straight forward calculation.

Lemma 2.3. The second derivatives of c and z satisfy the following equations.

(2.22)(;) Go$[(D2c)(a’, a’)] + G(a)[(.D2c)(a’, a’)] = –2G(a’)[(Dc)a’]

[(D2c)(a’, a’)](0) = O
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–GO$[(D~=~)(a’, a’)] + G(a)[(D~=n)(a’j a’)]

(2.22)(ii) = @2[(D2c)(a’, a’)] – 2G(a’)[(17az)a’J,

[(17~=7r)(a’, a’)](Z’) = O

(2.22) (iii) –G~[(%~)(a’,z’)] + G(a)[(@.x)(a’, z’)] = –G(a’)[(D.~)z’],

[(D~Z7r)(a’, 2’)](2”) = O

and

2.22( iv) 12~Z7r(a,z) = O.

We note from (2.13) that the second Frechet derivative of %~ is given by

D~zA?~(a,2)(2’, z’) =
I

‘[D~Zx(a, z)(z’, z’)]*Gf~Jc(a)dt
o

Hence, by (2.22)(iv)
@z%~(a, z) = O

from (2.16), we see that
~~zf(a, z) = O.

Other second partial derivatives of 7 may be calculated simikdy. From (2.16) and (2.17),
we see that

Proposition 2.4. The second derivative of z @ a(z) with respect to z is given by

172a(z)(z’j z’) = –(H + !f!z+ K)-l{ll~=F(a, z)(13a(z)z’, Da(z) z’) +

+ 2D~=f(a, 2)(2’, Da(z)z’)}.

Remark 2.5. Extending the above argument, it easy to see that if H+ Q2 +K is invertible,
then any derivative of a exists.

Suppose that z’ is such that Da(z)z’ = O. That is, denoting the null space of Da(z)
by N(lla(z)), suppose that

z’ G IV(Da(z)).

From Propositions 2.2 and 2.4, we have the following.
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Corollary 2.6. If z’ is such that z’ E N(Da(z)), then

Ilfnla(z)(z’, .... z’) = O

foranyn. Forsuchvectorsz’ wesee that

a(z + z’) = a(z).

Remark 2.7. It follows that the estimated coefficient a(z) is insensitive to any perturba-
tion (no matter how large) z’ c iV(.Da(z)). Note this is a consequence of the fact that the
fit-to-data functional is quadratic in the data z.

We next examine sufik.ient conditiom underwhich the matrix H + QZ+ K is invertible.
To this end we introduce the following assumptions. Recalling that Go, G(a), G(k) for

k=l ,..., M are NxN symmetric matrices aad that H and W2are MxM symmetric matrices,

we suppose there positive red n~bers B> .m ~ vo~ ILI, ad ~ SUCh that

(2.23)(i) H + IJz2~I

(2.23)(ii) plI>Gozpo I

(2.23) (iii) G(a) ~ V. I

and for any k = 1,...,M

(2.23)(iv) G(k) ~ pI

where I represents the identity matrix On RN or R~ which ever is appropriate. From
straight forward arguments, we obtain estimates that are sufficient for our purposes.

+k2(0,~,RN)
Vo

(2.24)(;;) ‘ll@2c(a)(~)–@*z]l~2(c),~,RN)IIfi(a,z)ll~2(0,~,RIT) < ~.

We also have

lql {H(][~]lLZ(O,T,R~) + ]lzl[L2(0,T,ILNo)}Ilfi(a> ‘) IIL2(0,T,RN) ~ —vi) V()



(2.24)(iv) I]Dar(a, z)a’\l < [$(]i%c(a) – @* Zl]L2(0,T,R~) + ‘01@12]]~llLZ(0,T,RN) l!]]a’l
V. v:

It follows then that for

(2.25) K{% Z,~) = /J{[#ll@2c(a) – @* ZllL2(0,T,R~) +

+ Pol@12
ll~llL2(0,T,RN)lll[All~llL2(0,T,RN)l +v; Vo

+ [~ll%c(a)(~) – @*ZllL2(0,T,RN)][$ll~llL2t),T,RN) ]},

we have

and

Proposition 2.8. If

(2.26)

lD=A?~(a,z)a’1 ~ K(a, z, F)la’1

lD=X(a,z)a’l ~ K(a, z, F)la’1

K(a, z, F) < ~,

then H + V2 + K is invertible.

2.9. Note that given @ >0, from (2.24) and (2.25) the condition (2.26) may be satisfied
by choosing 11~11~2(0,~,R~) suitably small.

3. The recove”~ function. Given the model (2.1)-(2.3) and an estimation procedure, we
consider the recovery of the parameter” a“ for a test problem. To formulate the problem,
data associated with a state has been obtained as the solution of the model equation for
a specified function a belonging to int Q=~. Using the data generated from this state, the
goal is to recover a by means of the estimation procedure. This is a typical technique
for posing a numerical test of an estimation algorithm [ ]. Our interest is in the effect
perturbations of test coefficient (vector) a(a) have on the estimated coefficient (vector)
a (a). Toward this end, suppose that a G Q~~ where Q~~ is in the interestion of a finite
dimensional subspace with basis {~~}& of Q and Q=~. Let
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and

Define N x N matrices I’1~1for k = 1,..., N’ by

and set
M’

r(a) = E
~kr(k)

k=l

and

(3.l)(ii)
/

(rO)ij = BiBjb.
n

The initial value problem used to generate data is given by

(3.2)(i) ro&~) + r(~)((~) s ~.

(3.2)(ii) ((a)(o) = o.

Denoting by
so(t) = exp(tr:lw)),

the solution of (3.2) is given by

/

t

(3.2) (iii) ((a)(t) = so(S – t)r~l~(@
o

The data z is obtained from
z = @((a).

Defining the matrices
$ij = <@i,~j >

for j = 1, ....M’ and i = 1,..., N1 and #2 = $**, the data K is obtained from

K =. @a.

The fictional given by (2.4) becomes

I

T
J(a) = (@c(a) - @~(a) )*(@c(a) - @~(a))dt + a*(H + V2)a - aa*#*Qa + a*#2a

o
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or

/

T

(3.3) J(a) = (C(a) –((a))*@2(c(a) - ((a))dt + a*(~+~2)a - 2a*~*Va + a*#2a.
o

The optimality conditions given in Proposition 2.1 may be restated as

Go~c(a) + Gc(a) = ~

c(a)(0) = O

.

(3.4)(i) –Go&r(a, @((cY)) + Gn(a, ~((~)) = @z(c(a) – ((cY))

m(a, if?~(a))(~) = O.

and
(H+ IPz)a - Il”+a - X(a, @~(a)) = O

where the kth component of X is given by

(3.4)(ii)
[

T

Xk = Xk(a, @~(cX)) = m(a, @~(a) )* G(k)c(a)&.
o

Define the function
G(a, a) = %(a, @[(cY), @)

= (JY+wz)a - V*+CY – X(a, @((a)).

The derimtives satis~ the relation

Da~(a, a)~a(a)a’ + ~.~(a, a)a’ = 0.

In terms of >(a, @~(cY),~cY), we have

(3.5) DaF(a, @[(cI), #a)Da(a)a’ + D.F(a, @c(cK),@)@D<(a)a’ +

From (2.20) and (2.21) we see that with z’ = @17~(cY)cY’

/

T

DZ%(a, @~(a), @)@ D~(a)a’ = X(a, ~(a)) (t)@[D~(a)a’](t)dt
o
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Define the kfxitl’ matrix Z in which the kth column is given by

From (2.20) and (2.21), equation (3.5) now becomes

(3.6) (H + V2 + K((a, @C(~)))~a(~)~’ + (Z + ~“~)~’ = O

From (3.5) and (3.6) and from calculations similar to those previously, we obtain the
following.

Theorem 3.1. Let H +92 + K(% @~(cY))be ~vertible” Then

(3.7) Ila(a)a’ = (H+ Vz + K)-’(X(a, @~(cY))+ W*@)a’.

We note that the ndl space of Da(a) and thus of Z + i12*~ determines the space of
the test coefficient that have no effect on the optimal estimators.

Remark 3.2. It is not hard to see horn performing further differentiation of equation
(3.5) that a’ E N(Da(a)) certainly does not imply that D(n)a(a)(cd, .... a’) = O.

Set

(3.8) A = Z(a, @~(a)) + Q“+,

d = Da(a) a’,

and

(3.9) 23 = H + Q2 + K(a, @~(a)).

Rewrite equation (3.7)
Z3d = As’.

The ill’xikl’ symmetric positive sernidefinite matrix AA is diagonalizable with nonneg-
ative eigenvalues ~i i = 1, ..., M’ and has a set of ortho;orm~ eigenvectors {pi}~l.

Expressing cd in terms of the basis vectors pk by CZ’ = ~~=1 a~pk, it fouows that

It is clear that the eigenvalues {~~}~~ provide measures of the sensitivity of A to the
components in the corresponding eigenspace of A* A. Thus, define the matrix
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We refer to the product matrix

(3.10) S=AM

as the sensitivity matrix. Note that Da(cx)a’ = Z3-lSCY* where

[1
a;
.

Q*= .
.

CI*M

From an elementary linear algebra argument, we have the following.

Proposition 3.3.The number of non.zero eigenvalues of A*A equals the rank of the matrix
S and thus of Da(a) = 2?-1S.

Remark 3.4. Proposition 3.3 is an algebraic result. Computationally, the eigenvalues may
be small and thus the associated eigenvector be effectively in the null space in the sense
that any perturbation by that eigenvector has little effect. Nevertheless by Cdcdating

rank and the eigenvalues, we can gain some idea of the behavior of the derivative.

The goal of testing of the estimation procedure is to recover the vector a. Indeed, as
mentioned previously, one typically validates the algorithm by comparing a(a) with CY,cf
[9]. Thus, it is of interest to compare a(a) with a. We refer to the difference

e(a) = a(a) – a

as the recovery error. Suppose that the set of functions {@i}Z~~ coincides with the set
{bi]~l with Al = Al’. It follows that Q = ~, Vz = ~z, and I’(i) = G(i). Hence, we
have the optirnality conditions (3.4) become

Go-$c(a) + G(a)c(a) =F

c(a)(0) = O

–GO$r(a, @~(cY)) + Gfi(a, @~(cY)) = @z(c(a) – ~(a))

7r(a,@~(a) )( Z’) = O

(H+ Vz)a – !llza – A?(a, @~(cY)) = O.

To estimate the recovery error, we &d
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Hence, it follows that

l~(~)ls l(H+@2)-’l(l~ll~l + IW%W4)I)

From the estimates (2.24)(ii) we have

Proposition 3.5. Suppose that the set of basis functions {/3i}Z~l coincides with the set
of basis fictions {6; }~1. Then

(3.11)

Proof. Since
ll~l]L2(0,fiR~)

llc(a)!]L2(0,T;RN) S ~ .

the inequality (3.11) follows from (2.24) (i),(2.24)(ii), and (3.4) (ii).

Remark 3.6. The iirst term of (3.11) depends on IHI which is usually chosen to be small,
but is balanced by ~. Obviously, choosing the smallest regularization possible for a fixed ~

is desireable. The second term involves the difference in the observations of c(a) and ~(a)
and not on c(a) and ~(a) themselves. This allows us to involve the criterion J(a) directly
in the estimate. Hence, the recovery error is determined from the regularization and the
criterion. If there is a sufficient number of obserwitions so that V2 is invertible, then H
may be taken to be zero and the recovery emor depends on J(a).

4. Application to Experimental Design. In experimental design it is of interest to
determine measurement fhnctiorml.s that optimize various features of the results. For ex-
ample, one might want to determine the “best” place to locate a pressure sensor in the test
problem with the idea that it would aid in the location of sensors in the actual experimental
setup. Here “best” could mean that the fit-to-data functional is smallest for a particular
collection of measurement functional as opposed to any other set of measurement func-
tional or that certain properties of the derivative are maximiz ed. Our approach is to
determine locations at which the sensitivity matrix has maximal rank. Among these, it is
then desirable to seek locations at which the functional J is minimal while the derivative
is maximal in some sense. This will be accomplished by defining a new functional

Jk(@) = J(* Q) + p a~~, @)l
a

where ~ is a positive weighting factor that is selected to balance the two terms. We seek
a measurement matrix @O such that

Jk(@o) = minimum Jk(@)
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where @ ranges over those @ associated with locations at which the sensitivityy matrix
has maximal rank. To carry out such a program, it is us&d to examine differentiability
with respect to the measurement matrix @. To emphasize dependence we include @ as a
argument where appropriate. Thus, the optimalit y conditions for a given @ and a are the
fouowing. .

Go~c(a) + G(a)c(a) = F’

c(a) = O

(3.12) –GO$r(a, @~(a),@)+ G(a)m(a, @~(a), Q) = @*@(c(a) – ~(a))

7r(a, @~(a), @)(Z?) = O

(E+ Vz)a - W“+a - .X(a, @~(a),@) = O

where the kth component of A?(a, ~~(cx), @) is given by

As in the previous arguments, these equations implicitly determine the function a =

a(a, @). Consider the function where we have included dependence on @

From (2.21) we see

~=~(a, q @)[~*a(q @)@’] = (E+ l@~+ ~)~~a(q @)@’.

Furthermore,
D~G(a, cc,@)@’ = –~~X(a, ((a), @)@’,

and that

D*G~(a, a, @)@’ = D@X~(a, @~(a), @)@’ =
I

~{[D*m(a, @~(a), @)(@’) (t)* G(’)c(a)(t)
o

Under the assumption that H + W2+ K is invertible, we conclude that

(3.14) 17~a(c2, @)@’ = -(H + W2 + K)-’D*.qa, a, @)@’.

Furthermore, we may calculate higher derivatives. For example, D:* a(ct, @)( Q’, @’) satis-
fies the equation

(3.15) ~&(a, ~, @)[D~*a(q @)(~’, @’)] + DjJ(a, a, @)( D~a(a, @)@’, D~(ct)a’)+

+D~=G(a,a, @)(Ga(cq @)@’, D.a(a, @)a’)+
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+D&X(a, ((a), @)(@’, @’) = O

and thus may be calculated in a straightforward but tedious mmner.

Theorem 3.7 Under the assumption that H+ Q2 + K is invertible, the partial derivatives
Dza(a, @) and ll~za(cx, @) are given in terms of the expressions (3.14) and (3.15).

Even though the derivatives have been given and thus can be used to construct algorithms
to determine optimal observation points, we consider the case in which there are only
finitely many observation locations born which to choose. Hence, we propose the following
procedure to locate observation points.

(i) Determine those locations L for which the sensitivity matrix has maximal rank.

(ii) Determine the value of the fictional Jk at the locations in L.

(iii) Select the location with the minimum value Jk.

Consider the problem posed on the 2 dimensional domain C?= (O,1)x(O, 1). We suppose
that the forcing function is given as

1 if(z, y) = (0.2, 0.2)
f(%lJ) = { o Othetise

We also suppose that the pressurep is zero at the point (0.8, 0.8) as well. The test coefficient
a is given by the following

[

1.0,0 ~ g <0.16
1.5,0.16< y <0.33

I
2.0,0.33< ?J<0.5

a(z, y) =
2.5,0.5< y <0.67
3.0,0.67< y <0.83
2.5,0.83< y <1.0

We assume that the zones in the coefficient are known and use the appropriate step func-

tions to approximate a. The pressure is approximated using basis functions obtained from
the tensor product of piecewise linear “hat” fictions on a uniform mesh with 5 subin-
tervals on each side of CL Thus, 36 basis functions are used to approximate the pressure.
We seek the location of the “best” observation point in the sense that we have described
above.



Test Points
(0.2,0.2)
(0.2,0.4)
(0.2,0.6)
(0.2,0.8)
(0.4,0.2)
(0.4,0.4)
(0.4,0.6)
(0.4,0.8)
(0.6,0.2)
(0.6,0.4)
(0.6,0.6)
(0.6,0.8)
(0.8,0.2)
(0.8,0.4)
(0.8,0.6)
(0.8,0.8)

Rank
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6

J(E04)
2.23
2.34
2.01
2.36
2.18
2.05
2.05
2.31
2.34
2.08
2.27
2.33
2.15
2.23
2.23
2.0

Jk(E04)
2.81
2.82
2.37
2.48
2.52
2.6
2.42
2.42
2.59
2.7
2.46
2.46
2.56
2.7
2.54
2.42

We observe that the rank in all cases in this example is 6 so that in every case the null
space of the sensitivity matrix is trivial. The location of the observer is thus determined
by choosing that location for which the functional Jk is minimum. Hence, the location
(z, y) = (0.2, 0.4) is chosen.

5. The Elliptic Case. By way of comparison we consider this example but with the
underlying model being the time independent elliptic model. We briefly describe the
derivative of the recovery mapping in this case the details of the derivation are presented
in [6]. The underlying equation in given by

G(a)c(a) = F’

with the data equation

r(a)~(a) s F

data is given by

K = +CY

and
z = @((a)

with adjoint equation given by

G(a) fi(a, z) = @2c(a) – Q*z

The optimality condition for an interior optimal estimator is given by

Z(a, z, K) = O
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where

fi(a, z,K) = (H+ II!z)a - Q*K - X(a,z).

Set

~)(a, a) = F(a, @~(ct),#a).

Defining the W matrix K by

~ik = ~*G(~) G!-lG(k)= + **&) G-l(-(i)c + ~*G(i) G–lqj2 &lG(~)c Y

we find that

D=7(a, z, K)a’ = (H+ v, + K)(z’.

Moreover, with

Dzfi(a, z, K)z’ = –DZX(a, Z)Z’

where

we find that

DzX~(a, 2)2’ = _c*G(@G-l@*zJ
1

D.~(a, a)a’ = V*@’ – DZX(a, @~(a) )D~(a)CK’.

Finally, the derivative of the recovery function is expressed as

Da(a)a’ = {(H + II!~+ X)-lD.~(a, a)}a’.

We apply these equations to the case described in Section 4 in which data is generated
using the coefficient given there. We use the same basis elements in spatial approximations
for both the parameter and the state. Hence, G(k) = I’(k) for k=l,...,M. The same forcing
function is used and it is assumed that the pressure is zero at the point (0.8, 0.8). In a
similar computation as was carried out for the parabolic case we look at various locations
calculating the rank of the sensitivity matrix and the values of the fit-to-data fictional J
and the fit-to-data functional with a sensitivity term Jk. The following table of values is
obtained.
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Test Points
(0.2,0.2)
(0.2,0.4)
(0.2,0.6)
(0.2,0.8)
(0.4,0.2)
(0.4,0.4)
(0.4,0.6)
(0.4,0.8)
(0.6,0.2)
(0.6,0.4)
(0.6,0.6)
(0.6,0.8)
(0.8,0.2)
(0.8,0.4)
(0.8,0.6)
(0.8,0.8)

Rank
3
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
3

J(E-02)
0.0297
0.1677
0.1029
1.9121
0.1777
0.1145
0.0904
0.2926
0.2074
0.0961
0.0961
0.0729
0.2626
0.2159
0.0915
0.0565

Jk(E02)
0.4541
0.4741
0.4276
1.9264
0.3381
0.2916
0.6367
0.5888
0.4754
0.2831
0.2831
0.4338
0.6311
0.5603
0.2605
0.4703

We locate the observer at the point (0.8,0.6). Assuming now that we have a pressure
observer Iocated at the point (0.8, 0.6), we now seek a second point.

Test Points
(0.2,0.2)
(0.2,0.4)
(0.2,0.6)
(0.2,0.8)
(0.4,0.2)
(0.4,0.4)
(0.4,0.6)
(0.4,0.8)
(0.6,0.2)
(0.6,0.4)
(0.6,0.6)
(0.6,0.8)
(0.8,0.2)
(0.8,0.4)
(0.8,0.6)
(0.8,0.8)

Rank
4

5
4
5

5

5
4

5
5

5
4

5
5

5
4
4

J(E-02)
0.0721
0.1834
0.1084
0.1238
1.9351
0.1462
0.1089
0.1134
0.2925
0.2183
0.1117
0.1025
0.2629
1.8877
1.7642
0.0914

Jk(E02)
0.2887
0.5231
0.4331
0.2073
1.9865
0.5511
0.6194
0.1662
0.6213
0.5801
0.2273
0.3095
0.6945
2.1451
1.9731
0.2605

The point (0.4, 0.8) is selected for the second pressure observer. To determine the third
point, we fix the previous two points and look for an additional location.
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Test Points
(0.2,0.2)
(0.2,0.4)
(0.2,0.6)
(0.2,0.8)
(0.4,0.2)
(0.4,0.4)
(0.4,0.6)
(0.4,0.8)
(0.6,0.2)
(0.6,0.4)
(0.6,0.6)
(0.6,0.8)
(0.8,0.2)
(0.8,0.4)
(0.8,0.6)
(0.8,0.8)

5
5
5
5
6
5
5
5
6
5
5
5
6
6
5
5

J(E02)
0.0972
0.1967
0.1049
0.1111
1.9458
0.1812
0.1184
0.1986
0.2761
0.1972
0.1162
0.0662
0.2612
0.3185
0.1249
0.1135

Jk(E-02)
0.1646
0.5236
0.5076
0.1739
1.9587
0.6008
0.4553
0.5841
0.5591
0.3757
0.6345
0.5101
0.6312
0.7622
0.4772
0.1662

The third pressure observer is located at (0.6, 0.2).
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